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Nowadays,  the  Internet  is  based  on  IP  transport  service,  providing  an  end-to-end  connection 
between applications and focusing on packet routing.
Although  it  is  true  that  the  use  of  the  Internet  Protocol  has  been  a  great  success  for  the 
interconnection of networks using different protocols at the transport layer, such as TCP or UDP 
among others, and contributed to develop the network of networks we currently have, the way the 
Internet is has lately been discussed. The reason is not another that it has evolved so much that the  
network itself has to be reconsidered.
The introduction in the network of functions and sub-blocks non existing at the time the Internet 
was conceived, such as NATs or firewalls, and the evolution of applications have  considerably 
contributed to expand this thought. More and more, applications require effective support of QoS 
and large scale provisioning, which leads them to the need of being more network-aware and to the 
network to be more application-aware. 
At  this  moment,  these  applications  communicate  end-to-end  and  the  resource  management  is 
provided by centralized applications. Nevertheless, considerable overhead is added leading to a high 
inefficiency of the network due to the lack of data-speed above all. For this reason, a new signaling 
layer  was  necessary.  This  new signaling  layer  had to  be  able  to  make applications  capable  of 
interacting with the network in order to request the resources needed.
This  takes us to a problem. How will  applications and network communicate? Until  now, as a 
consequence of the OSI model, the network and the applications did not communicate with each 
other. The application layer in a node, only talked with the application layer of another node, and 
the same with the network layer. It is now necessary for the network layer and the application layer 
to communicate. The application has to be capable of explaining to the network which resources it  
needs and the network has to be capable of telling the application whether or not this resources are 
available.  This  is  why  a  new  Cognitive  Transport  Service  layer  was  proposed  on  top  of  the 
traditional transport layer.
This CTS layer will permit applications and network interact and will be divided into two sub-
layers; the session layer and the presentation layer. The session layer has to be implemented with a 
session-oriented protocol, capable of providing security and evolved enough to be trusted, in this 
case, the Session Oriented Protocol. On the other side, the presentation layer will be based on the 
Network  Resource  Description  Language.  The  NRDL will  be  used  as  a  services  description 
language and as a service negotiation protocol and will be the actual link between network and 
applications.
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The aim of this thesis is to implement two different scenarios to test the viability of the solution 
proposed. To do so, we are going to establish a session between two hosts which are going to 
communicate through a SIP Proxy based on an OpenSIPs distribution. This SIP Proxy is going to 
attend the caller resources request and, once the session is established we are going to migrate a VM 
between the hosts. The migration was implemented in a previous work.
These  simulations  are  going  to  be  developed  with  two  Linux  configured  machines  Ethernet 
connected, and the languages used to implement the different components will be php, javascript 
and html for the user interface.
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2.  The steps to the new cognitive network 
infrastructure.
Due to the change experimented by the Internet through the last years, and the need of having 
applications  capable  of  changing,  on  demand,  the  set-up  of  connectivity  service  with  specific 
characteristics across high capacity transport networks, a new protocol layer was needed.
Nowadays, there is not a widely accepted way to implement that. However, it has been proved that 
combining two technologies currently available such as the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and the 
Network Resource Description Language (NRDL) we can reach this objective. SIP is not able to 
provide services on its own, but brings the possibility to use it to implement services. On the other 
hand, is NRDL the language which allows applications say to the network what resources do they 
need, and the network say which applications are available.
This combination of technologies will allow applications exchange messages with the network, in 
order to make requests for the negotiation and reservation of resources on the network, bringing a 
new signaling layer called Cognitive Transport Service (CTS) layer.
This new transport layer should be implemented by decoupling the signaling protocol and is divided 
into two sub-layers:
- The session layer, implemented by the session-oriented protocol SIP.
- The Presentation layer, which uses NRDL.
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Fig. 1 Cognitive Transport Service (CTS) layer
2.1 Why SIP and NRDL?
The choice of SIP to implement the new session layer was driven by the next statements:
- The necessity of having a signaling protocol, which is responsible for defining the syntax 
used for service negotiation, session-oriented. SIP is able to initiate, modify and terminate 
sessions.
- The need of having a secure session protocol, including authentication, authorization and 
accounting (AAA).
- SIP is nowadays a widely evolved protocol due to its adoption by 3GPP to be the main 
protocol in IP Multimedia Subsystem architecture.
The choice of NRDL to be used in the new presentation layer was driven by the next statements:
• It is neutral to the session protocol used.
• It is able to represent network resources as well as attributes of a communication.
According to this, the only difference between the proposed solution and the current Internet would 
be that before the exchange of data, there would be a transport service request. This means that 
before sending the data, the sender application will prepare a NRDL document, encapsulated on the 
body of a SIP message, which will go through the network by means of a SIP session, and will 
allow the sender and receiver to negotiate and arrange the network service needed to establish the 
communication. When the NRDL document arrives to the receiver, it verifies the network services 
requested by the sender and prepares another NRDL document as an answer, acting as an ACK. 
This NRDL document contains, apart from the network services from the receiver point of view, its 
local port and other information that the sender would need. Of course, the exchange on information 
will be held until the network services are finally established or canceled. From that moment being,  
the exchange of data will take place until the session is closed.
There is not yet a Call-setup time recommendation specifically for this type of communication, but 
the recommendations by the ITU-T for a general Call-setup time is be 7.5 s.
2.2  Alternatives of Interaction.
As mentioned before, when a caller wants to start a SIP session with a callee with specific network 
services,  it  prepares  a  NRDL document,  sends  it  embedded  in  a  SIP INVITE message  to  an 
intermediate  node  which  processes  it,  sends  it  to  the  next  node,  and  waits  for  the  callee 
confirmation. However, there are several alternatives to this normal behavior which would be:
- Start a full reservation of network resources taking into account that if the callee does not 
accept the call they would be released. This behavior is useful when the set-up time is a 
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critical parameter.
- Start a pre-reservation that will be only confirmed with the callee acceptation of the call by 
means of a 200 OK message.
- Change of the network resources requested by means of an UPDATE message during the 
exchange of messages.
2.3 The Application-Oriented Module.
The  Application-Oriented  Module  (AO-M)  is  the  module  which  implements  the  Cognitive 
Transport Service Layer (CTS) at the end-users and also at some of the intermediate nodes present 
in the network. The AO-M implements some services which will allow the reservation of resources 
necessary for the communication. These three basic services will be:
- A SIP Proxy able to establish a SIP session and permit the flow of SIP messages through the 
network.
- A NRDL parser which will be the sub-module responsible for receiving and understanding 
the NRDL message into the SIP messages body. This sub-module will also have the aim to 
store the information of the network resources requested, as well as the service composition 
facilities.
- A network dependent module which will be the responsible for configuring the network 
according to the service requested and the resources available.
At this point, it is important to notice that almost the whole delay regards to the research of the 
resources availability.
Having the intermediate nodes these three services, and taking into account that all SIP proxies have 
the capability to intercept and read any SIP message, any of these nodes will be able to understand 
what the NRDL code means and act in consequence modifying it or interacting with the network if 
it was necessary to offer the caller and the callee the service requested.
On the other hand, the AO-M at the end user will be the responsible of requesting a network service 
by:
- Preparing a NRDL document with the network services requested by the application.
- Establishing a SIP session with the callee by means of the exchange of SIP messages with 
the destination.
- Receiving the confirmation of the session establishment by the callee.
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2.4 Resource Management.
Until now we have talked about intermediate nodes configuring a network service but we have not 
seen how the nodes know which resources are available. The resource management operations can 
be divided into three different phases:
- Resource publication: Each resource, if available, publishes its availability to the CTS.
- Resource discovery: It permits the nodes to locate every available resource on the network.
- Resource reservation: Permits the reservation of available resources.
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3. NRDL (Network Resource Description 
Language) and SIP (Session Initiation 
Protocol).
3.1 NRDL.
As mentioned before, a language was needed to allow the communication between applications and 
network as they talk different languages. NRDL is the language chosen to solve this problem of 
misunderstanding. NRDL can be used either to describe or negotiate services with the network and 
will represent application and network resources as well as attributes of a given communication to 
be used.
NRDL is based on RDF like NDL is. However, while NDL is used to describe network elements 
and  topologies,  NRDL is  used  to  describe  network  resources  independently  from the  network 
technology. This compliants with the Next Generation Network (NGN) idea of viewing the network 
as an infrastructure able to provide communication services.
By means of NRDL the applications will be able to describe its needs and communicate them to the 




At this point, it would be useful to talk about the Service Control Function (SCF). The SCF is the 
main  functional  entity  of  the  Next  Generation  Network  (NGN)  layer  Service  Stratum  and  is 
responsible of interact with the Transport Stratum to activate the network resources reservation. The 
SCF will extract and translate the service requirements sent as an NRDL code and request for the 
Network Stratum for the network resources.
Figure 2 is a schema of NRDL relevant parts. On the schema we have classes, shown as ovals, and 
properties, represented as leveled arrows. As we are compiling the mechanisms to communicate the 
two main layers of the NGN, NRDL has been provided by the two of them:
- Service Stratum: Represents the network service layer.
- Transport Stratum: Represents the transport stratum.
Each stratum is divided into additional sub-layers and, as NRDL has many specialized subclasses, 
they should be carefully chosen, depending on the type of network, in order not to have a schema 
too complex.
In Figure2 we have the main part schema of NRDL. In the schema, the AdministrativeDomain class 
represents  the  services  resources  and  the  NetworkDomain  represent  the  network  resources.  In 
addition, the hasSubDomain property allows the representation of domain partitions. Moreover, we 
have the Element class, which represent the physical equipment and is divided into ServiceElement 
and  the  TransportElement  which  represent  the  ServiceStratum and  TransportStratum resources 
respectively. As the elements depend on the technology and as a consequence it is plenty of them, it  
is not aim of this explanation define all of them.
In addition, we have the Services class which represents the logical services and is connected to the 
Element class to link the services to the physical equipment associated. Linked to the Services class 
we have the hasDirection tag to express whether the service is uni-directional or bi-directional and 
can have the values send, recv or sendrecv. We have also the hasStrengthTag which expresses the 
resources reservation priority and can have the values:
- None: No need of resources reservation.
- Optional: The session can continue whether the resources reservation is made or not.
- Mandatory: The session needs the resources reservation.
- Required: The reservation is optional but we must have the capacity of reserving resources.
- Obligatory: If we have the resources, the reservation is mandatory, if not, we can continue 
the session anyway.
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In Figure3 we have the ServiceStratum NRDL schema. We have three different subclasses which 
are:
- Dialog:  Represents  the logical  relation between two clients.  It  can contain one or  more 
sessions.
- Session: Represents the services provided into a dialog. Sessions are independent and can be 
composed by one or more connections.
- Connection: Logical path that the data follows.
To summarize, we can have a dialog between two users with two sessions involved, for example an 
audio session and a video session and at the same time, the audio session a data streaming and a 
control panel.
The  Connection  subclass,  is  divided  into  LogicalConnection,  PhysicalConnection  and  the 
TransportStratum. The TransportStratum, in Figure4 is divided into:
- NetworkDomain: Defines its network entities.
- TransportElement: Addresses the network resources.
- Services: Collects the Services provided by the TransportStratum.
Moreover,  the  ServiceStratum  class  is  composed  of  the  AdministrativeDomain  subclass,  the 
ServiceElement subclass and the Service subclass,  each of them representing the administrative 
entities, the network resources and the service of the ServiceStratum respectively.
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Fig. 3 NRDL ServiceStratum schema.
Fig. 4 NRDL TransportStratum schema.
Continuing with the NRDL definition, we can use NRDL as:
- Services Description language: As NRDL can describe objects and resources, both logical 
and physical communication entities can be defined and stored for future consultation and 
monitoring.
- Exchange information protocol: We can request services and provide answers regarding to 
them.
To summarize, NRDL can be used in any situation involving the interaction of service and transport 
stratum.
3.1.1 Security.
Due to the capacity of NRDL to travel across different networks, it is recommendable hiding some 
sensitive information in  order  not  to be read by an undesirable  element.  To this  purpose,  each 
element, from final users to intermediate nodes, can encrypt some part of the code by means of the  
RDF-Graphs  method.  However,  any data  prerequisite  for  network  service  must  be  transmitted 
without encryption.
3.2 SIP.
It is not the aim of this SIP explanation to give an accurate and detailed description of this protocol,  
as we would need pages and pages of it.  However,  it  is basic for the understanding and future 
development of this project to understand some details such as a brief summary of SIP, the flow of 
messages of certain situations, the SIP header and its elements and the type of responses we could 
obtain.
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3.2.1 Brief Description about SIP.
SIP was born in 1996 in order to merge Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and Simple Conference 
Initiation Protocol (SCIP).
SIP is a transaction oriented protocol, meaning that it is composed of request-response sequences. It 
works with a number of reliable and unreliable transport protocols such as TCP, UDP or SCTP and 
uses the retransmission in order to provide reliability over UDP. In this simulation we are using 
UDP. It permits the reconfiguration of sessions and enables servers to maintain a minimal state info.
Fig. 5 SIP session establishment.
3.2.2 Session Establishment and End of Session.
As a first approximation to the exchange of messages taking part in this simulation and as a brief 
explanation of how a session is established and finished between two User Agents, I will explain 
how it is done between two user agents with a Proxy between the two of them. In another section, I 
will talk about the actual messages flow taking part in this simulation.
All  SIP conversations  initiate  with  an  INVITE message  sent  by the  caller,  which  needs  to  be 
responded with a 200OK message and confirmed, again by the caller with an ACK. This is known 
as the three-way handshake. It is important to notice that the callee reports, before sending the 200 
OK, its status changes.
In order to end a dialog, the caller sends a BYE message to the callee, responded with a 200 OK. 
This would be how a session is established and ended, however, other messages exchange could 
take place.
In our case, we will use a SIP Proxy in order to parse and negotiate network services with the 
information embedded into the SIP body with the NRDL.
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3.2.3 SIP H  eader   Fields. 
Record-route: Record-route is an optional field. This field is inserted by the proxy and contains its 
direction. With this insertion, the proxy informs the User Agents (UA) that it wishes to stay on the 
path of all further messages. In some cases, this field could be initialized with a pre-existing route 
set.
Via: This field shows the transport protocol used and the request route. In a general case, each 
proxy would add a line to this field. In our case, we will only have, at the most, two lines. It is 
important to remark that, as the response follows the path, the corresponding Via line is deleted.
From: This field shows the caller address. Each From field contains a Fromtag, which identifies the 
UA.
To: This field shows the callee address. As the From field, it contains the Totag, which identifies the 
UA and is not added to the header until the UA itself does.
Fig. 6 SIP header.
Call_ID: Unique identifier for each call and contains the host address. It must be the same for all the 
messages within a transaction.
Cseq: This field begins with a random number and identifies each messages exchange. For example, 
the INVITE and its corresponding responses will have the same identifier. And the same for the 
BYE or the UPDATE messages and its responses.
Contact: This field shows the contact address of its UA and its port.
Content type: Contains a description of the message body.
Max Forwards: This field is used to limit the number of proxies that can forward the request until it 
reaches the final user.  This count is decremented by each server that forwards the request.  The 
recommended initial value in this case is 70.
User Agent: This field shows the client agent who deals the communication.
Content length: Length of the body.
14




400-499 Client Failure responses.
500-599 Server Failure responses.
600-699 Global Failure responses.
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4. Simulation Scenario.
In this project, in order to test and prove this solution to the problem exposed, we are going to set  
out two possible scenarios where we are going to see the possibilities that the use of SIP and NRDL 
offer. The two scenarios will be the synchronous mode with a standard session establishment and 
with an UPDATE during the establishment of session.
In both modes we will have two UA communicating through a Proxy Server which will capture the 
messages sent by the UAs and act in consequence making changes in the network. We will also 
migrate a VM between both UA after the session is established. The main difference will be that,  
while in the first case the establishment of session will take place according to the caller initial 
requests, in the second case the callee UA will provide information to the caller to force him to send 
an UPDATE to make some changes on the requests made beforehand with the INVITE message.
4.1. Standard Session Establishment.  
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Fig. 7 Session Establishment
Before starting any session, as they communicate through a Proxy Server, the first thing that the 
UAs must  do is  register  to  the Proxy sending a  message with the REGISTER method.  In this 
message, they must specify a User Name and a Password in order to provide security to the session 
itself. If the Proxy accepts the terminal requesting registration, it will send back a 200 OK which 
will confirm the UA that the registration has taken place.
After  the  two UAs are  registered,  the caller  will  send an  INVITE message  to  the  proxy.  This 
INVITE message will be embedded with a NRDL code in its body, containing the network requests 
or network changes demanded. In order to prevent the caller to send another INVITE message, the 
Proxy will send two 100 responses. If it did not, while the Proxy was looking for network resources, 
the UA could think the message had been lost.
Once the Proxy forwards the INVITE message, the callee reads it and modifies the code adding its 
local port,  the network services requested from its point of view and other information that the 
caller could need.
At this point, when the callee has accepted the session establishment, the Proxy will check whether 
the NRDL code has the proper structure or not and make the network resources reservation or the 
changes requested. After it is done, the Proxy will forward the 200 OK sent by the callee, to the 
caller to let it know that the reservation was made. In response, the caller will send a message with 
the method ACK to the callee to let it also know that the reservation was made.
At this  point,  the session will  be established and both the caller  and the callee will  be able to 
exchange messages in a secure way.
Fig. 8 Session end
Once the caller wants to end the session, it sends a message with the BYE method to the callee 
through the proxy. When the message gets to the Proxy, it checks again whether the NRDL body is 
correct or not and undoes the change made during the session establishment.
When the BYE get to the callee, it responds with a 200 OK. At this point, the session is ended.
17
4.2 UPDATE During Session Establishment.
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Fig. 9 Session establishment with UPDATE.
Again, as in the other simulation scenario, as the communication takes place between two User 
Agents with a Proxy in the middle,  SIP permits to register the terminals to add security to the 
transactions. The mechanism is the same in every case.
After the registration, the caller send an INVITE message to the proxy with its network requests 
embedded into the body of the message with the NRDL code. Again, the Proxy sends two 100 
responses to alert the caller that the possible delay is not because of the INVITE message loss, that 
it  is  because  of  the  research  of  resources  requested.  After  it,  the  Proxy forwards  the  INVITE 
message to the callee.
It is at this point when the callee sends a 183 Session in progress response to the caller to convey 
information  about  the  progress  of  the  call.  For  this  reason,  the  caller  UA sends  an  UPDATE 
message to the callee to make some changes to the network requests according to the information 
sent beforehand with the 183 response.
When the callee UA receives the UPDATE message, it  responds with a 200 OK modifying the 
NRDL body embedded in the UPDATE and, at this point, the proxy, after checking whether the 
NRDL code is well structured and applying the changes requested, forwards the message to the 
caller UA. 
It is important to say that the callee responds with two 200 OK at this point. The first one applies to  
the UPDATE message sent by the caller, and the second one to the INVITE message. The difference 
remains, above all, at the definition of the method and tags present on its headers. It is important to  
send  the  UPDATE  200  OK  response  before  the  INVITEs  one.  We  must  end  the  UPDATE 
transaction before ending the INVITE one.
After it, the caller UA sends a message with the ACK method to indicate the caller that the session 
has been established.
After the communication has taken place, once the caller wants to end the session, it sends a BYE 
message  to  the  proxy,  that  after  checking  its  correctness  undoes  the  changes  made during  the 
session establishment and forwards it to the caller, which sends a 200 OK with the BYE method in 
order to end the session. 
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5. Implementation.
In this section the way the simulation scenario was implemented, the problems found and the way 
the simulations have to be executed is described.
5.1 Steps Followed.  
5.1.1 Web Interface.
When we first got this Project, the first thing we wanted to do was to change the way the messages 
flow was displayed in the web browser in order to make it more user-friendly and attractive to the  
eye  for the one performing the simulations.  
First of all, there was no differentiation between the messages sent by one UA and the other. We 
wanted to display each of them in different colors. The first we did was create a function that would 
look for a chain into another chain. 
This way, finding a difference between the messages sent by one UA and the other, we would only 
have to look for this difference in every message and then display any of them in a different color 
depending whether it was found or not. In our case, as we wanted to differentiate the messages 
according to UA sending the message, we would have to see the difference between the different 
From headers.
Secondly, when displayed, all the information was showed at the first instance. We wanted to show 
first the first line of the message showing which it was and then be able to display the whole header  
and the body of any message by clicking on it. To do that, we created a function which would show 
or hide a text when executed.
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Furthermore, as the messages flow was an array, we would first have to split the array, separating 
every  message  from the  others  adding  previously  an  specific  sentence,  in  our  case  “Risposta 
ricevuta”, when adding a new message to the message flow array.
And then,  divide every message between the  request  or  response identifier  and the  rest  of  the 
message. In our case, the variable fin is the position of the word separating the header and the tail of 
the message.
We must take into account that not all messages first header element is the same. Because of this, 
we had to vary the fin variable in some cases.
The result of this was:
5.1.2 Source and Request Ports and IP.
The next step was to change the way the two UA communicated. Until then, the two UA were 
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Fig. 10 Web interface result.
communicating  directly  with  their  public  IP  addresses  which  were  137.204.107.66 and 
137.204.107.67.  The  UA would  now  be  communicating  through  an  Ethernet  cable.  Their  IP 
addresses would be 10.10.10.66 and 10.10.10.67 and their corresponding ports would be 50601 to 
the caller UA and 5060 to the callee UA.
To change this we had to go to the class Socket defined in SocketSIP.class.php, change the variable 
$src_ip of each UA with the new IP address and check if the variable $src_port was well defined.
Now, we wanted them to communicate through a Proxy Server which would have to deal with the 
requests  made  by  the  caller  and  the  responses  sent  by  the  callee.  This  Proxy  is  placed  in 
10.10.10.66:5060. To have this change made we had to configure the variable $requestPort of each 
UA  socket  class  to  be  5060 and  set  the  proxy  IP  address  with  the  function  defined  in 
ClientSIP.class.php called  setProxy($proxy)  before  the  INVITE  is  sent.  Note  that  the  variable 
$proxy has the format of an IP address, in this case 10.10.10.66.
5.1.3 REGISTER Method.
At this point, the simulation scenario that was already running did almost the same the synchronous 
mode with a standard session establishment had to do. The only difference, apart from the presence 
of a SIP Proxy between them, was that the two UA would have to register before starting the session 
establishment. To do so we added REGISTER to the list of allowed methods and defined a function 
called register at the ClientSIP class. 
This function has to be executed before the INVITE is sent. There is here a difference between 
when do we execute the function in the caller UA and the callee UA. 
In the case of the caller, we execute the function when we want to start the session and send the 
INVITE, right before it is sent. However, in the case of the callee, as we do not know when the 
INVITE will be sent, the register function is executed at the time we open the socket to listen for the 
incoming  messages.  That  is  why,  later  on  when  we  will  see  the  results,  we  will  see  that  the 
REGISTER message from the callee gets always to the Proxy before the caller  REGISTER request 
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does.
Note that all the functions used in register() are defined in ClientSIP.class.php. Nevertheless, we 
will quickly explain what they do:
- setUsername($username): This function defines the variable $username.
- setPassword($password): This function defines the variable $password.
- setMethod($method): This function checks whether the method defined corresponds 
to one of the allowed methods and sets the body of the message depending on which 
is the method.
- formatRequest(): This function sets the header and body of the message and returns 
it.
- sendData($data):  This  function  sends  the  string  $data  to  the  requestHost  and 
requestPort defined.
- readResponse(): This function listens to the socket defined, parses the response and 
acts in consequence depending on the message received.
5.1.4 SIP Proxy Implementation.
The next thing to change, was forcing the SIP Proxy to execute the network changes requested.
In this part, as it is only a simulation, we did not write into the NRDL code sent by the INVITE any  
specification about any change or request to make. That is why we are only checking which are the 
messages that are going through the Proxy, checking if they have a correct SIP header, checking if  
the NRDL code has a correct structure, posting them, identifying the different packets with which 
we need to do any change, making the change and printing them into a file. 
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Note that, as we have the function findChain() which allows us to search for an specific chain into 
another, it would not be a big deal to modify the code. Anyway, we would need a protocol to write 
the requests into the NRDL code which would let us identify the requests into the body.
In this case, as we explained in the previous section, the changes will be made when the 200 OK 
corresponding to the INVITE request pass through the SIP Proxy, when the 200 OK corresponding 
to the UPDATE request does so in the case of the second simulation scenario and unmade when the 
BYE message does the same thing.
In order to identify those messages we are using the Request Line and Cseq data into their headers 
which combined identify a  message entirely.  In  this  case,  the change made is  a change in  the 
IPTables of the caller UA that we are going to test is made later into the results section.
Finally, regarding to this part of the code note that when the first message goes through the Proxy, 
the INVITE, we are deleting all the content into the file where the messages are saved. If we did not  
do so, we would be infinitely saving the messages of the different simulations into the same file. 
 
5.1.5 Saving and Modifying NRDL Code.
Another thing we changed was that, as the NRDL code sent into an INVITE, UPDATE or BYE 
message is not the same included into their corresponding 200 OK responses, both UA would have 
to save the body received and then attach a different code, modified before, to the response.
In the case of the caller UA, the body has only to be saved when the 200 OK corresponding to the 
INVITE  or  UPDATE  request  gets  there.  The  code  showed   is  placed  in  the  script 
ClientSIP.class.php into the  parseResponse() function and it is almost the same to the UPDATE 
case with the only difference of having to check if the incoming method is UPDATE.
When an incoming message executes parseResponse(), if it corresponds to an INVITE or UPDATE 
request, executes this code which finds the position of the beginning and the end of the NRDL code 
in the message, opens/creates a file called  NRDL_received.rdf  at the present directory, copies the 
NRDL code into it and closes the file. Note that in the case of the second simulation scenario there  
will be two different received files, NRDL_received_I.rdf and NRDL_received_U.rdf, one for each 
transaction.
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The second part has to do with how to copy the saved and modified code into the new message. In 
this  case we will  explain the case of copying the saved code into the BYE request.  It  is  very 
important at this moment to give the proper permissions to the files in order to allow the script to 
open, read and write into the created file and it can be done both by executing a system() function 
which executes a code into a script like we did with the SIP Proxy code or manually by executing 
the command at the terminal as we did in this case.
This part of the code is placed also at the ClientSIP.class.php script into the setMethod() function 
where the NRDL body is added. In this case it is easy, if the corresponding method is BYE, the 
code opens the file with the modified body and copies it into the variable $body.
The case of adding the NRDL code to a response is a little bit  different as it  is done into the 
replyWithBody() function and, in the case of the second simulation scenario, depends on which 
response we are creating. The following code does the job.
5.1.6 SIP Header Implementation.
As we said before, it is very important to set the messages header elements properly. If it is not done 
this way the SIP Proxy, when getting the requests and response will discard and drop them. 
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There are many things that we must take into account. The first thing is that every transaction must 
have their own tags, Call_ID, Via and C_Seq. The second thing is that into the requests header, only 
the FromTag is added, the ToTag is added into the response when the request gets to the callee. 
Being the second simulation scenario a little bit more complex, we are going to explain how we 
implemented this part of the code. Furthermore, we are going to have to work with two functions, 
formatRequest() in the case of the requests and replyWithBody() in the case of the responses.
In the case of the tags we will create a new FromTag with the setFromTag() function in case a new 
request is send and add the INVITE tag in case it is the same method taking into account that we 
would have had to save the INVITE FromTag when creating it before.
In the case of the ToTag, we had to do the same. If the response created was the first after a request,  
we needed to create a new ToTag with the  setToTag() function and add it  to the header at  the 
replyWithBody() function into ClientSIP.class.php.
The same procedure was followed with the Call_ID when giving format to a request, a new one was 
created, and when responding to a request, the corresponding Call_ID was attached.
The case of the C_Seq was easier. The corresponding method was added. If it was a request we 
were giving format the one we set and if it was a response, the one we extracted from the request  
received.
Something  special  had  to  be  done  with  the  Via  header.  There  was  no  problem with  the  first 
simulation scenario as when received a request, the corresponding response was sent with the Via 
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header extracted. 
However, in the second case something special happened. As we received the UPDATE request 
before responding the INVITE, we had to save the INVITE Via header before it was responded in  
order not to lose it after extracting the UPDATE Via header. To do that, we created two private 
variables named $inv_via1 and $inv_via2 and saved the INVITE Via header.
Note that  here we found a problem. At some point  the SIP Proxy did not forwarded the BYE 
request. We discovered that the reason was that when giving format to the message, the Content-
type header was blank, and had to execute the setContentType(null) function and add the BYE case 
into it. 
5.1.7 Sending the UPDATE.
In order  to implement the second simulation scenario,  we had to  send an UPDATE during the 
session establishment.  In order to  do so,  the callee UA had to send a  183 Session in  progress 
response to the caller UA to force it to send an UPDATE. After receiving the response, while being 
analyzing the response with the parseResponse() function, the script would execute the following 
code.
The functions used were used and explained into the register section. After adding this new method, 
formatRequest() function and replyWithBody() function were modified as explained before.
5.1.8 Responding Properly.
During all the session, the callee UA is continuously listening to possible incoming messages. This 
is done by means of the listen() function. When it is not sending a response, the callee UA is always 
executing this function and when a request gets to it, it extracts the method and acts in consequence. 
As the  second scenario is the most complex, we are going to explain this one.
We have four different cases, UPDATE, INVITE, BYE and ACK. In this case we are only going to 
explain the first three cases as the fourth does not actually lead to a response.
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This function is included into ClientSIP.class.php. Basically, apart from gathering information and 
saving it when receiving the  INVITE request, its function is to create a response and send it with  
the  replyWithBody() function.  We  had  to,  apart  from  setting  the  UPDATE  case,  modify  the 
replyWithBody() function by entering it the code of the response, the name and its method. This was 
because  now we  have  two  different  200  OK responses,  one  for  the  INVITE and  one  for  the 
UPDATE. This let us differentiate between both of them and create a different response for each 
other as we saw when we talked about the headers and its characteristics.
5.2 Problems Found.
The first of the problems we found was that, before starting the simulation, we have to restart the 
web client in the second UA, in this case, the 137.204.107.67. 
The easy and quickly way to do this is executing the line code  “/etc/init.d/httpd restart” at the 
server terminal and the reason is very simple. Once you execute the script, the server opens a new 
socket and starts  listening to possible connections.  If the simulation is  not correctly ended, the 
server does not close the socket. As a result, when you try to reload the page, the script tries to bind 
the socket and fails, as it is already opened. 




Sometimes  opensips crashes due to an error in the processing of the SIP packet. This could be 
because of something missing in a header or a message which is supposed to have body is empty. 
To  solve  this  you  have  to  reboot  the  system,  execute  the  commands  included  in  the  file 
/root/ifconfig.txt  in order to activate  the aliases to the loopback interface and start the opensips 
service with the command:
% opensipsctl start
Another problem we found was that, once you have executed the simulation, you can not reboot the 
virtual machine located at the callee UA normally. The reason is still unknown, but to do so, you 
have to kill the process.
The first step would be find the corresponding process. We would recommend to execute the line 
“ps –eLf  |  grep Vir”.  The command  “ps –eLf” selects  all  the processes being executed,  prints 
information about all the light weight processes and makes a list of them. On the other hand, the 
command “grep Vir” filters all the processes that contain the chain “Vir”.
The next step is killing the process. Note that the correct process to kill is the one executing the 
corresponding virtual machine, in our case the one named Video. To kill the process you have to 
execute the line “kill -9 PID” where PID is the one associated to the process to kill and -9 indicates 
that the signal you want to end to the process is SIGKILL, as the command kill itself does not kill a 
process.
Finally,  the  virtual  machine  remains  in  ABORTED  state.  You  just  have  to  open  and  close  it  
normally.
Another problem that we had was that the Remote Desktop Viewer may get stuck sometimes. To fix 
it, you only have to close the connection and connect normally again. As it is only a remote desktop, 
once you connect again, you will have everything as you left it, so it is not a big deal.
There  was  also  a  problem of  permissions.  As  seen  before,  we sometimes  have  to  execute  the 
function system() to execute commands into a script, which needs root permissions. To this end, we 
have to change the /etc/sudoers file to give apache this permissions.
5.3 Execution of Simulations.
We are now going to explain how to perform both simulations. It would seem to be easy, but the 
fact of having found some problems during the process encourages me to explain with every detail 
how to execute the simulations.
First of all, it is necessary to open a virtual desk with the two servers used. To do so, open the 
Remote Desktop Viewer application and connect to 137.204.107.66:3 and 137.204.107.67:3. Then, 
open a terminal in both servers and type:
% xhost +
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This command disables the access control allowing any host to access to the server. In other words, 
it will allow us to use graphical interfaces for our applications, in our case, Virtualbox. 
Then, connect as a root with your password typing:
% sudo su -
Open Virtualbox with the graphical interface. Note, in this case, that we will only be able to interact 
with our VM Video if we open Virtualbox as a root:
% virtualbox &        (137.204.107.66)
%Virtualbox &         (137.204.107.67)
Open the VM Video in the 137.204.107.66 server and leave the 137.204.107.67 switched off, as we 
are going to migrate the first VM to the second one. Now, both machines are prepared so next step 
is executing the simulations. 
5.3.1 Synchronous Mode (Standard Session Establishment).  
To execute this simulation, open your local hosts web browser and go to:
http://137.204.107.66/testsomoza_standard/        (Executes  137.204.107.66 script)
and
http://137.204.107.67/php-sip/testsomoza_standard/client2.php        (Executes  137.204.107.67 
script)   
If everything is fine, when executing the 137.204.107.67 script, it will keep loading the page. This 
means that the script has been well executed and that the machine is listening for an incoming 
connection. If this does not happen, it means that the last time the simulation was executed, it ended 
abruptly. To solve this problem, you have to restart the httpd service typing:
% /etc/init.d/httpd restart
Note that only a user with root permissions will be able to restart the httpd service.
Now we have the web interface to execute the simulation. Press Call to establish a session between 
both UA. The messages flow will be displayed. Press Migrazione to perform the migration and Bye 
to end the session.
In order  to  test  if  the SIP Proxy has  done the  changes  requested,  in  our  case  a  change at  the 
IPTables, ping the corresponding IP after the establishment of session and after the end of session. 
If  everything  works  fine,  you  will  not  be  able  to  ping  any   173.194.35.0/24  IP  after  the 
establishment of session but you will be able to do so after the end of session.
5.3.2 Synchronous Mode (UPDATE During Session Establishment).  
To execute this simulation the process is the same as with the standard session establishment. The 
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only difference will be, obviously, that we will have to execute different scripts. To do so, open your 
web browser and go to: 
http://137.204.107.66/testsomoza_update/        (Executes  137.204.107.66 script)
and
http://137.204.107.67/php-sip/testsomoza_update/client2.php        (Executes  137.204.107.67 script) 
In  order  to  test  if  the SIP Proxy has  done the  changes  requested,  in  our  case  a  change at  the 
IPTables, ping the corresponding IP after the establishment of session and after the end of session. 
If  everything  works  fine,  you  will  not  be  able  to  ping  any  173.194.35.0/24  IP  except  from 




In this section we are going to explain exactly what do we get when executing the simulations. 
Once explained in previous sections what was the objective of the thesis, what kind of simulations 
we would implement,  how we did that  and how to execute the simulations,  it  will  be easy to 
understand what happens when we execute every step of the simulation.
6.1 Standard Session Establishment.
Before  starting  the  communication,  both  UA open  a  socket.  In  the  case  of  the  caller  UA,  it 
corresponds to 10.10.10.66:50601 and will be used to send all the requests to the Proxy whose 
socket is 10.10.10.66:5060 and is continuously listening for a possible connection. In the case of the 
callee,  when  executing  the  php  script,  it  opens  a  socket  with  its  corresponding  IP and  port, 
10.10.10.67:5060, and starts listening.
6.1.1 Call.
In this case, both UA register themselves to the SIP Proxy by sending a REGISTER request with a 
UserName and a Password. As the Proxy accepts both terminals, it sends back a 200 OK response 
to each of them indicating that they have been registered.
After the caller UA receives the register confirmation it starts the establishment of session. It, then,  
sends an INVITE message to the SIP Proxy with the NRDL code embedded to its body, indicating 
the network requests it is making to establish the session. When the Proxy receives the INVITE 
message, it starts looking for resources at the network in order to provide the caller UA the session 
it is demanding. It is not an objective of this thesis to implement the code that does so. While the  
Proxy is looking for resources, it sends a 100 Trying and 100 Giving a try to the caller UA. This 
responses indicate the caller UA that the INVITE message has not been lost through the network 
and that the delay in the response is caused by the theoretically research of resources.
Once the Proxy has checked if it is able to provide the network request, in this case we suppose it is,  
it forwards the invite to the callee UA. It is now time to the callee to accept or decline the invitation  
due to its capacity to establish the session. If it is able to establish the session, we assume it is, the 
callee  UA saves  the  NRDL code received in  order  to  modify it  in  case  it  was  necessary and 
responses with a 200 OK with the INVITE method to indicate the Proxy to which request the 
response corresponds. It is now time for the Proxy to save the resources requested and confirmed by 
both User Agents or make the changes demanded. In our case, the network request is going to be a 
change at the IPTables, a new rule to drop all the messages coming from 173.194.35.0/24. In order 
to check this, we ping this host after the session is established.
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After the resources are reserved, the SIP Proxy forwards the response and the caller UA sends an 
ACK to the callee in order to confirm that the session is established.
6.1.2 Migration.
Once the session is established, it is time to migrate the VM Video from the caller to the callee. To 
do so, the caller UA opens a socket and sends the .vdi file, which contains all the data of the Video 
VM, and the log file, which contains all the information of the VM. At this point, the Video VM has 
migrated from the Caller UA to the Callee UA.
6.1.3 End.
Once the VM has migrated, the caller ends the session. To do so, it sends a BYE request to the  
callee. When the SIP Proxy gets the message, and before forwarding it to the callee, it releases the 
resources reserved for this session, in our case, deletes the rule at the IPTables. Finally, the callee 
sends a 200 OK response to the caller to confirm that the session has ended. To test if the change at 
the IPTables has been made, we just ping the host again.
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Fig. 11 Ping after the session establishment.
Fig. 12 Video VM migration.
6.2 UPDATE During Session Establishment.
In this simulation scenario, basically the only thing that changes is the establishment of session. For 
this reason, in order not to be redundant, it is the only thing we are going to explain.
6.2.1 Call.
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Fig. 13 Ping after the end of session.
Fig. 14 Session establishment with an UPDATE messages flow as showed on the web browser..
After the call is executed, both UA register to the SIP Proxy by sending a REGISTER request with  
their  UserName and Password. This is  an option SIP offers in  order to provide security to the 
session. Once a UA is registered, it can freely interact with the SIP Proxy. After the registration is 
accepted, the Proxy sends a 200 OK response to the User Agents to confirm the registration.
Then, the caller UA sends the INVITE request to the callee with all its network requests, embedded 
to the body of the message as an NRDL code, to establish a new session. At this time, the SIP Proxy 
sends the 100 Trying and 100 Giving a try to the caller before forwarding the message in order to 
prevent it to resend the INVITE message while the Proxy is looking theoretically for resources.  
After the research, the INVITE message is forwarded. Now, after theoretically analyzing the session 
resources  demand,  the  callee  UA sends  a  183  Session  in  progress response  to  the  caller  with 
information about itself in order to change the set-up of the session. We are going to suppose in this  
case,  that  in  the  INVITE  message  the  caller  wanted  to  drop  all  the  messages  coming  from 
173.194.35.0/24 but the callee asks the caller to accept  173.194.35.159 among all the IP family.
It is then time for the caller UA to send an UPDATE message with the new information to the 
Proxy.  The callee  now sends two 200 OK responses.  The first  one regarding to  the  UPDATE 
request. Before forwarding it to the caller, the Proxy adds a rule to the IPTables. The second 200 
OK response corresponds to the INVITE method, and the Proxy adds the corresponding rule to the 
IPTables before forwarding the response. Finally, the caller UA sends an ACK message in order to 
confirm that the session is established.
In order to test if the rules were added, we ping  173.194.35.159 and  173.194.35.160.
After the session is established, the migration takes place the same way it did with the standard 
session establishment. 
Again, the rules are deleted when the BYE message goes through the SIP Proxy.
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Fig. 15 Ping after the session establishment.
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Fig. 16 Ping after the end of session.
7. Conclusion and Future.
The aim of this work was to test whether the solution to implement the new Cognitive Transport 
Service layer with SIP and NRDL worked with two different establishment of session scenarios 
between two hosts through a SIP Proxy based on an OpenSIPs distribution.
It has been widely proved that the solution proposed works through a SIP Proxy, which is capable of 
intercepting the messages going through it, identify them and act in consequence with every single 
request or response, making any change on the network.
Furthermore, it has been proved and explained how we have to change the code in order to establish 
different scenarios, perform different network changes and change the NRDL code a host gets from 
the  requests  and  responses.  The  migration  implemented  in  another  project,  is  also  performed 
perfectly no matter how the session was established, which changes were made or whether there is a 
SIP Proxy between hosts or not.
Nevertheless,  in  the  future  will  be  the  applications  the  ones  which  will  have  to  be  capable  of 
changing  the  set-up  of  connectivity  services  with  specific  characteristics  over  high-capacity 
transport networks. The implementation of these new kind of applications could be more or less 
easy, but anyway the result of the combination of the new network, now application-aware, and the 
new family of network-aware applications could lead to a more efficient way of using the network 
and resources available in it.
In any case, this is not the end of the test of this solution. In this project we implemented two 
synchronous scenarios, but there are many others. A synchronous scenario is the one in which in the 
session establishment, the SIP Proxy is able to provide the resources requested by the caller UA, 
however, the session establishment could be asynchronous. 
An  asynchronous  session  establishment  is  the  one  in  which  when  the  caller  UA asks  for  the 
resources  needed  to  establish  the  session,  this  resources  are  not  available.  In  this  case,  when 
receiving the INVITE, the SIP Proxy will look for resources and reject the request when realizing it 
can provide them. After a certain time, the caller UA will send an UPDATE with the request and 
will not stop sending UPDATES until the SIP Proxy accepts the request and forwards it to the callee 
UA.
One thing  is  clear,  the  Internet  has  to  evolve  and this  solution  is  proving  itself  to  be  a  good 
possibility to change the efficiency of the network and the performance of applications in the future.
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Annexes








function findChain($Chain,$lChain){//Returns 1 if lChain is in Chain
                $result=0;
                for($i=0;$i<strlen($Chain);$i++){
                        if($Chain[$i] == $lChain[0]){
                                for($j=0;$j<strlen($lChain);$j++)
{
                                        if($Chain[$i+$j] != $lChain[$j])break;
                                        else if($j==strlen($lChain)-1)$result=1;
                                }
                        }
                }




/*Deletes ./tmp/post.txt everytime we start a session.*/
if((findChain($_POST[RequestLine],'SIP/2.0 200 OK') == 0) && 





        else if((findChain($_POST[RequestLine],'SIP/2.0 200 OK') == 1) && 
(findChain($_POST[CSeq],'20 UPDATE') == 1))
        {
                //Make the change
system("sudo iptables -A INPUT -s 173.194.35.159 -j ACCEPT");
}
else if((findChain($_POST[RequestLine],'SIP/2.0 200 OK') == 1) && 
(findChain($_POST[CSeq],'20 INVITE') == 1))
        {
                //Make the change
                system("sudo iptables -A INPUT -s 173.194.35.0/24 -j DROP");
        }
/*Process Bye*/
        else if((findChain($_POST[RequestLine],'SIP/2.0 200 OK') == 0) && 
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(findChain($_POST[CSeq],'21 BYE') == 1))
        {
                //Unmake the change
system("sudo iptables -D INPUT -s 173.194.35.0/24 -j DROP");
system("sudo iptables -D INPUT -s 173.194.35.159 -j ACCEPT");
        }
        else
        {
                //Nothing in this case.
        }





/*Confirmation everything went OK*/
echo "REPLY OK!!!\n";//Original
?>







   header("Content-Type: text/plain");
   $chiamante = $_POST['caller'];
   $chiamato = $_POST['callee'];
   if (strlen($chiamante) !=0 && strlen($chiamato) !=0){
      try{
         $s = new Socket();






 $resCode = $app->send();
 $primaCifra = substr($resCode,0,1);
 switch($primaCifra){
    case '2':/*Ack inviato subito alla ricezione del 200 ok in fase di handshake.Posso mettermi 
in ascolto di eventuali richieste*/
      $_SESSION['client'] = $app;
      $_SESSION['socket'] = $s;
      $resCode .= $app->getMessageFlow();
       break;
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/*Ack inviato subito dopo la ricezione di un errore in fase di handshake. */
       case '3':
       break;
    case '4': /*Analizza il tipo di errore ricevuto*/
      // $status = $app->getMessageError();
       if($resCode == '408'){
          $resCode .= " Request timeout.\n Flusso messaggi-> ".$app->getMessageFlow();
       }
       $s->closeSocket();
       break;
    case '5':
       break;
    case '6':
/*In tutti questi casi la comunicazione viene terminata*/
$s->closeSocket();
       break;
 }
echo $resCode;
}catch (Exception $e) {
   echo "Exception:\n";
         echo $e;
      }









/* Add redirection so we can get stderr. */
$sck = $_SESSION['socket'];
echo date('h:i:s')." Migrazione verso ".$sck->getRequestHost()."\n";
$server = array( 'address' => $sck->getRequestHost(), 'port' => 7001 );
$sock = socket_create(AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, SOL_TCP);
socket_set_option($sock, SOL_SOCKET, SO_REUSEADDR,1);
echo date('h:i:s')." Connessione all'host\n";
socket_connect($sock,$server['address'],$server['port']);




$str=shell_exec("sudo VBoxManage showvminfo ".$_GET['nome']);
echo date('h:i:s')." Invio caratteristiche della macchina virtuale\n";
socket_write($sock,$str);
echo date('h:i:s')." Invio del file vdi: ".$_GET['nome'].".vdi\n";
if( !( $file = @fopen( "/root/VirtualBox VMs/".$_GET['nome']."/".$_GET['nome'].".vdi", "r" 
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) ) ) {
           echo "File open error\n.";




if( feof( $file ) ) {
        //echo "send complete\n";
socket_write( $sock, "ENDFILEVDI" );
                break;
         }
$pkt = @fread( $file, 1024 );
if(strlen($pkt)==0 && socket_strerror(socket_last_error($sock))=="Success"){
//echo "send complete\n";
                socket_write( $sock, "ENDFILEVDI" );
                break;
}
//echo $i." letto: ".strlen($pkt);
         if( !( @socket_write( $sock, $pkt) ) ) {
echo "err2 ".socket_strerror(socket_last_error($sock));
                exit;
         }
$i++;
        } while( true );
fclose($file);
echo date('h:i:s')." Invio del file di log: ".$_GET['nome'].".log\n";
if( !( $file = @fopen( "/root/VirtualBox VMs/".$_GET['nome']."/".$_GET['nome'].".log", "r" 
) ) ) {
           echo "File open error\n.";
            exit;
}
do {
        if( feof( $file ) ) {
        //echo "send complete\n";
                socket_write( $sock, "ENDLOG" );
                break;
         }
         if( !( $pkt = @fread( $file, 1024 ) ) ) {
                echo socket_strerror(socket_last_error($sock));
                exit;
         }
         if( !( @socket_write( $sock, $pkt, 1024 ) ) ) {
                echo socket_strerror(socket_last_error($sock));
                exit;
         }








echo date('h:i:s')." Il file non è aggiornato, invio dell'UPDATE.\n";
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socket_write($sock,"UPDATE");
echo date('h:i:s')." Invio del file vdi: ".$_GET['nome'].".vdi\n";
if( !( $file = @fopen( "/root/VirtualBox VMs/".$_GET['nome']."/".
$_GET['nome'].".vdi", "r" ) ) ) {





        if( feof( $file ) ) {
        //echo "send complete\n";
                socket_write( $sock, "ENDFILEVDI" );
                break;
         }
         $pkt = @fread( $file, 1024 );
if(strlen($pkt)==0 && socket_strerror(socket_last_error($sock))=="Success")
{
//echo date('h:i:s')." Invio completo\n";
                socket_write( $sock, "ENDFILEVDI" );
                break;
}
//echo $i." letto: ".strlen($pkt);
         if( !( @socket_write( $sock, $pkt) ) ) {
//echo $sock;
                echo "err2 ".socket_strerror(socket_last_error($sock));
                exit;
         }
$i++;
        } while( true );
fclose($file);
echo date('h:i:s')." Invio del file di log: ".$_GET['nome'].".log\n";
if( !( $file = @fopen( "/root/VirtualBox VMs/".$_GET['nome']."/".
$_GET['nome'].".log", "r" ) ) ) {
           echo "File open error\n.";
            exit;
}
do {
        if( feof( $file ) ) {
        //echo "send complete\n";
                socket_write( $sock, "ENDLOG" );
                break;
         }
         if( !( $pkt = @fread( $file, 1024 ) ) ) {
                echo socket_strerror(socket_last_error($sock));
                exit;
         }
         if( !( @socket_write( $sock, $pkt, 1024 ) ) ) {
                echo socket_strerror(socket_last_error($sock));
                exit;
         }










echo date('h:i:s')." Ricevuta la porta su cui eseguire la migrazione: ".$rcv."\n";
echo date('h:i:s')." Esecuzione del comando di teleporting sulla porta ".$rcv."\n";
sleep(5);
system("sudo VBoxManage controlvm ".$_GET['nome']." teleport --host ".$sck-
>getRequestHost()." --port ".$rcv)."\n";
echo date('h:i:s')." Migrazione eseguita\n";
$rcv=socket_read($sock,1024);








   if(isset($_SESSION['client']) && isset($_SESSION['socket'])){
      if(isset($_GET['bye'])){
         /*$btn = $_GET['button'];
         $aq = strpos($btn, "[");
    $cq = strpos($btn, "]");
         $end = $cq - $aq;
 $index = substr($btn, $aq, $end);*/
     $resCode = "";
 $clnt = $_SESSION['client'];
         $sck = $_SESSION['socket'];
 
 $sockNew = new Socket($sck->getSrcPort()); //Creo la nuova socket di comunicazione
 $sockNew->setRequestHost('10.10.10.66'); //Recupero l'ip del destinatario
 $sockNew->setRequestPort($sck->getRequestPort()); //recupero la porta del destinatario 
 $clnt->setNewSocket($sockNew); //Passo all'istanza del client la nuova socket
         $clnt->setMethod('BYE');
 try{
    $resCode = $clnt->send();
 }catch(Exception $e){
    echo "Bye error: ".$e;
 }
         $sockNew->closeSocket();
 $resCode .= " Chiamata terminata.--".$clnt->getMessageFlow();
 $_SESSION = array();
 session_destroy();
 //echo $resCode." Chiamata terminata.";
 echo $resCode;
      } 
   }else{
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      echo "Nessuna istanza memorizzata";







   <head> 
<title> Client - SIP </title>
<script type="text/javascript">
   function sendInvite(){ /*Permette di effettuare l'handshake tra chiamante e chiamato. 
Ritorna il risultato dell'handshake insieme ad informazioni aggiuntive (flusso messaggi)*/
      var formDati = document.forms[0];
      var sBody = getRequestBody(formDati);
      
      //if(window.XMLHttpRequest){
         var oXMLHttp = new XMLHttpRequest(); //Creazione oggetto XMLHttpRequest per 
effettuare chiamate asincrone
      //}else{
// alert("no xmlhttp request");
      //}
      oXMLHttp.open("post",formDati.action, true);
      oXMLHttp.setRequestHeader("Content-Type", "application/x-www-form-urlencoded");
      oXMLHttp.onreadystatechange = function(){/*Gestisce lo stato della richiesta HTTP*/
         if(oXMLHttp.readyState == 4){
    if(oXMLHttp.status == 200){
       var statusG = document.getElementById("lblStatusG"); 
       var btnBye = document.getElementById("btnBye");
       var btnMig = document.getElementById("btnMig");
       btnBye.disabled = false;
       btnMig.disabled = false;
       statusG.innerHTML = "HTTP status-> " + oXMLHttp.status; //Stato della 
richiesta HTTP
       //showResult(oXMLHttp.responseText);
showResultSend(oXMLHttp.responseText); //Stampa nell'apposito <div> la 
response HTTP 
//Abilita i servizi disponibili
var list = document.getElementById("listId");
 list.disabled = false;
    }else{
       alert("Errore: " + oXMLHttp.statusText);
    } 
 }   
      };
      oXMLHttp.send(sBody); //Invia la richiesta HTTP (INVITE SIP)
   }
   function sendBye(){/*Gestisce la chiusura del dialogo tra chiamante e chiamato*/
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      var button = document.getElementById("btnBye");
      //if(window.XMLHttpRequest){
         var oXMLHttp = new XMLHttpRequest();
      //}else{
// alert("no xmlhttp request");
      //}
      oXMLHttp.open("get","bye.php?bye=" + button.value, true);
      oXMLHttp.onreadystatechange = function(){
         if(oXMLHttp.readyState == 4){
    if(oXMLHttp.status == 200){
       var statusG = document.getElementById("lblStatusG");
       statusG.innerHTML = "HTTP status-> " + oXMLHttp.status;
       var response = oXMLHttp.responseText;
       showResultBye(response); //Mostra il risultato della chiusura del dialogo
       /*var split_array = response.split("--");
       var stateDial = split_array[0];
       var messageFlow = split_array[1];*/
       //showResult(stateDial);
       //var divRis = document.getElementById("ris");
       //divRis.innerHTML = messageFlow;
       //showResult(oXMLHttp.responseText);
       var btnBye = document.getElementById("btnBye");
       btnBye.disabled = true;
       //Disabilito i servizi
       var list = document.getElementById("listId");
        list.disabled = true;
    }else{
       alert("Errore: " + oXMLHttp.statusText);
    } 
 }   
      };
      oXMLHttp.send(null);
   }
           function sendMig(){/*Gestisce la migrazione tra chiamante e chiamato*/
      var button = document.getElementById("btnMig");
      var select = document.getElementById("listId");
      //if(window.XMLHttpRequest){
         var oXMLHttp = new XMLHttpRequest();
      //}else{
// alert("no xmlhttp request");
      //}
      oXMLHttp.open("get","migr.php?nome=" + select.options[select.selectedIndex].value, 
true);
      oXMLHttp.onreadystatechange = function(){
         if(oXMLHttp.readyState == 4){
    if(oXMLHttp.status == 200){
       var statusG = document.getElementById("lblStatusG");
       statusG.innerHTML = "HTTP status-> " + oXMLHttp.status;
       var response = oXMLHttp.responseText;
       showResultMig(response); //Mostra il risultato della chiusura del dialogo
       /*var split_array = response.split("--");
       var stateDial = split_array[0];
       var messageFlow = split_array[1];*/
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       //showResult(stateDial);
       //var divRis = document.getElementById("ris");
       //divRis.innerHTML = messageFlow;
       //showResult(oXMLHttp.responseText);
       var btnMig = document.getElementById("btnMig");
       btnMig.disabled = true;
       //Disabilito i servizi
       var list = document.getElementById("listId");
        list.disabled = true;
    }else{
       alert("Errore: " + oXMLHttp.statusText);
    } 
 }   
      };
      oXMLHttp.send(null);
   }
   function getRequestBody(formDati){
      var aParam = new Array();
      for(var i=0; i<formDati.elements.length; i++){
         var sParam = encodeURIComponent(formDati.elements[i].name);
 sParam += "=";
 sParam += encodeURIComponent(formDati.elements[i].value);
 aParam.push(sParam);
      }
      return aParam.join("&");
   }
   
   function showResult(ris){
      var divId = document.getElementById("lblStatusD");
      //divId.style.float = "right";
      divId.innerHTML += ris + " ";
/*var split_array = ris.split("Risposta ricevuta");
divId.innerHTML += "<p>" + split_array[0] + " </p>";
divId.innerHTML += "<p>" + split_array[1] + " </p>";*/
   }
function showResultSend(ris){/*Mostra il risultato della sendInvite()*/
//var divId = document.getElementById("risSend");
//var A = document.getElementById("a");
var send1 = document.getElementById("risSend1");
var send2 = document.getElementById("risSend2");
var send3 = document.getElementById("risSend3");
var send4 = document.getElementById("risSend4");
var send5 = document.getElementById("risSend5");
var send6 = document.getElementById("risSend6");
var send7 = document.getElementById("risSend7");
var send8 = document.getElementById("risSend8");
var send9 = document.getElementById("risSend9");
var send10 = document.getElementById("risSend10");
var send11 = document.getElementById("risSend11");
//send11.style.display='none';
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var send22 = document.getElementById("risSend22");
//send22.style.display='none';
var send33 = document.getElementById("risSend33");
//send33.style.display='none';
var send44 = document.getElementById("risSend44");
//send44.style.display='none';
var send55 = document.getElementById("risSend55");
//send55.style.display='none';
var send66 = document.getElementById("risSend66");
var send77 = document.getElementById("risSend77");
var send88 = document.getElementById("risSend88");
var send99 = document.getElementById("risSend99");





var split_array = ris.split("Risposta ricevuta");
for(var i=0; i<split_array.length; i++){
   split_array[i] = split_array[i].replace(/\</g, "&lt;");
   var fin = split_array[i].indexOf('Via');
   var header=split_array[i].substring(0,fin);
   var tail=split_array[i].substring(fin);
   if (findChain(tail,"From: &lt;sip:user2@10.10.10.67") == 1){
    //divId.innerHTML += "<p><pre>" + header.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " 
</pre></p>";
  if (send==1){
send1.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + header.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " 
</pre></p>";





send2.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + header.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " 
</pre></p>";





send3.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + header.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " 
</pre></p>";





send4.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + header.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " 
</pre></p>";






                                send5.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + header.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                send55.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                send=6;
                        }
else if (send==6){
send6.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" +  header.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " 
</pre></p>";





                                send7.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" +  header.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                send77.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                send=8;
                        }
else if(send==8){
                                send8.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" +  header.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                send88.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                send=9;
                        }
else if(send==9){
                                send9.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" +  header.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                send99.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                send=10;
                        }
else{
                                send10.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" +  header.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                send1010.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                send=1;
                        }
    }
   else{ 
//divId.innerHTML += ;//"<p><pre>" + header.fontcolor("#000000") + " 
</pre></p>";
if (send==1){
                                send1.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + header.fontcolor("#000000") + "
 </pre></p>";
                                send11.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#000000") + " </pre></p>";
send=2;
                        }       
                        else if (send==2){
                                send2.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + header.fontcolor("#000000") + " 
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</pre></p>";
                                send22.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#000000") + " </pre></p>";
send=3;
                        }
                        else if (send==3){
                                send3.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + header.fontcolor("#000000") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                send33.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#000000") + " </pre></p>";
send=4;
                        }
                        else if (send==4){
                                send4.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + header.fontcolor("#000000") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                send44.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#000000") + " </pre></p>";
send=5;
                        }
else if (send==5){
                                send5.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + header.fontcolor("#000000") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                send55.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#000000") + " </pre></p>";
                                send=6;
                        }
                        else if (send==6){
                                send6.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" +  header.fontcolor("#000000") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                send66.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#000000") + " </pre></p>";
send=7; 
                        }
else if (send==7){
                                send7.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" +  header.fontcolor("#000000") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                send77.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#000000") + " </pre></p>";
                                send=8; 
                        }
else if(send==8){
                                send8.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" +  header.fontcolor("#000000") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                send88.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#000000") + " </pre></p>";
                                send=9; 
                        }
else if(send==9){
                                send9.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" +  header.fontcolor("#000000") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                send99.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#000000") + " </pre></p>";
                                send=10; 
                        }
else{
                                send10.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" +  header.fontcolor("#000000") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                send1010.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#000000") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                send=1; 
                        }
   }
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}   }
function showResultBye(ris){/*Mostra il risultato della sendBye()*/
      //var divId = document.getElementById("risBye");
var bye1 = document.getElementById("risBye1");
var bye2 = document.getElementById("risBye2");
//var bye3 = document.getElementById("risBye3");
//var bye4 = document.getElementById("risBye4");
var bye11 = document.getElementById("risBye11");
var bye22 = document.getElementById("risBye22");
//var bye33 = document.getElementById("risBye33");
//var bye44 = document.getElementById("risBye44");
var sent=1;
//ris=ris.replace("Invio rihiestaBYE","Risposta ricevutaBYE");
var split_array0 = ris.split("Invio BYE");
var split_array = split_array0[1].split("Risposta ricevuta");
for(var i=0; i<split_array.length; i++){
   split_array[i] = split_array[i].replace(/\</g, "&lt;");
   //divId.innerHTML += "<p><pre>" + split_array[i] + " </pre></p>";
   var fin = split_array[i].indexOf('Via');
                   var header=split_array[i].substring(0,fin);
                   var tail=split_array[i].substring(fin);      
                   if (findChain(tail,"From: &lt;sip:user2@10.10.10.67") == 1){
                        if (sent==1){
                                bye1.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + header.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                bye11.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " </pre></p>";
                                sent=2;
                        }       
                        else if(sent==2){
                                bye2.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + header.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                bye22.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " </pre></p>";
                                sent=3;
                        }
/*else if(sent==3){
                                bye3.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + header.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                bye33.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " </pre></p>";
                                sent=4;
                        }
else {
                                bye4.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + header.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                bye44.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#FF9900") + " </pre></p>";
                                sent=1;
                        }*/
   }
   else{ 
                        if (sent==1){
                                bye1.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + header.fontcolor("#000000") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                bye11.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#000000") + " </pre></p>";
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                                sent=2;
                        }       
                        else if(sent==2){
                                bye2.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + header.fontcolor("#000000") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                bye22.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#000000") + " </pre></p>";
                                sent=3;
                        }
/*else if(sent==3){
                                bye3.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + header.fontcolor("#000000") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                bye33.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#000000") + " </pre></p>";
                                sent=4;
                        }
else {
                                bye4.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + header.fontcolor("#000000") + " 
</pre></p>";
                                bye44.innerHTML = "<p><pre>" + tail.fontcolor("#000000") + " </pre></p>";
                                sent=1;
                        }*/
   }
}
   }
   function showResultMig(ris){/*Mostra il risultato della sendBye()*/
              var divId = document.getElementById("risMig");
                var split_array = ris.split("Risposta ricevuta");
                for(var i=0; i<split_array.length; i++){
                   split_array[i] = split_array[i].replace(/\</g, "&lt;");
                   divId.innerHTML += "<p><pre>" + split_array[i] + " </pre></p>";
                }
           }
function findChain(Chain,lChain){
var result=0;
for(var i=0 ; i<Chain.length ; i++){
if(Chain[i] == lChain[0]){
















   </head>
   <body id="bodyId" style="background-color:#494949; font-family:arial, helvetica, sans-serif;">
      <div style="width:930px; margin:0 auto;background-color:#FFFFFF; padding:15px;">
      <table cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0" width="930" >
      <tr>
      <td width="190" valign="middle">
<img src="images/logo.gif">
      </td>
      <td style="background-color:#18964A;" aling="left">
<img src="images/testata.gif">
      </td>
      </tr>
      </table>
      <p><label>User Agent: <strong>user1</strong> </label><div id="lblStatusG"></div></p>
      <p>Questo user agent decide di fare migrare un suo servizio in un'altro User Agent, scelto 
secondo determinati criteri.</p>
      <p><label>Stato dialogo:</label><div id="lblStatusD"></div></p>
      <form action="invite.php" method="post" onsubmit="sendInvite(); return false">
         <p><!-- <label>Chiamante:</label> --><input type="hidden" name="caller" size="20" 
value="sip:user1@10.10.10.66" /></p>
 <p><label>User Agent scelto come target della migrazione:&nbsp;</label><input 
type="text" name="callee" size="20" value="sip:user2@10.10.10.67" /></p>
 <p><input id="btncll" type="submit" name="call" value="Call" /></p>
      </form>
    <div id="migId"> 
<?php
$string = shell_exec('sudo VBoxManage list runningvms');
$nome=explode('"',$string);
?>
<form action="migr.php" method="get" onsubmit="sendMig(); return false"> 
   <p><input id="btnMig" type="submit" name="mig" value="Migrazione" 
disabled="disabled"/>
<p>Servizio che verrà fatto migrare:&nbsp;
<select id ="listId" name="list" >
   <?php for($i=1; $i<count($nome); $i+=2){ ?>
   <option value="<?php echo $nome[$i] ?>"> <?php echo $nome[$i] ?></option>




    </div>
    <div id="byeId"> 
<form action="bye.php" method="get" onsubmit="sendBye(); return false"> 
   <input id="btnBye" type="submit" name="bye" value="Bye" disabled="disabled"/>
 </form> 
    </div>
   <div id="ris"></div>





        </ul>
<div id="risSend2" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main2')"></div>
<ul id="main2" class="nivel2">
                <div id="risSend22"></div>




                <div id="risSend33"></div>
        </ul>
<div id="risSend4" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main4')"></div>
<ul id="main4" class="nivel2">
                <div id="risSend44"></div>
        </ul>
<div id="risSend5" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main5')"></div>
<ul id="main5" class="nivel2">
                <div id="risSend55"></div>
        </ul>
<div id="risSend6" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main6')"></div>
                <ul id="main6" class="nivel2">
                <div id="risSend66"></div>
                </ul>
<div id="risSend7" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main7')"></div>
                <ul id="main7" class="nivel2">
                <div id="risSend77"></div>
                </ul>
<div id="risSend8" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main8')"></div>
                <ul id="main8" class="nivel2">
                <div id="risSend88"></div>
                </ul>
<div id="risSend9" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main9')"></div>
                <ul id="main9" class="nivel2">
                <div id="risSend99"></div>
                </ul>
<div id="risSend10" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main10')"></div>
                <ul id="main10" class="nivel2">
                <div id="risSend1010"></div>
                </ul>
<div id="risMig" style="color:#099FED"></div>
<div id="risBye1" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main11')"></div>
                <ul id="main11" class="nivel2">
                <div id="risBye11"></div>
                </ul>
        <div id="risBye2" style="color:#000000" onclick="javascript:displayElem('main22')"></div>
                <ul id="main22" class="nivel2">
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                <div id="risBye22"></div>
                </ul>
<!--<div id="risBye3" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main33')"></div>
                <ul id="main33" class="nivel2">
                <div id="risBye33"></div>
                </ul>
<div id="risBye4" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main44')"></div>
                <ul id="main44" class="nivel2">
                <div id="risBye44"></div>
                </ul>-->
</div>
   







   * The opened socket we listen for incoming SIP messages
   */
  private $socket;
  private $src_ip;
  private $src_port;
  
  /*Ip e porta a quali saran spediti i dati*/ 
  private $requestHost;
  private $requestPort = 5060; /*Se nel destinatario non viene specificata un'altra 
porta, di default invia alla porta del SIP*/
  
  public function __construct($port = null){
  /*$this->src_ip = $_SERVER['REMOTE_ADDR'];
if(isset($_SERVER['SERVER_ADDR'])){
   $this->src_ip = $_SERVER['SERVER_ADDR'];
}else{
   $addr = gethostbyname(php_uname('n'));
   if (!is_array($addr) || !isset($addr[0]) || substr($addr[0],0,3) == '127'){
                throw new PhpSIPException("Failed to obtain IP address to bind. Please set bind 
address manualy.");
           }






  $this->src_port = $port;
  }
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  //Creazione della socket
  if (!$this->socket = @socket_create(AF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, 
SOL_UDP)){
         $err_no = socket_last_error($this->socket);
         throw new PhpSIPException (socket_strerror($err_no));
            }
            if (!@socket_bind($this->socket, $this->src_ip, $this->src_port)){
         $err_no = socket_last_error($this->socket);
         throw new PhpSIPException ("Failed to bind ".$this->src_ip.":".$this-
>src_port." ".socket_strerror($err_no));
    }
    /*if (!@socket_set_option($this->socket, SOL_SOCKET, SO_RCVTIMEO, 
array("sec"=>$this->fr_timer,"usec"=>0))){
      $err_no = socket_last_error($this->socket);
      throw new PhpSIPException (socket_strerror($err_no));
    }
    if (!@socket_set_option($this->socket, SOL_SOCKET, SO_SNDTIMEO, 
array("sec"=>5,"usec"=>0))){
      $err_no = socket_last_error($this->socket);
      throw new PhpSIPException (socket_strerror($err_no));
    }*/
    }
  
  /*Methods*/
  private function getPort(){
  //$this->src_port = 5060; //rand(49152, 50600);
  $this->src_port = 50601; //rand(49152, 50600);
  }
  /*Specifica l'ip al quale saranno inviati i dati*/
  public function setRequestHost($rip){
  $this->requestHost = $rip;
  }
  public function setRequestPort($rport){
  $this->requestPort = $rport;
  }
  public function getSocket(){
  return $this->socket;
  }
  public function getRequestHost(){
  return $this->requestHost;
  }
  public function getRequestPort(){
  return $this->requestPort;
  }
  /**
   * Sends data
      */
  public function sendData($data){
    usleep(10000);
if (!@socket_sendto($this->socket, $data, strlen($data),0,$this->requestHost,$this-
>requestPort)){
      $err_no = socket_last_error($this->socket);
      throw new PhpSIPException("Failed to send data. 
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".socket_strerror($err_no));
    }
  }
  /**
  * Receive data
  */
  public function recvData(){
  $from = "";
    $port = 0;
    $response = "";
    if (!@socket_recvfrom($this->socket, $response, 10000, 0, $from, $port)){
    $err_no = socket_last_error($this->socket);
      throw new PhpSIPException("Failed to receive data. 
".socket_strerror($err_no));




  * Check socket
  */
  public function selectOnSocket(){
  $read = array($this->socket); 
$write = null;
$except = null;
if(socket_select($read, $write, $except, null) > 0 ){




return 1; //There is something to read
}
}elseif(socket_select($read, $write, $except, null) === false){
//throw new PhpSIPException("select_socket failed because: 
".socket_strerror(socket_last_error()));
return 0;






  * Close socket
  */
  public function closeSocket(){
        socket_close($this->socket);
  }
  
  public function getIp(){
  return $this->src_ip;
  }
  public function getSrcPort(){









 * PHP SIP UAC class
 * 
 * @ingroup  API
 * @author 
 * 







  * Stringa contenente i messaggi scambiati
  */
  private $messageFlow;
  private $debug = false;
  
  /**
   * Final Response timer (in seconds)
   */
  private $fr_timer = 7;
 
  /**
   * Allowed methods array
   */
  private $allowed_methods = array(





   * Dialog established
   */
  private $dialog = false;
  
  /**
   * The opened socket we listen for incoming SIP messages
   */
  private $socket;
  
  /**
   * Source IP address
   */
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  private $user_agent = 'PHP SIP';
  
  /**
   * CSeq
   */
  private $cseq = 20;
  
  /**
   * Call ID
   */
  private $call_id;
 
  /**
   * INVITE Call ID
   */
  private $inv_call_id; 
  /**
   * Contact
   */
  private $contact;
  
  /**
   * Request URI
   */
  private $uri;
  
  /**
   * Request host
   */
  private $host;
  
  /**
   * Request port
   */
  private $port = 5060;
  
  /**
   * Outboud SIP proxy
   */
  private $proxy;
  
  /**
   * Method
   */
  private $method;
  
  /**
   * Auth username
   */
  private $username;
  
  /**
   * Auth password
   */
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  private $password;
  
  /**
   * To
   */
  private $to;
  
  /**
   * To tag
   */
  private $to_tag;
  
  /**
   * From
   */
  private $from;
  
  /**
   * From User
   */
  private $from_user;
  /**
   * From tag
   */
  private $from_tag;
  /**
   * INVITE From tag
   */
  private $inv_from_tag;
  
  /**
   * Via tag
   */
  private $via;
  /**
   * INVITE Via tag
   */
  private $inv_via;
  
  /**
   * Content type
   */
  private $content_type;
  
  /**
   * Body
   */
  private $body;
  
  /**
   * Received Response
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   */
  private $response; // whole response body
  private $res_code;
  private $res_contact;
  private $res_cseq_method;
  private $res_cseq_number;
  /**
   * Received Request
   */
  private $req_method;
  private $req_cseq_method;
  private $req_cseq_number;
  private $req_contact;
  
  /**
   * Authentication
   */
  private $auth;
  
  /**
   * Routes
   */
  private $routes = array();
  
  /**
   * Request vias
   */
  private $request_via = array();
  
  /**
   * Additional headers
   */
  private $extra_headers = array();
  /**
   * Gestione callID dinamico
   */
  private $userChiamante;
  private $hashChiamante;
  private $userChiamato;
  private $hashChiamato;
  
  /**
   * Constructor
   * 
   * @param $socket_ist 
   */
  public function __construct($socket_ist)
  {





   * Destructor
   */
  public function __destruct()
  {




   * Sets debuggin ON/OFF
   * 
   * @param bool $status
   */
  public function setDebug($status = false)
  {




   * Adds aditional header
   * 
   * @param string $header
   */
  public function addHeader($header)
  {




   * Sets From header
   * 
   * @param string $from
   */
  public function setFrom($from)
  {
    /*Gestione callID dinamico*/
    $this->userChiamante = explode(":", $from);
    $this->hashChiamante = substr(md5($this->userChiamante[1]), 0, 6);
$fd = fopen("/tmp/hashChiamante.txt", "w");
fwrite($fd, $this->hashChiamante);
fclose($fd);
    /**/
    if (preg_match('/<.*>$/',$from))
    {
      $this->from = $from;
    }
    else
    {
      $this->from = '<'.$from.'>';
    }
    
    $m = array();
    if (!preg_match('/sip:(.*)@/i',$this->from,$m))
    {
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      throw new PhpSIPException('Failed to parse From username.');
    }
    




   * Sets method
   * 
   * @param string $method
   */
  public function setMethod($method)
  {
    if (!in_array($method,$this->allowed_methods))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException('Invalid method.');
    }
    
    $this->method = $method;
    
    if ($method == 'INVITE')




$nrdl = fread($fd, filesize($path));
      /*$body = "v=0\r\n";
      $body.= "o=click2dial 0 0 IN IP4 ".$this->socket->getIp()."\r\n";
      $body.= "s=click2dial call\r\n";
      $body.= "c=IN IP4 ".$this->socket->getIp()."\r\n";
      $body.= "t=0 0\r\n";
      $body.= "m=audio 8000 RTP/AVP 0 8 18 3 4 97 98\r\n";
      $body.= "a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000\r\n";
      $body.= "a=rtpmap:18 G729/8000\r\n";
      $body.= "a=rtpmap:97 ilbc/8000\r\n";




$nrdl = str_replace($cerca, $sostituisci, $nrdl);
/**/
/*Aggiunta del contenuto nrdl al body*/
$body = $nrdl."\r\n";
      
      $this->body = $body;
      
      $this->setContentType(null);
    }
    
    if ($method == 'REFER')
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    {
      $this->setBody('');
    }
    
    if ($method == 'CANCEL')
    {
      $this->setBody('');
      $this->setContentType(null);
    }
    
    if ($method == 'MESSAGE')
    {
      $this->setContentType(null);
    }
    if ($method == 'UPDATE'){
      $this->setBody('');     
    }
    if ($method == 'REGISTER'){
      $this->setBody('');
    }
    if ($method == 'BYE'){
      //Copy NRDL_received.rdf in BYE.
$path = "./NRDL_received.rdf";
        $fd = fopen($path,"r");
        $nrdl = fread($fd, filesize($path));
$body = $nrdl."\r\n";
        $this->body = $body;




   * Sets SIP Proxy
   * 
   * @param $proxy
   */
  public function setProxy($proxy)
  {




   * Sets request URI
   *
   * @param string $uri
   */
  public function setUri($uri)
  {
    /*Gestione callID dinamico*/
    $this->userChiamato = explode(":", $uri);
    $this->hashChiamato = substr(md5($this->userChiamato[1]), 0, 6);




    /**/
    if (strpos($uri,'sip:') === false)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Only sip: URI supported.");
    }
    
    $this->uri = $uri;
    $this->to = '<'.$uri.'>';
    
    if ($this->proxy)
    {
      if (strpos($this->proxy,':'))
      {
        $temp = explode(":",$this->proxy);
        
        $this->socket->setRequestHost($temp[0]);
        $this->socket->setRequestPort($temp[1]);
      }
      else
      {
        $this->socket->setRequestHost($this->proxy);
      }
    }
    else
    {
      $url = str_replace("sip:","sip://",$uri);
      
      if (!$url = @parse_url($url))
      {
        throw new PhpSIPException("Failed to parse URI.");
      }
      
      $this->socket->setRequestHost($url['host']);
      
      if (isset($url['port']))
      {
        $this->socket->setRequestPort($url['port']);
      }




   * Sets username
   *
   * @param string $username
   */
  public function setUsername($username)
  {




   * Sets User Agent
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   *
   * @param string $user_agent
   */
  public function setUserAgent($user_agent)
  {




   * Sets password
   *
   * @param string $password
   */
  public function setPassword($password)
  {




   * Sends SIP request
   * 
   * @return string Reply 
   */
  public function send()
  {
    if (!$this->from)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException('Missing From.');
    }
    
    if (!$this->method)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException('Missing Method.');
    }
    
    if (!$this->uri)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException('Missing URI.');
    }
    
    $data = $this->formatRequest();
    
    $this->socket->sendData($data);
    if($this->method == 'BYE') $this->messageFlow .= "Invio BYE".$data."\n";
    else $this->messageFlow .= "Invio rihiesta".$data."\n";
    
    $this->readResponse();
    /*Tornato dalla lettura della prima risposta, deve guardare qual è il codice tornato: $this-
>res_code*/
    //Controllo la prima cifra
    $primaCifra = substr($this->res_code,0,1);
    if($primaCifra == '2' && $this->res_cseq_method == 'BYE'){/*Richiesta di BYE andata a buon 
fine*/
        return $this->res_code;
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    }
    
    switch($primaCifra){
    case '2': //ack inviato precedentemente: il dialogo è stabilito->La socket deve rimanete attiva 
per gestire la chiusura del dialogo
    break;
    case '1': //risposta provvisoria: deve tornare a leggere per stare in attesa di una risposta 
definitiva
    $i = 0;




        $i++;
      }
/*if($i == 4){
$this->messageError = "Nessuna risposta definitiva pervenuta dopo ".$i." 
tentativi"; 
}else{
//Ricevuta una risposta non provvisoria prima dei 4 tentativi
//L'ack va inviato al destinatario
return $this->res_code;
}*/
      break;
      case '4': //4xx client error
      if ($this->res_code == '407'){
      $this->cseq++;
     $this->auth();
      $data = $this->formatRequest();
      $this->socket->sendData($data);
      $this->readResponse();
    }
    if ($this->res_code == '401'){
      $this->cseq++;
     $this->authWWW();
      $data = $this->formatRequest();
     $this->socket->sendData($data);
      $this->readResponse();
    }
    break;
default: $this->messageFlow = "Nessun dato da leggere\n";
    }//Chiusura switch
    
    $this->extra_headers = array();
    $this->cseq++;
    




   * Listen for request
   * 
   * @todo This needs to be improved
   */
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  public function listen()
  {
    $this->readResponse();
    switch($this->req_method){
case 'BYE': //Richiesta di chiusura
$this->reply("200","OK");





/*Imposto il destinatario al primo request_via trovato*/
for($i = 0; $i < 1; $i++){
    //$this->socket->setRequestHost($this->request_via[$i]); //Primo via che incontra
  /*Estraggo l'ip e l'eventuale porta dal primo via*/
  $dest = $this->request_via[$i];
  $semicolon = strpos($dest, ";");
  if($semicolon !== false){
     $dest = substr($dest, 0, $semicolon);
  }
  $temp = explode(" ", $dest); //Contiene l'ip e l'eventuale porta
  $temp2 = explode(":", $temp[1]); 
  $this->socket->setRequestHost($temp2[0]);//Setto l'ip
  if(isset($temp2[1])){//Se c'è anche la porta







/*Imposto come nuovo destinatario il Contact*/
$url = str_replace("sip:","sip://",$this->req_contact);
      
      if (!$url = @parse_url($url))
      {
        throw new PhpSIPException("Failed to parse URI-Contact.");
      }
      
      $this->socket->setRequestHost($url['host']);
      
      if (isset($url['port']))
      {
        $this->socket->setRequestPort($url['port']);
      }
break;
// default: echo 'No request received';
    }





   * Reads response
   */
  private function readResponse()
  {
    $this->response = $this->socket->recvData();
$this->messageFlow .= "Risposta ricevuta\n".$this->response."\n";
    // Response
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match('/^SIP\/2\.0 ([0-9]{3})/',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->res_code = trim($result[1]);
      
      $res_class = substr($this->res_code,0,1);
      if ($res_class == '1' || $res_class == '2')
      {
        $this->dialog = true;
      }
      
      $this->parseResponse();
    }
    // Request
    else
    {
      $this->parseRequest();




   * Parse Response
   */
  private function parseResponse()
  {
    // il proxy è impostato, $this->requestHost = proxy
    // il proxy non è impostato e non c'è una RR, allora $this->requestHost = Contact del messaggio 
di risposta
    // il proxy non è impostato e c'è una RR, allora $this->requestHost = prima record-route 
impostata.
    // To tag
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match('/^To: .*;tag=(.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->to_tag = trim($result[1]);
    }
    
    // Route
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match_all('/^Record-Route: (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      foreach ($result[1] as $route)
      {
        if (!in_array(trim($route),$this->routes))
        {
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          $this->routes[] = trim($route);
        }
      }
    }
    
    // Request via
    $result = array();
    $this->request_via = array();
    if (preg_match_all('/^Via: (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      foreach ($result[1] as $via)
      {
        $this->request_via[] = trim($via);
      }
    }
    
    // Response contact
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match('/^Contact:.*<(.*)>/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->res_contact = trim($result[1]);
      
      $semicolon = strpos($this->res_contact,";");
      
      if ($semicolon !== false)
      {
        $this->res_contact = substr($this->res_contact,0,$semicolon);
      }
    }
    
    // Response CSeq method
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match('/^CSeq: [0-9]+ (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->res_cseq_method = trim($result[1]);
      
    }
     if ($this->res_cseq_method == 'INVITE' && in_array(substr($this-
>res_code,0,1),array('2','3','4','5','6')))
    {









    }    
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    /*Controlli per decidere dove inviare i messaggi*/
    if($this->proxy){//Se è stato specificato un proxy, i messaggi vanno inviati lì
       $this->socket->setRequestHost($this->proxy);
    }elseif(!$this->proxy && count($this->routes) == 0){//Se non c'è un proxy e neanche una RR
       //I dati vanno inviati all'indirizzo specificato nel Contact
       $primaCifra = substr($this->res_code,0,1);
       if($primaCifra == '2'){
       //Alla ricezione di una risposta definitiva positiva l'ack viene inviato all'end-point, negli altri 
casi al server
       //In questo modo le comunicazioni d'ora in poi saranno tra i 2 interlocutori
       $url = str_replace("sip:","sip://",$this->res_contact);
      
       if (!$url = @parse_url($url))
       {
         throw new PhpSIPException("Failed to parse URI.");
       }
      
 if(isset($url['host'])){
   $this->socket->setRequestHost($url['host']);
 }else{
   echo "No ip\n";
 }
      
       if (isset($url['port']))
       {
         $this->socket->setRequestPort($url['port']);
       }
       } 
    }elseif(!$this->proxy && count($this->routes) != 0 ){//Se non c'è un proxy, ma c'è almeno una 
RR
       for($i = 0; $i < 1; $i ++){
          $index1 = strpos($this->routes[$i],":");
          $index1 += 1;
  $index2 = strpos($this->routes[$i],";");
  $len = $index2 - $index1;
  $ip = substr($this->routes[$i], $index1, $len);
       }
       $this->socket->setRequestHost($ip);
    }
    // ACK 2XX-6XX - only invites - RFC3261 17.1.2.1
    if ($this->res_cseq_method == 'UPDATE' && substr($this->res_code,0,1) == '2')
    {
      $this->readResponse();
return;
    }
     if ($this->res_cseq_method == 'INVITE' && in_array(substr($this-
>res_code,0,1),array('2','3','4','5','6')))
    {
        $this->socket->setRequestHost('10.10.10.67');
        $this->ack();
    }
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/*if ($this->res_cseq_method == 'INVITE' && substr($this->res_code,0,3)=='183')
    {
      $this->setMethod('UPDATE');
$data2 = $this->formatRequest();
$this->socket->sendData($data2);
$this->messageFlow .= "Invio update\n".$data2."\n";
$this->readResponse();
return;
    }*/
   
    if($this->res_cseq_method == 'BYE' && in_array(substr($this-
>res_code,0,1),array('2','3','4','5','6'))){/*Ricezione di una response relativa ad una richiesta di BYE 
inviata dal Client*/
       $this->messageFlow .= "Ricevuto response a seguito dell'invio del BYE\n";
    }
    




   * Parse Request
   */
  private function parseRequest()
  {
    $temp = explode("\r\n",$this->response);
    $temp = explode(" ",$temp[0]);
    $this->req_method = trim($temp[0]);
    
    // Route
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match_all('/^Record-Route: (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      foreach ($result[1] as $route)
      {
        if (!in_array(trim($route),$this->routes))
        {
          $this->routes[] = trim($route);
        }
      }
    }
    
    // Request via
    $result = array();
    $this->request_via = array();
    if (preg_match_all('/^Via: (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      foreach ($result[1] as $via)
      {
        $this->request_via[] = trim($via);
      }
    }
    
    // Method contact
    $result = array();
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    if (preg_match('/^Contact: <(.*)>/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->req_contact = trim($result[1]);
      
      $semicolon = strpos($this->res_contact,";");
      
      if ($semicolon !== false)
      {
        $this->res_contact = substr($this->res_contact,0,$semicolon);
      }
    }
    
    // Response CSeq method
    if (preg_match('/^CSeq: [0-9]+ (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->req_cseq_method = trim($result[1]);
    }
    
    // Response CSeq number
    if (preg_match('/^CSeq: ([0-9]+) .*$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->req_cseq_number = trim($result[1]);
    }
/*Ricerca del To, From, Call-ID*/
if (preg_match('/^To: <(.*)>/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
        $this->to ='<'.trim($result[1]).'>';
    }
/*Estraggo lo username del destinatario*/
$m = array();
    if (!preg_match('/sip:(.*)@/i',$this->to,$m))
    {
          throw new PhpSIPException('Failed to parse From username.');
    }
      $this->from_user = $m[1];
        if (preg_match('/^From: <(.*)>/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
        $this->from ='<'.trim($result[1].'>');
    }
/*Estraggo il tag del mittente*/
if(preg_match('/^From: .*;tag=(.*)$/im', $this->response, $result)){
   $this->to_tag = trim($result[1]);
}
if(preg_match('/^Call-ID: (.*)$/im', $this->response, $result)){




//Returns position lChain in Chain
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public function findChain($Chain,$lChain){
        $result=-1;
            for($i=0 ; $i<strlen($Chain); $i++){
                if($result!=0 && $result!=-1)break;        
if($Chain[$i] == $lChain[0]){
                                $result=$i;
for($j=0 ; $j<strlen($lChain) ; $j++){




                                        else if($j==strlen($lChain)-1)break;
                                }
                        }
                }
                return $result;




   * Send Response
   * 
   * @param int $code     Response code
   * @param string $text  Response text
   */
  public function reply($code,$text)
  {
    $r = 'SIP/2.0 '.$code.' '.$text."\r\n";
    // Via
    foreach ($this->request_via as $via)
    {
      $r.= 'Via: '.$via."\r\n";
    }
    // From
    $r.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->to_tag."\r\n";
    // To
    $r.= 'To: '.$this->to.';tag='.$this->from_tag."\r\n";
    // Call-ID
    $r.= 'Call-ID: '.$this->call_id."\r\n";
    //CSeq
    $r.= 'CSeq: '.$this->req_cseq_number.' '.$this->req_cseq_method."\r\n";
    // Max-Forwards
    $r.= 'Max-Forwards: 70'."\r\n";
    // User-Agent
    $r.= 'User-Agent: '.$this->user_agent."\r\n";
    // Content-Length
    $r.= 'Content-Length: 0'."\r\n";
    $r.= "\r\n";
    
    $this->socket->sendData($r);
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/*Apertura del NRDL da mettere nella response*/
$path = "/var/www/html/php-sip/test/NRDL_200OK.rdf";
$fd = fopen($path,"r");




$nrdl = str_replace($cerca, $sostituisci, $nrdl);
/**/
    $r = 'SIP/2.0 '.$code.' '.$text."\r\n";
    // Via
    foreach ($this->request_via as $via)
    {
      $r.= 'Via: '.$via."\r\n";
    }
    // From
    $r.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->to_tag."\r\n";
    // To
    if($code == '200'){
      if(!$this->from_tag){
   $this->setFromTag();
   $this->from_tag = "1".$this->from_tag;
      }
       /*Aggiunta del To tag*/
       $r.= 'To: '.$this->to.';tag='.$this->from_tag."\r\n";
    }elseif($code == '100'){
       $r.= 'To: '.$this->to."\r\n";
    }
    // Call-ID
    $r.= 'Call-ID: '.$this->call_id."\r\n";
    //CSeq
    $r.= 'CSeq: '.$this->req_cseq_number.' '.$this->req_cseq_method."\r\n";
    
    if($code == '200'){
       /*Aggiunta dello header Contact*/
       $r.= 'Contact: <sip:'.$this->from_user.'@'.$this->socket->getIp().':'.$this->socket-
>getSrcPort().'>'."\r\n";
    }
    // Max-Forwards
    $r.= 'Max-Forwards: 70'."\r\n";
    // User-Agent
    $r.= 'User-Agent: '.$this->user_agent."\r\n";
    // Content-Length
    $r.= 'Content-Length: '.strlen($nrdl)."\r\n";




    $this->socket->sendData($r);














   * ACK
   */





    if ($this->res_cseq_method == 'INVITE' && $this->res_code == '200')
    {
      $a = 'ACK '.$this->res_contact.' SIP/2.0'."\r\n";
      /*Apertura file NRDL_ACK*/
$fd = fopen($path,"r");




$nrdl = str_replace($cerca, $sostituisci, $nrdl);
/**/
    }
    else
    {
      $a = 'ACK '.$this->uri.' SIP/2.0'."\r\n";
    }
    // Via
    $a.= 'Via: '.$this->inv_via."\r\n";
    // Route
    if ($this->routes)
    {
      foreach ($this->routes as $route)
      {
        $a.= 'Route: '.$route."\r\n";
      }
    }
    // From
    if (!$this->from_tag) $this->setFromTag();
    $a.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->inv_from_tag."\r\n";
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    // To
    if ($this->to_tag)
      $a.= 'To: '.$this->to.';tag='.$this->to_tag."\r\n";
    else
      $a.= 'To: '.$this->to."\r\n";
    // Call-ID
    if (!$this->call_id) $this->setCallId();
    $a.= 'Call-ID: '.$this->inv_call_id."\r\n";
    //CSeq
    $a.= 'CSeq: '.$this->cseq.' ACK'."\r\n";
    // Authentication
    if ($this->res_code == '200' && $this->auth)
    {
      $a.= 'Proxy-Authorization: '.$this->auth."\r\n";
    }
    // Max-Forwards
    $a.= 'Max-Forwards: 70'."\r\n";
    // User-Agent
    $a.= 'User-Agent: '.$this->user_agent."\r\n";
    // Content-Length
    $a.= 'Content-Length: '.strlen($nrdl)."\r\n";
    $a.= "\r\n";
//Aggiunta del body contenente l'NRDL_ACK
$a.= $nrdl."\r\n";
    
   // $dx_ip = $this->socket->getFromip();
   // $dx_port = $this->socket->getFromport();
    //$this->socket->sendData($a, $dx_ip, $dx_port);
    $this->socket->sendData($a);




   * Formats SIP request
   * 
   * @return string
   */
  private function formatRequest()
  {
    if (in_array($this->method,array('BYE','REFER','SUBSCRIBE')))
    {
      $r = $this->method.' '.$this->res_contact.' SIP/2.0'."\r\n";
    }
    else
    {
      $r = $this->method.' '.$this->uri.' SIP/2.0'."\r\n";
    }
    // Via
    if ($this->method != 'CANCEL')
    {
      $this->setVia();
      if($this->method == 'INVITE')$this->inv_via = $this->via;
    }
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    $r.= 'Via: '.$this->via."\r\n";
    // Route
    if ($this->method != 'CANCEL' && $this->routes)
    {
      foreach ($this->routes as $route)
      {
        $r.= 'Route: '.$route."\r\n";
      }
    }
    // From




    }
    else if (!$this->from_tag && $this->method == 'REGISTER'){
        $this->setFromTag();
        $r.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->from_tag."\r\n";
    }
    else if ($this->from_tag && $this->method == 'UPDATE'){ 
$this->setFromTag();
    $r.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->from_tag."\r\n";
    }
    else if ($this->from_tag && $this->method == 'BYE'){
        $this->setFromTag();
        $r.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->from_tag."\r\n";
    }
    else{
$r.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->inv_from_tag."\r\n";
    }
    // To
    if (!in_array($this->method,array("INVITE","CANCEL","NOTIFY","UPDATE","BYE")) && 
$this->to_tag)
      $r.= 'To: '.$this->to.';tag='.$this->to_tag."\r\n";
    else
      $r.= 'To: '.$this->to."\r\n";
    // Authentication
    if ($this->auth)
    {
      $r.= $this->auth."\r\n";
      $this->auth = null;
    }
    // Call-ID




    }
    else if ($this->call_id && $this->method == 'UPDATE'){ 
$this->setCallId();
    $r.= 'Call-ID: '.$this->call_id."\r\n";
    }
    else if(!$this->call_id && $this->method == 'REGISTER'){
    $this->setCallId();
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$r.= 'Call-ID: '.$this->call_id."\r\n";
    }
    else{
$r.= 'Call-ID: '.$this->inv_call_id."\r\n";
    }
    //CSeq
    if ($this->method == 'CANCEL')
    {
      $this->cseq--;
    }
    $r.= 'CSeq: '.$this->cseq.' '.$this->method."\r\n";
    // Contact
    if ($this->method != 'MESSAGE')
    {
      $r.= 'Contact: <sip:'.$this->from_user.'@'.$this->socket->getIp().':'.$this->socket-
>getSrcPort().'>'."\r\n";
    }
    // Content-Type
    if ($this->content_type)
    {
      $r.= 'Content-Type: '.$this->content_type."\r\n";
    }
    // Max-Forwards
    $r.= 'Max-Forwards: 70'."\r\n";
    // User-Agent
    $r.= 'User-Agent: '.$this->user_agent."\r\n";
    // Additional header
    foreach ($this->extra_headers as $header)
    {
      $r.= $header."\r\n";
    }
    // Content-Length
    $r.= 'Content-Length: '.strlen($this->body)."\r\n";
    $r.= "\r\n";
    $r.= $this->body;
    




   * Sets body
   */
  public function setBody($body)
  {




   * Sets Content Type
   */
  public function setContentType($content_type = null)
  {
    if ($content_type !== null)
    {
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      $this->content_type = $content_type;
    }
    else
    {
      switch ($this->method)
      {
        case 'INVITE':
          $this->content_type = 'application/rdf+xml'; //$this->content_type = 'application/sdp';
          break;
        case 'MESSAGE':
          $this->content_type = 'text/html; charset=utf-8';
          break;
        default:
          $this->content_type = null;
      }




   * Sets Via header
   */
  private function setVia()
  {
    $rand = rand(100000,999999);





   * Sets from tag
   */
  private function setFromTag()
  { 




   * Sets call id
   */
  private function setCallId()
  {




   * Gets value of the header from the previous request
   * 
   * @param string $name Header name
   * 
   * @return string or false
   */
  public function getHeader($name)
  {
    if (preg_match('/^'.$name.': (.*)$/m',$this->response,$result))
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    {
      return trim($result[1]);
    }
    else
    {
      return false;




   * Calculates Digest authentication response
   * 
   */
  public function auth()
  {
    if (!$this->username)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Missing username");
    }
    
    if (!$this->password)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Missing password");
    }
    
    // realm
    $result = array();
    if (!preg_match('/^Proxy-Authenticate: .* realm="(.*)"/imU',$this->response, $result))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Can't find realm in proxy-auth");
    }
    
    $realm = $result[1];
    
    // nonce
    $result = array();
    if (!preg_match('/^Proxy-Authenticate: .* nonce="(.*)"/imU',$this->response, $result))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Can't find nonce in proxy-auth");
    }
    
    $nonce = $result[1];
    
    $ha1 = md5($this->username.':'.$realm.':'.$this->password);
    $ha2 = md5($this->method.':'.$this->uri);
    
    $res = md5($ha1.':'.$nonce.':'.$ha2);
    







   * Calculates WWW authorization response
   * 
   */
  private function authWWW()
  {
    if (!$this->username)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Missing auth username");
    }
    
    if (!$this->password)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Missing auth password");
    }
    
    $qop_present = false;
    if (strpos($this->response,'qop=') !== false)
    {
      $qop_present = true;
      
      // we can only do qop="auth"
      if  (strpos($this->response,'qop="auth"') === false)
      {
        throw new PhpSIPException('Only qop="auth" digest authentication supported.');
      }
    }
    
    // realm
    $result = array();
    if (!preg_match('/^WWW-Authenticate: .* realm="(.*)"/imU',$this->response, $result))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Can't find realm in www-auth");
    }
    
    $realm = $result[1];
    
    // nonce
    $result = array();
    if (!preg_match('/^WWW-Authenticate: .* nonce="(.*)"/imU',$this->response, $result))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Can't find nonce in www-auth");
    }
    
    $nonce = $result[1];
    
    $ha1 = md5($this->username.':'.$realm.':'.$this->password);
    $ha2 = md5($this->method.':'.$this->uri);
    
    if ($qop_present)
    {
      $cnonce = md5(time());
      
      $res = md5($ha1.':'.$nonce.':00000001:'.$cnonce.':auth:'.$ha2);
    }
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    else
    {
      $res = md5($ha1.':'.$nonce.':'.$ha2);
    }
    
    $this->auth = 'Authorization: Digest username="'.$this->username.'", realm="'.$realm.'", 
nonce="'.$nonce.'", uri="'.$this->uri.'", response="'.$res.'", algorithm=MD5';
    
    if ($qop_present)
    {
      $this->auth.= ', qop="auth", nc="00000001", cnonce="'.$cnonce.'"';





   * Resets callid, to/from tags etc.
   * 
   */
  public function newCall()
  {
    $this->cseq = 20;
    $this->call_id = null;
    $this->to_tag = null;;
    $this->from_tag = null;;
    
    /**
     * Body
     */
    $this->body = null;
    
    /**
     * Received Response
     */
    $this->response = null;
    $this->res_code = null;
    $this->res_contact = null;
    $this->res_cseq_method = null;
    $this->res_cseq_number = null;
    /**
     * Received Request
     */
    $this->req_method = null;
    $this->req_cseq_method = null;
    $this->req_cseq_number = null;
    $this->req_contact = null;
    
    $this->routes = array();
    $this->request_via = array();
  }
  /*Tiene traccia di tutti i messaggi ricevuti e inviati*/













 * PHP SIP UAC class
 * 
 * @ingroup  API
 * @author 
 * 







  * Stringa contenente i messaggi scambiati
  */
  private $messageFlow;
  private $debug = false;
  
  /**
   * Final Response timer (in seconds)
   */
  private $fr_timer = 7;
 
  /**
   * Allowed methods array
   */
  private $allowed_methods = array(





   * Dialog established
   */
  private $dialog = false;
  
  /**
   * The opened socket we listen for incoming SIP messages
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   */
  private $socket;
  
  /**
   * Source IP address
   */
  private $user_agent = 'PHP SIP';
  
  /**
   * CSeq
   */
  private $cseq = 20;
  
  /**
   * Call ID
   */
  private $call_id;
 
  /**
   * INVITE Call ID
   */
  private $inv_call_id; 
  /**
   * Contact
   */
  private $contact;
  
  /**
   * Request URI
   */
  private $uri;
  
  /**
   * Request host
   */
  private $host;
  
  /**
   * Request port
   */
  private $port = 5060;
  
  /**
   * Outboud SIP proxy
   */
  public $proxy;
  
  /**
   * Method
   */
  private $method;
  
  /**
   * Auth username
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   */
  private $username;
  
  /**
   * Auth password
   */
  private $password;
  
  /**
   * To
   */
  private $to;
  
  /**
   * To tag
   */
  private $to_tag;
  
  /**
   * From
   */
  private $from;
  
  /**
   * From User
   */
  private $from_user;
  /**
   * From tag
   */
  private $from_tag;
  /**
   * INVITE From tag
   */
  private $inv_from_tag;
  
  /**
   * Via tag
   */
  private $via;
  /**
   * INVITE Via tag
   */
  private $inv_via;
  
  /**
   * Content type
   */




   * Body
   */
  private $body;
  
  /**
   * Received Response
   */
  private $response; // whole response body
  private $res_code;
  private $res_contact;
  private $res_cseq_method;
  private $res_cseq_number;
  /**
   * Received Request
   */
  private $req_method;
  private $req_cseq_method;
  private $req_cseq_number;
  private $req_contact;
  
  /**
   * Authentication
   */
  private $auth;
  
  /**
   * Routes
   */
  private $routes = array();
  
  /**
   * Request vias
   */
  private $request_via = array();
  
  /**
   * Additional headers
   */
  private $extra_headers = array();
  /**
   * Gestione callID dinamico
   */
  private $userChiamante;
  private $hashChiamante;
  private $userChiamato;
  private $hashChiamato;
  
  /**
   * Constructor
   * 
   * @param $socket_ist 
   */
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  public function __construct($socket_ist)
  {




   * Destructor
   */
  public function __destruct()
  {




   * Sets debuggin ON/OFF
   * 
   * @param bool $status
   */
  public function setDebug($status = false)
  {




   * Adds aditional header
   * 
   * @param string $header
   */
  public function addHeader($header)
  {




   * Sets From header
   * 
   * @param string $from
   */
  public function setFrom($from)
  {
    /*Gestione callID dinamico*/
    $this->userChiamante = explode(":", $from);
    $this->hashChiamante = substr(md5($this->userChiamante[1]), 0, 6);
$fd = fopen("/tmp/hashChiamante.txt", "w");
fwrite($fd, $this->hashChiamante);
fclose($fd);
    /**/
    if (preg_match('/<.*>$/',$from))
    {
      $this->from = $from;
    }
    else
    {
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      $this->from = '<'.$from.'>';
    }
    
    $m = array();
    if (!preg_match('/sip:(.*)@/i',$this->from,$m))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException('Failed to parse From username.');
    }
    




   * Sets method
   * 
   * @param string $method
   */
  public function setMethod($method)
  {
    if (!in_array($method,$this->allowed_methods))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException('Invalid method.');
    }
    
    $this->method = $method;
    
    if ($method == 'INVITE')




$nrdl = fread($fd, filesize($path));
      /*$body = "v=0\r\n";
      $body.= "o=click2dial 0 0 IN IP4 ".$this->socket->getIp()."\r\n";
      $body.= "s=click2dial call\r\n";
      $body.= "c=IN IP4 ".$this->socket->getIp()."\r\n";
      $body.= "t=0 0\r\n";
      $body.= "m=audio 8000 RTP/AVP 0 8 18 3 4 97 98\r\n";
      $body.= "a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000\r\n";
      $body.= "a=rtpmap:18 G729/8000\r\n";
      $body.= "a=rtpmap:97 ilbc/8000\r\n";




$nrdl = str_replace($cerca, $sostituisci, $nrdl);
/**/
/*Aggiunta del contenuto nrdl al body*/
$body = $nrdl."\r\n";
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      $this->body = $body;
      
      $this->setContentType(null);
    }
    
    if ($method == 'REFER')
    {
      $this->setBody('');
    }
    
    if ($method == 'CANCEL')
    {
      $this->setBody('');
      $this->setContentType(null);
    }
    
    if ($method == 'MESSAGE')
    {
      $this->setContentType(null);
    }
    if ($method == 'UPDATE'){
      
/*Open file NRDL_UPDATE.rdf*/
        $path = "./NRDL_UPDATE.rdf";
        $fd = fopen($path,"r");
        $nrdl = fread($fd, filesize($path));
        /*Gestione callID dinamico*/
        $cerca = "diag12345";
        $sostituisci = $this->hashChiamante."".$this->hashChiamato;
        $nrdl = str_replace($cerca, $sostituisci, $nrdl);
        
        /*Aggiunta del contenuto nrdl al body*/
        $body = $nrdl."\r\n";
      $this->body = $body;
      $this->setContentType(null);     
    }
    if ($method == 'REGISTER'){
      $this->setBody('');
    }
    if ($method == 'BYE'){
      //Copy NRDL_received_I.rdf in BYE.
        $path = "./NRDL_received_I.rdf";
        $fd = fopen($path,"r");
        $nrdl = fread($fd, filesize($path));
        $body = $nrdl."\r\n";
        $this->body = $body;
$this->setContentType(null);





   * Sets SIP Proxy
   * 
   * @param $proxy
   */
  public function setProxy($proxy)
  {




   * Sets request URI
   *
   * @param string $uri
   */
  public function setUri($uri)
  {
    /*Gestione callID dinamico*/
    $this->userChiamato = explode(":", $uri);
    $this->hashChiamato = substr(md5($this->userChiamato[1]), 0, 6);
$fd = fopen("/tmp/hashChiamato.txt", "w");
fwrite($fd, $this->hashChiamato);
fclose($fd);
    /**/
    if (strpos($uri,'sip:') === false)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Only sip: URI supported.");
    }
    
    $this->uri = $uri;
    $this->to = '<'.$uri.'>';
    
    if ($this->proxy)
    {
      if (strpos($this->proxy,':'))
      {
        $temp = explode(":",$this->proxy);
        
        $this->socket->setRequestHost($temp[0]);
        $this->socket->setRequestPort($temp[1]);
      }
      else
      {
        $this->socket->setRequestHost($this->proxy);
      }
    }
    else
    {
      $url = str_replace("sip:","sip://",$uri);
      
      if (!$url = @parse_url($url))
      {
        throw new PhpSIPException("Failed to parse URI.");
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      }
      
      $this->socket->setRequestHost($url['host']);
      
      if (isset($url['port']))
      {
        $this->socket->setRequestPort($url['port']);
      }




   * Sets username
   *
   * @param string $username
   */
  public function setUsername($username)
  {




   * Sets User Agent
   *
   * @param string $user_agent
   */
  public function setUserAgent($user_agent)
  {




   * Sets password
   *
   * @param string $password
   */
  public function setPassword($password)
  {




   * Sends SIP request
   * 
   * @return string Reply 
   */
  public function send()
  {
    if (!$this->from)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException('Missing From.');
    }
    
    if (!$this->method)
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    {
      throw new PhpSIPException('Missing Method.');
    }
    
    if (!$this->uri)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException('Missing URI.');
    }
    
    $data = $this->formatRequest();
    
    $this->socket->sendData($data);
    if($this->method == 'BYE') $this->messageFlow .= "Invio BYE".$data."\n";
    else $this->messageFlow .= "Invio rihiesta".$data."\n";
    
    $this->readResponse();
    /*Tornato dalla lettura della prima risposta, deve guardare qual è il codice tornato: $this-
>res_code*/
    //Controllo la prima cifra
    $primaCifra = substr($this->res_code,0,1);
    if($primaCifra == '2' && $this->res_cseq_method == 'BYE'){/*Richiesta di BYE andata a buon 
fine*/
        return $this->res_code;
    }
    
    switch($primaCifra){
    case '2': //ack inviato precedentemente: il dialogo è stabilito->La socket deve rimanete attiva 
per gestire la chiusura del dialogo
    break;
    case '1': //risposta provvisoria: deve tornare a leggere per stare in attesa di una risposta 
definitiva
    $i = 0;




        $i++;
      }
/*if($i == 4){
$this->messageError = "Nessuna risposta definitiva pervenuta dopo ".$i." 
tentativi"; 
}else{
//Ricevuta una risposta non provvisoria prima dei 4 tentativi
//L'ack va inviato al destinatario
return $this->res_code;
}*/
      break;
      case '4': //4xx client error
      if ($this->res_code == '407'){
      $this->cseq++;
     $this->auth();
      $data = $this->formatRequest();
      $this->socket->sendData($data);
      $this->readResponse();
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   }
    if ($this->res_code == '401'){
      $this->cseq++;
     $this->authWWW();
      $data = $this->formatRequest();
     $this->socket->sendData($data);
      $this->readResponse();
    }
    break;
default: $this->messageFlow = "Nessun dato da leggere\n";
    }//Chiusura switch
    
    $this->extra_headers = array();
    $this->cseq++;
    




   * Listen for request
   * 
   * @todo This needs to be improved
   */
  public function listen()
  {
    $this->readResponse();
    switch($this->req_method){
case 'BYE': //Richiesta di chiusura
$this->reply("200","OK");





/*Imposto il destinatario al primo request_via trovato*/
for($i = 0; $i < 1; $i++){
    //$this->socket->setRequestHost($this->request_via[$i]); //Primo via che incontra
  /*Estraggo l'ip e l'eventuale porta dal primo via*/
  $dest = $this->request_via[$i];
  $semicolon = strpos($dest, ";");
  if($semicolon !== false){
     $dest = substr($dest, 0, $semicolon);
  }
  $temp = explode(" ", $dest); //Contiene l'ip e l'eventuale porta
  $temp2 = explode(":", $temp[1]); 
  $this->socket->setRequestHost($temp2[0]);//Setto l'ip
  if(isset($temp2[1])){//Se c'è anche la porta








/*Imposto come nuovo destinatario il Contact*/
$url = str_replace("sip:","sip://",$this->req_contact);
      
      if (!$url = @parse_url($url))
      {
        throw new PhpSIPException("Failed to parse URI-Contact.");
      }
      
      $this->socket->setRequestHost($url['host']);
      
      if (isset($url['port']))
      {
        $this->socket->setRequestPort($url['port']);
      }
break;
// default: echo 'No request received';
    }




   * Reads response
   */
  private function readResponse()
  {
    $this->response = $this->socket->recvData();
$this->messageFlow .= "Risposta ricevuta\n".$this->response."\n";
    // Response
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match('/^SIP\/2\.0 ([0-9]{3})/',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->res_code = trim($result[1]);
      
      $res_class = substr($this->res_code,0,1);
      if ($res_class == '1' || $res_class == '2')
      {
        $this->dialog = true;
      }
      
      $this->parseResponse();
    }
    // Request
    else
    {
      $this->parseRequest();




   * Parse Response
   */
  private function parseResponse()
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  {
    // il proxy è impostato, $this->requestHost = proxy
    // il proxy non è impostato e non c'è una RR, allora $this->requestHost = Contact del messaggio 
di risposta
    // il proxy non è impostato e c'è una RR, allora $this->requestHost = prima record-route 
impostata.
    // To tag
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match('/^To: .*;tag=(.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->to_tag = trim($result[1]);
    }
    
    // Route
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match_all('/^Record-Route: (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      foreach ($result[1] as $route)
      {
        if (!in_array(trim($route),$this->routes))
        {
          $this->routes[] = trim($route);
        }
      }
    }
    
    // Request via
    $result = array();
    $this->request_via = array();
    if (preg_match_all('/^Via: (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      foreach ($result[1] as $via)
      {
        $this->request_via[] = trim($via);
      }
    }
    
    // Response contact
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match('/^Contact:.*<(.*)>/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->res_contact = trim($result[1]);
      
      $semicolon = strpos($this->res_contact,";");
      
      if ($semicolon !== false)
      {
        $this->res_contact = substr($this->res_contact,0,$semicolon);
      }
    }
    
    // Response CSeq method
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    $result = array();
    if (preg_match('/^CSeq: [0-9]+ (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->res_cseq_method = trim($result[1]);
      
    }
    if ($this->res_cseq_method == 'INVITE' && in_array(substr($this-
>res_code,0,1),array('2','3','4','5','6')))
    {
        //Copy body in NRDL_received_I.rdf.
        $from='<?xml';
        $to='RDF>';
        $pos=$this->findChain($this->response,$from);
        $pos2=$this->findChain($this->response,$to);
        $path='./NRDL_received_I.rdf';
        $fd=fopen($path,'w');
        for($i=$pos;$i<$pos2+strlen($to);$i++)fwrite($fd,$this->response[$i]);
        fclose($fd);
    }
    
    /*Controlli per decidere dove inviare i messaggi*/
    if($this->proxy){//Se è stato specificato un proxy, i messaggi vanno inviati lì
       $this->socket->setRequestHost($this->proxy);
    }elseif(!$this->proxy && count($this->routes) == 0){//Se non c'è un proxy e neanche una RR
       //I dati vanno inviati all'indirizzo specificato nel Contact
       $primaCifra = substr($this->res_code,0,1);
       if($primaCifra == '2'){
       //Alla ricezione di una risposta definitiva positiva l'ack viene inviato all'end-point, negli altri 
casi al server
       //In questo modo le comunicazioni d'ora in poi saranno tra i 2 interlocutori
       $url = str_replace("sip:","sip://",$this->res_contact);
      
       if (!$url = @parse_url($url))
       {
         throw new PhpSIPException("Failed to parse URI.");
       }
      
 if(isset($url['host'])){
   $this->socket->setRequestHost($url['host']);
 }else{
   echo "No ip\n";
 }
      
       if (isset($url['port']))
       {
         $this->socket->setRequestPort($url['port']);
       }
       } 
    }elseif(!$this->proxy && count($this->routes) != 0 ){//Se non c'è un proxy, ma c'è almeno una 
RR
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       for($i = 0; $i < 1; $i ++){
          $index1 = strpos($this->routes[$i],":");
          $index1 += 1;
  $index2 = strpos($this->routes[$i],";");
  $len = $index2 - $index1;
  $ip = substr($this->routes[$i], $index1, $len);
       }
       $this->socket->setRequestHost($ip);
    }
    // ACK 2XX-6XX - only invites - RFC3261 17.1.2.1
    if ($this->res_cseq_method == 'UPDATE' && substr($this->res_code,0,1) == '2')
    {
      $this->readResponse();
return;
    }
     if ($this->res_cseq_method == 'INVITE' && in_array(substr($this-
>res_code,0,1),array('2','3','4','5','6')))
    {
        $this->socket->setRequestHost('10.10.10.67');
        $this->ack();
    }
if ($this->res_cseq_method == 'INVITE' && substr($this->res_code,0,3)=='183')
    {
      $this->setMethod('UPDATE');
$data2 = $this->formatRequest();
$this->socket->sendData($data2);
$this->messageFlow .= "Invio update\n".$data2."\n";
$this->readResponse();
return;
    }
   
    if($this->res_cseq_method == 'BYE' && in_array(substr($this-
>res_code,0,1),array('2','3','4','5','6'))){/*Ricezione di una response relativa ad una richiesta di BYE 
inviata dal Client*/
       $this->messageFlow .= "Ricevuto response a seguito dell'invio del BYE\n";
    }
    
    return $this->res_code;
  }
/*******findChain function*******/
//Returns position lChain in Chain
        public function findChain($Chain,$lChain){
                $result=-1;
                for($i=0 ; $i<strlen($Chain); $i++){
                        if($result!=0 && $result!=-1)break;
                        if($Chain[$i] == $lChain[0]){
                                $result=$i;
                                for($j=0 ; $j<strlen($lChain) ; $j++){
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                                        if($Chain[$i+$j] != $lChain[$j]){
                                                $result=0;
                                                break;
                                        }
                                        else if($j==strlen($lChain)-1)break;
                                }
                        }
                }
                return $result;




   * Parse Request
   */
  private function parseRequest()
  {
    $temp = explode("\r\n",$this->response);
    $temp = explode(" ",$temp[0]);
    $this->req_method = trim($temp[0]);
    
    // Route
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match_all('/^Record-Route: (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      foreach ($result[1] as $route)
      {
        if (!in_array(trim($route),$this->routes))
        {
          $this->routes[] = trim($route);
        }
      }
    }
    
    // Request via
    $result = array();
    $this->request_via = array();
    if (preg_match_all('/^Via: (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      foreach ($result[1] as $via)
      {
        $this->request_via[] = trim($via);
      }
    }
    
    // Method contact
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match('/^Contact: <(.*)>/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->req_contact = trim($result[1]);
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      $semicolon = strpos($this->res_contact,";");
      
      if ($semicolon !== false)
      {
        $this->res_contact = substr($this->res_contact,0,$semicolon);
      }
    }
    
    // Response CSeq method
    if (preg_match('/^CSeq: [0-9]+ (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->req_cseq_method = trim($result[1]);
    }
    
    // Response CSeq number
    if (preg_match('/^CSeq: ([0-9]+) .*$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->req_cseq_number = trim($result[1]);
    }
/*Ricerca del To, From, Call-ID*/
if (preg_match('/^To: <(.*)>/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
        $this->to ='<'.trim($result[1]).'>';
    }
/*Estraggo lo username del destinatario*/
$m = array();
    if (!preg_match('/sip:(.*)@/i',$this->to,$m))
    {
          throw new PhpSIPException('Failed to parse From username.');
    }
      $this->from_user
 = $m[1];
        if (preg_match('/^From: <(.*)>/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
        $this->from ='<'.trim($result[1].'>');
    }
/*Estraggo il tag del mittente*/
if(preg_match('/^From: .*;tag=(.*)$/im', $this->response, $result)){
   $this->to_tag = trim($result[1]);
}
if(preg_match('/^Call-ID: (.*)$/im', $this->response, $result)){





   * Send Response
   * 
   * @param int $code     Response code
   * @param string $text  Response text
   */
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  public function reply($code,$text)
  {
    $r = 'SIP/2.0 '.$code.' '.$text."\r\n";
    // Via
    foreach ($this->request_via as $via)
    {
      $r.= 'Via: '.$via."\r\n";
    }
    // From
    $r.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->to_tag."\r\n";
    // To
    $r.= 'To: '.$this->to.';tag='.$this->from_tag."\r\n";
    // Call-ID
    $r.= 'Call-ID: '.$this->call_id."\r\n";
    //CSeq
    $r.= 'CSeq: '.$this->req_cseq_number.' '.$this->req_cseq_method."\r\n";
    // Max-Forwards
    $r.= 'Max-Forwards: 70'."\r\n";
    // User-Agent
    $r.= 'User-Agent: '.$this->user_agent."\r\n";
    // Content-Length
    $r.= 'Content-Length: 0'."\r\n";
    $r.= "\r\n";
    
    $this->socket->sendData($r);




/*Apertura del NRDL da mettere nella response*/
$path = "/var/www/html/php-sip/test/NRDL_200OK.rdf";
$fd = fopen($path,"r");




$nrdl = str_replace($cerca, $sostituisci, $nrdl);
/**/
    $r = 'SIP/2.0 '.$code.' '.$text."\r\n";
    // Via
    foreach ($this->request_via as $via)
    {
      $r.= 'Via: '.$via."\r\n";
    }
    // From
    $r.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->to_tag."\r\n";
    // To
    if($code == '200'){
      if(!$this->from_tag){
   $this->setFromTag();
   $this->from_tag = "1".$this->from_tag;
      }
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       /*Aggiunta del To tag*/
       $r.= 'To: '.$this->to.';tag='.$this->from_tag."\r\n";
    }elseif($code == '100'){
       $r.= 'To: '.$this->to."\r\n";
    }
    // Call-ID
    $r.= 'Call-ID: '.$this->call_id."\r\n";
    //CSeq
    $r.= 'CSeq: '.$this->req_cseq_number.' '.$this->req_cseq_method."\r\n";
    
    if($code == '200'){
       /*Aggiunta dello header Contact*/
       $r.= 'Contact: <sip:'.$this->from_user.'@'.$this->socket->getIp().':'.$this->socket-
>getSrcPort().'>'."\r\n";
    }
    // Max-Forwards
    $r.= 'Max-Forwards: 70'."\r\n";
    // User-Agent
    $r.= 'User-Agent: '.$this->user_agent."\r\n";
    // Content-Length
    $r.= 'Content-Length: '.strlen($nrdl)."\r\n";
    $r.= "\r\n";
/*Aggiunta del body*/
$r .= $nrdl."\r\n";
    $this->socket->sendData($r);














   * ACK
   */





    if ($this->res_cseq_method == 'INVITE' && $this->res_code == '200')
    {
      $a = 'ACK '.$this->res_contact.' SIP/2.0'."\r\n";
      /*Apertura file NRDL_ACK*/
$fd = fopen($path,"r");
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$nrdl = str_replace($cerca, $sostituisci, $nrdl);
/**/
    }
    else
    {
      $a = 'ACK '.$this->uri.' SIP/2.0'."\r\n";
    }
    // Via
    $a.= 'Via: '.$this->inv_via."\r\n";
    // Route
    if ($this->routes)
    {
      foreach ($this->routes as $route)
      {
        $a.= 'Route: '.$route."\r\n";
      }
    }
    // From
    if (!$this->from_tag) $this->setFromTag();
    $a.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->inv_from_tag."\r\n";
    // To
    if ($this->to_tag)
      $a.= 'To: '.$this->to.';tag='.$this->to_tag."\r\n";
    else
      $a.= 'To: '.$this->to."\r\n";
    // Call-ID
    if (!$this->call_id) $this->setCallId();
    $a.= 'Call-ID: '.$this->inv_call_id."\r\n";
    //CSeq
    $a.= 'CSeq: '.$this->cseq.' ACK'."\r\n";
    // Authentication
    if ($this->res_code == '200' && $this->auth)
    {
      $a.= 'Proxy-Authorization: '.$this->auth."\r\n";
    }
    // Max-Forwards
    $a.= 'Max-Forwards: 70'."\r\n";
    // User-Agent
    $a.= 'User-Agent: '.$this->user_agent."\r\n";
    // Content-Length
    $a.= 'Content-Length: '.strlen($nrdl)."\r\n";
    $a.= "\r\n";
//Aggiunta del body contenente l'NRDL_ACK
$a.= $nrdl."\r\n";
    
   // $dx_ip = $this->socket->getFromip();
   // $dx_port = $this->socket->getFromport();
    //$this->socket->sendData($a, $dx_ip, $dx_port);
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    $this->socket->sendData($a);




   * Formats SIP request
   * 
   * @return string
   */
  private function formatRequest()
  {
    if (in_array($this->method,array('BYE','REFER','SUBSCRIBE')))
    {
      $r = $this->method.' '.$this->res_contact.' SIP/2.0'."\r\n";
    }
    else
    {
      $r = $this->method.' '.$this->uri.' SIP/2.0'."\r\n";
    }
    // Via
    if ($this->method != 'CANCEL')
    {
      $this->setVia();
      if($this->method == 'INVITE')$this->inv_via = $this->via;
    }
    $r.= 'Via: '.$this->via."\r\n";
    // Route
    if ($this->method != 'CANCEL' && $this->routes)
    {
      foreach ($this->routes as $route)
      {
        $r.= 'Route: '.$route."\r\n";
      }
    }
    // From
    
    if ($this->from_tag && $this->method == 'INVITE'){
        $this->setFromTag();
        $this->inv_from_tag = $this->from_tag;
        $r.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->inv_from_tag."\r\n";
    }
    else if (!$this->from_tag && $this->method == 'REGISTER'){
        $this->setFromTag();
        $r.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->from_tag."\r\n";
    }
    else if ($this->from_tag && $this->method == 'UPDATE'){
        $this->setFromTag();
        $r.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->from_tag."\r\n";
    }
    else if ($this->from_tag && $this->method == 'BYE'){
        $this->setFromTag();
        $r.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->from_tag."\r\n";
    }
    else{
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        $r.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->inv_from_tag."\r\n";
    }
    // To
    if (!in_array($this->method,array("INVITE","CANCEL","NOTIFY","UPDATE","BYE")) && 
$this->to_tag)
      $r.= 'To: '.$this->to.';tag='.$this->to_tag."\r\n";
    else
      $r.= 'To: '.$this->to."\r\n";
    // Authentication
    if ($this->auth)
    {
      $r.= $this->auth."\r\n";
      $this->auth = null;
    }
    // Call-ID




    }
    else if ($this->call_id && $this->method == 'UPDATE'){ 
$this->setCallId();
    $r.= 'Call-ID: '.$this->call_id."\r\n";
    }
    else if(!$this->call_id && $this->method == 'REGISTER'){
    $this->setCallId();
$r.= 'Call-ID: '.$this->call_id."\r\n";
    }
    else{
$r.= 'Call-ID: '.$this->inv_call_id."\r\n";
    }
    //CSeq
    if ($this->method == 'CANCEL')
    {
      $this->cseq--;
    }
    $r.= 'CSeq: '.$this->cseq.' '.$this->method."\r\n";
    // Contact
    if ($this->method != 'MESSAGE')
    {
      $r.= 'Contact: <sip:'.$this->from_user.'@'.$this->socket->getIp().':'.$this->socket-
>getSrcPort().'>'."\r\n";
    }
    // Content-Type
    if ($this->content_type)
    {
      $r.= 'Content-Type: '.$this->content_type."\r\n";
    }
    // Max-Forwards
    $r.= 'Max-Forwards: 70'."\r\n";
    // User-Agent
    $r.= 'User-Agent: '.$this->user_agent."\r\n";
    // Additional header
    foreach ($this->extra_headers as $header)
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    {
      $r.= $header."\r\n";
    }
    // Content-Length
    $r.= 'Content-Length: '.strlen($this->body)."\r\n";
    $r.= "\r\n";
    $r.= $this->body;
    




   * Sets body
   */
  public function setBody($body)
  {




   * Sets Content Type
   */
  public function setContentType($content_type = null)
  {
    if ($content_type !== null)
    {
      $this->content_type = $content_type;
    }
    else
    {
      switch ($this->method)
      {
        case 'INVITE':
          $this->content_type = 'application/rdf+xml'; //$this->content_type = 'application/sdp';
          break;
case 'BYE':
          $this->content_type = 'application/rdf+xml'; //$this->content_type = 'application/sdp';
          break;
        case 'MESSAGE':
          $this->content_type = 'text/html; charset=utf-8';
          break;
        default:
          $this->content_type = null;
      }




   * Sets Via header
   */
  private function setVia()
  {
    $rand = rand(100000,999999);






   * Sets from tag
   */
  private function setFromTag()
  { 




   * Sets call id
   */
  private function setCallId()
  {




   * Gets value of the header from the previous request
   * 
   * @param string $name Header name
   * 
   * @return string or false
   */
  public function getHeader($name)
  {
    if (preg_match('/^'.$name.': (.*)$/m',$this->response,$result))
    {
      return trim($result[1]);
    }
    else
    {
      return false;




   * Calculates Digest authentication response
   * 
   */
  public function auth()
  {
    if (!$this->username)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Missing username");
    }
    
    if (!$this->password)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Missing password");
    }
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    // realm
    $result = array();
    if (!preg_match('/^Proxy-Authenticate: .* realm="(.*)"/imU',$this->response, $result))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Can't find realm in proxy-auth");
    }
    
    $realm = $result[1];
    
    // nonce
    $result = array();
    if (!preg_match('/^Proxy-Authenticate: .* nonce="(.*)"/imU',$this->response, $result))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Can't find nonce in proxy-auth");
    }
    
    $nonce = $result[1];
    
    $ha1 = md5($this->username.':'.$realm.':'.$this->password);
    $ha2 = md5($this->method.':'.$this->uri);
    
    $res = md5($ha1.':'.$nonce.':'.$ha2);
    
    $this->auth = 'Proxy-Authorization: Digest username="'.$this->username.'", realm="'.$realm.'", 




   * Calculates WWW authorization response
   * 
   */
  private function authWWW()
  {
    if (!$this->username)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Missing auth username");
    }
    
    if (!$this->password)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Missing auth password");
    }
    
    $qop_present = false;
    if (strpos($this->response,'qop=') !== false)
    {
      $qop_present = true;
      
      // we can only do qop="auth"
      if  (strpos($this->response,'qop="auth"') === false)
      {
        throw new PhpSIPException('Only qop="auth" digest authentication supported.');
      }
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    }
    
    // realm
    $result = array();
    if (!preg_match('/^WWW-Authenticate: .* realm="(.*)"/imU',$this->response, $result))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Can't find realm in www-auth");
    }
    
    $realm = $result[1];
    
    // nonce
    $result = array();
    if (!preg_match('/^WWW-Authenticate: .* nonce="(.*)"/imU',$this->response, $result))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Can't find nonce in www-auth");
    }
    
    $nonce = $result[1];
    
    $ha1 = md5($this->username.':'.$realm.':'.$this->password);
    $ha2 = md5($this->method.':'.$this->uri);
    
    if ($qop_present)
    {
      $cnonce = md5(time());
      
      $res = md5($ha1.':'.$nonce.':00000001:'.$cnonce.':auth:'.$ha2);
    }
    else
    {
      $res = md5($ha1.':'.$nonce.':'.$ha2);
    }
    
    $this->auth = 'Authorization: Digest username="'.$this->username.'", realm="'.$realm.'", 
nonce="'.$nonce.'", uri="'.$this->uri.'", response="'.$res.'", algorithm=MD5';
    
    if ($qop_present)
    {
      $this->auth.= ', qop="auth", nc="00000001", cnonce="'.$cnonce.'"';





   * Resets callid, to/from tags etc.
   * 
   */
  public function newCall()
  {
    $this->cseq = 20;
    $this->call_id = null;
    $this->to_tag = null;;
    $this->from_tag = null;;
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    /**
     * Body
     */
    $this->body = null;
    
    /**
     * Received Response
     */
    $this->response = null;
    $this->res_code = null;
    $this->res_contact = null;
    $this->res_cseq_method = null;
    $this->res_cseq_number = null;
    /**
     * Received Request
     */
    $this->req_method = null;
    $this->req_cseq_method = null;
    $this->req_cseq_number = null;
    $this->req_contact = null;
    
    $this->routes = array();
    $this->request_via = array();
  }
  /*Tiene traccia di tutti i messaggi ricevuti e inviati*/
  public function getMessageFlow(){
return $this->messageFlow;
  }









/*Si mette in ascolto di eventuali richieste*/
   require_once("ClientSIP.class.php");
   require_once("SocketSIP.class.php");
   
   date_default_timezone_set("Europe/Madrid");     
   try{
$sockListen = new Socket(5060);// 50602
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      $clntListen = new PhpSIP($sockListen);
   }catch(Exception $e) {
   echo "Exception:\n";
         echo $e;
   }
$clntListen->register();   
   for(;;){
 
try{
        $result = $clntListen->listen();
}catch(Exception $e) {
  echo "Exception in Client2:\n";
         echo $e;
      }
        if($result == 'ACK'){
 $result = 'none';
         $handshake = $clntListen->getMessageFlow();
 //echo "Ricevuto ACK.\n";
 //$handshake = explode("Risposta ricevuta", $clntListen->getMessageFlow());
 /*$pid= pcntl_fork();
 if($pid==-1){print "Errore nella fork\n";}
 if($pid){//processo padre 
 }
 else{*/
 //echo $sockListen->getRequestHost()." ".$sockListen->getRequestPort();
//qui cui andrà pcntl e la porta sarà concordata dall'NRDL
 //$server = array( 'address' => '137.204.107.67', 'port' => 7001 );//$sockListen-
>getRequestHost(), 'port' => 7001 );
         $server = array( 'address' => '10.10.10.67', 'port' => 7001 );//$sockListen->getRequestHost(), 
'port' => 7001 );
 $sock = socket_create(AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, SOL_TCP);







 $mm.=date('h:i:s')." - Ricevuto servizio da trasferire: ".$vm."<br />";















$mm.=date('h:i:s')." - Risposta: ".$rcv."<br />";
if($rcv=="UPDATE"){
if( !( $file = @fopen( "/root/VirtualBox VMs/".$vm."/".$vm.".vdi", "w" ) ) ) {
           echo "File open error.\n";
  exit;
}
if( !( $rcv = @socket_read( $client, 1024, PHP_BINARY_READ) ) ) {
          echo "Errore nella ricezione";




         if( !( @fwrite( $file, $rcv, 1024 ) ) ) {
                   echo $i." Errore nella scrittura";
                   exit;
          }
                                              
         if( !( $rcv = @socket_read( $client, 1024, PHP_BINARY_READ) ) ) {
                   echo "Errore nella ricezione";
exit;
         }
if(strpos($rcv,"ENDFILEVDI")!==false){
$wri=substr($rcv,0,strpos($rcv,"ENDFILEVDI"));
if( !( @fwrite( $file, $wri, strlen($wri)) ) ) {
                   //echo $i." Ricevuto ENDFILE ".strlen($wri);
                   break;




         //echo "rec:".$rcv."<br />";
} while( /*$rcv != "ENDFILE"*/true );
fclose($file);
$mm.=date('h:i:s')." - Ricevuto VDI<br />";








if( !( $file = @fopen( "/root/VirtualBox VMs/".$vm."/".$vm.".log", "w" ) ) ) {
           echo "File open error.\n";
  exit;
}
if( !( @fwrite( $file, $log, strlen($log) ) ) ) {
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                   echo "Errore nella scrittura";
                   exit;
          }
fclose($file);
$mm.=date('h:i:s')." - Ricevuto LOG<br />";
}
$mm.=date('h:i:s')." - Esecuzione del comando di predisposizione della macchina 
virtuale per accettare il trasferimento sulla porta 1234.<br />";
 }else{
$mm.=date('h:i:s')." - Servizio non presente<br />";
socket_write($client,"NOTFOUND");
$caratt=socket_read($client,4096);






shell_exec('sudo VBoxManage createvm --name "'.$vm.'" --ostype Ubuntu 
--register');
system('sudo VBoxManage modifyvm "'.$vm.'" --memory 512 --vram 12 --usb on');
system('sudo chmod 777 -R "/root/VirtualBox VMs/'.$vm.'"');
if( !($file = @fopen("/root/VirtualBox VMs/".$vm."/".$vm.".vdi", "w" ) ) ) {
           echo "File open error.\n";
  exit;
}
if( !( $rcv = @socket_read( $client, 1024, PHP_BINARY_READ) ) ) {
          echo "Errore nella ricezione";




if( !( @fwrite( $file, $rcv, 1024 ) ) ) {
                   echo $i." Errore nella scrittura";
                   exit;
          }
                                        
         if( !( $rcv = @socket_read( $client, 1024, PHP_BINARY_READ) ) ) {
                   
echo "Errore nella ricezione";
exit;
         }
if(strpos($rcv,"ENDFILEVDI")!==false){
/*echo $i." Ricevuto ENDFILE ".$rcv;
exit();*/
$wri=substr($rcv,0,strpos($rcv,"ENDFILEVDI"));
if( !( @fwrite( $file, $wri, strlen($wri)) ) ) {
                   break;




         //echo "rec:".$rcv."<br />";
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} while( /*$rcv != "ENDFILE"*/true );
fclose($file);








if( !( $file = @fopen( "/root/VirtualBox VMs/".$vm."/".$vm.".log", "w" ) ) ) {
           echo "File open error.\n";
  exit;
}
if( !( @fwrite( $file, $log, strlen($log) ) ) ) {
                   echo "Errore nella scrittura";
                   exit;
          }
fclose($file);
$mm.=date('h:i:s')." - Ricevuto LOG<br />";
system('sudo VBoxManage storagectl '.$vm.' --name "Controller SATA" 
--sataportcount 1 --add sata');
system('sudo VBoxManage storageattach '.$vm.' --storagectl "Controller SATA" 
--port 0 --device 0 --type hdd --medium "/root/VirtualBox VMs/'.$vm.'/'.$vm.'.vdi"');
 }
 system("sudo VBoxManage modifyvm ".$vm." --teleporter on --teleporterport 1234");
 $mm.=date('h:i:s')." - Invio della porta su cui eseguire la migrazione<br />";
 socket_write($client,"1234");
 $mm.=date('h:i:s')." - Esecuzione della migrazione<br />";
 //system("sudo VBoxManage startvm ".$vm." -type headless");
 shell_exec("sudo VBoxManage startvm ".$vm." -type headless");
 socket_write($client,"END");
 $mm.=date('h:i:s')." - Migrazione effettuata, END inviato<br />";
 socket_close($client);
 //} parentesi del fork
      }elseif($result == 'BYE'){
 //$disconnessione = explode("Risposta ricevuta", $clntListen->getMessageFlow());
 $disconnessione = $clntListen->getMessageFlow();
 //$disconnessione = str_replace("Invio response.", "Risposta ricevutaInvio response.", 
$disconnessione);
 //$disconnessione = explode("Risposta ricevuta", $disconnessione);
 //echo "Ricevuta richiesta di chiusura. Flusso messaggi: \n <pre>".$clntListen-
>getMessageFlow()."</pre>";
 break;
      }
   }





<title>Client 2 - SIP</title>
<script languaje="javascript">
function displayElem(id){
               var x=document.getElementById(id);
               if(x.style.display=='inline') x.style.display='none';
               if(x.style.display=='none') x.style.display='block';
               else if (x.style.display='block') x.style.display='none';
       }
function findChain(Chain,lChain){
               var result=0;
               for(var i=0 ; i<Chain.length ; i++){
                       if(Chain[i] == lChain[0]){
                               for(var j=0 ; j<lChain.length ; j++){
                                       if(Chain[i+j] != lChain[j])break;
                                       else if(j==lChain.length-1)result=1;
                               }
                       }
               }
               return result;
       }
        </script>
</head>
<body style="background-color:#494949; font-family:arial, helvetica, sans-serif;">
<div style="width:930px; padding:15px; background-color:#FFFFFF; margin:0 auto;">
<table cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0" width="930">
<tr>
<td width="190" valign="middle">
  <img src="images/logo.gif" />
</td>
<td style="background-color:#18964A" align="left">





<p>Questo user agent è in ascolto per ricevere servizi</p>
   <div id="hs" style="color:#F10909">
<?php
                
                $handshake = str_replace("Invio response.", "Risposta ricevuta", $handshake);
                $e_handshake = explode("Risposta ricevuta", $handshake);
$cont=1; 
for($i=0; $i<count($e_handshake); $i++){
                        $e_handshake[$i] = str_replace("<", "&lt;", $e_handshake[$i]);
                        $fin=strpos($e_handshake[$i], "Via");
$fin1=strpos($e_handshake[$i], "Record-Route");
if($fin1 != FALSE)$fin=$fin1;
                        $head=substr($e_handshake[$i],0,$fin);
                        $tail=substr($e_handshake[$i],$fin);
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if((strpos($tail, "From: &lt;sip:user2@10.10.10.67")!=false)&&(strpos($tail, 
"OpenSIPS")===false)){
if($cont==1){
                                        ?>
                        <div id="head11" style="color:#FF9000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main11')"><?php
 echo "<pre>".$head."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                <ul id="main11" class="nivel2">
                                        <div id="tail11" style="color:#FF9000"><?php echo "<pre>".
$tail."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                </ul>
                <?php
                                        $cont=2;
                                }
else if($cont==2){
?>
                        <div id="head22" style="color:#FF9000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main22')"><?php echo "<pre>".$head."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                <ul id="main22" class="nivel2">
                                        <div id="tail22" style="color:#FF9000"><?php echo "<pre>".
$tail."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                </ul>





                        <div id="head33" style="color:#FF9000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main33')"><?php echo "<pre>".$head."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                <ul id="main33" class="nivel2">
                                        <div id="tail33" style="color:#FF9000"><?php echo "<pre>".
$tail."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                </ul>





                        <div id="head44" style="color:#FF9000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main44')"><?php echo "<pre>".$head."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                <ul id="main44" class="nivel2">
                                        <div id="tail44" style="color:#FF9000"><?php echo "<pre>".
$tail."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                </ul>
                <?php
$cont=5;
                      }
else if($cont==5){
                                        ?>
                        <div id="head55" style="color:#FF9000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main55')"><?php echo "<pre>".$head."</pre>";?></div>
                                <ul id="main55" class="nivel2">
                                        <div id="tail55" style="color:#FF9000"><?php echo "<pre>".
$tail."</pre>"; ?></div>
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                                </ul>
                <?php
                                        $cont=6;
                      }
else if($cont==6){
                                        ?>
                        <div id="head66" style="color:#FF9000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main66')"><?php echo "<pre>".$head."</pre>";?></div>
                                <ul id="main66" class="nivel2">
                                        <div id="tail66" style="color:#FF9000"><?php echo "<pre>".
$tail."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                </ul>
                <?php
                                        $cont=7;
                      }
else if($cont==7){
                                        ?>
                        <div id="head77" style="color:#FF9000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main77')"><?php echo "<pre>".$head."</pre>";?></div>
                                <ul id="main77" class="nivel2">
                                        <div id="tail77" style="color:FF9000"><?php echo "<pre>".
$tail."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                </ul>
                <?php
                                        $cont=8;
                      }
      else if($cont==8){
                                        ?>
                        <div id="head88" style="color:#FF9000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main88')"><?php echo "<pre>".$head."</pre>";?></div>
                                <ul id="main88" class="nivel2">
                                        <div id="tail88" style="color:FF9000"><?php echo "<pre>".
$tail."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                </ul>
                <?php
                                        $cont=9;
                      }
else if($cont==9){
                                        ?>
                        <div id="head99" style="color:#FF9000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main99')"><?php echo "<pre>".$head."</pre>";?></div>
                                <ul id="main99" class="nivel2">
                                        <div id="tail99" style="color:FF9000"><?php echo "<pre>".
$tail."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                </ul>
                <?php
                                        $cont=10;
                      }
}
                else{
                       if($cont==1){
                ?>
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                  <div id="head11" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main11')"><?php echo  "<pre>".$head."</pre>";  ?></div>
                        <ul id="main11" class="nivel2">
                                <div id="tail11" style="color:#000000"><?php echo  "<pre>".$tail."</pre>"; ?
></div>
                        </ul>
                <?php
                        $cont=2;
                        }
                        else if($cont==2){
                ?>
                  <div id="head22" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main22')"><?php echo  "<pre>".$head."</pre>";  ?></div>
                        <ul id="main22" class="nivel2">
                                <div id="tail22" style="color:#000000"><?php echo  "<pre>".$tail."</pre>"; ?
></div>
                        </ul>
                <?php
                        $cont=3;
                        }
else if($cont==3){
?>
                        <div id="head33" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main33')"><?php echo "<pre>".$head."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                <ul id="main33" class="nivel2">
                                        <div id="tail33" style="color:#000000"><?php echo "<pre>".
$tail."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                </ul>
                <?php
$cont=4;
                }
else if($cont==4){
?>
                        <div id="head44" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main44')"><?php echo "<pre>".$head."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                <ul id='main44' class="nivel2">
                                        <div id="tail44" style="color:#000000"><?php echo "<pre>".
$tail."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                </ul>
                <?php
$cont=5;
                        }
else if($cont==5){
                        ?>
                        <div id="head55" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main55')"><?php echo "<pre>".$head."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                <ul id='main55' class="nivel2">
                                        <div id="tail55" style="color:#000000"><?php echo "<pre>".
$tail."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                </ul>
                <?php
                                $cont=6;
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                        }
else if($cont==6){
                        ?>
                        <div id="head66" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main66')"><?php echo "<pre>".$head."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                <ul id='main66' class="nivel2">
                                        <div id="tail66" style="color:#000000"><?php echo "<pre>".
$tail."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                </ul>
                <?php
                                $cont=7;
                        }
else if($cont==7){
                        ?>
                        <div id="head77" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main77')"><?php echo "<pre>".$head."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                <ul id='main77' class="nivel2">
                                        <div id="tail77" style="color:#000000"><?php echo "<pre>".
$tail."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                </ul>
                <?php
                                $cont=8;
                        }
else if($cont==8){
                        ?>
                        <div id="head88" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main88')"><?php echo "<pre>".$head."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                <ul id='main88' class="nivel2">
                                        <div id="tail66" style="color:#000000"><?php echo "<pre>".
$tail."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                </ul>
                <?php
                                $cont=9;
                        }
}
                      //$handshake[$i] = str_replace("<", "&lt;", $handshake[$i]);
                      //echo "<pre>".$handshake[$i]."</pre>";
        }
?>
   </div>
   <div id="cc" style="color:#09EF07"> 
    <?php
   echo $mm;
?>
<br />
   </div>




$disconnessione = str_replace("Invio response.", "Risposta ricevuta", 
$disconnessione);
         $e_disconnessione = explode("Risposta ricevuta", $disconnessione); 
for($i=count($e_handshake); $i<count($e_disconnessione); $i++){
      $e_disconnessione[$i] = str_replace("<", "&lt;", $e_disconnessione[$i]);
$fin=strpos($e_disconnessione[$i], "Via");
$fin1=strpos($e_disconnessione[$i], "Record-Route");
                        if($fin1 != FALSE)$fin=$fin1;
$head=substr($e_disconnessione[$i],0,$fin);




<div id="head1" style="color:#FF9000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main1')"><?php echo "<pre>".$head."</pre>"; ?></div>
<ul id="main1" class="nivel2">








                        <div id="head1" style="color:#FF9000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main4')"><?php echo "<pre>".$head."</pre>"; ?></div>
                 
               <ul id="main4" class="nivel2">
                                        <div id="head1" style="color:#FF9000"><?php echo "<pre>".
$tail."</pre>"; ?></div>
                                </ul>






      ?>
<div id="head2" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main2')"><?php echo  "<pre>".$head."</pre>";  ?></div>
                                <ul id="main2" class="nivel2">
                                <div id="tail2" style="color:#000000"><?php echo  "<pre>".$tail."</pre>"; ?
></div>
                                </ul>
<?php
$conti=2;
   }
else if($conti==2){
?>
<div id="head3" style="color:#000000" 
onclick="javascript:displayElem('main3')"><?php echo  "<pre>".$head."</pre>";  ?></div>
                        <ul id="main3" class="nivel2">
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                        <div id="tail3" style="color:#000000"><?php echo  "<pre>".$tail."</pre>"; ?
></div>














 * PHP SIP UAC class
 * 
 * @ingroup  API
 * @author 
 * 







  * Stringa contenente i messaggi scambiati
  */
  private $messageFlow;
  private $debug = false;
  
  /**
   * Final Response timer (in seconds)
   */
  private $fr_timer = 7;
 
  /**
   * Allowed methods array
   */
  private $allowed_methods = array(





   * Dialog established
   */




   * The opened socket we listen for incoming SIP messages
   */
  private $socket;
  
  /**
   * Source IP address
   */
  private $user_agent = 'PHP SIP';
  
  /**
   * CSeq
   */
  private $cseq = 20;
  
  /**
   * INVITE Via
   */
  private $inv_via1;
  private $inv_via2;  
  /**
   * Call ID
   */
  private $call_id;
  
  /**
   * INVITE Call ID
   */
  private $invite_call_id;
  /**
   * Contact
   */
  private $contact;
  
  /**
   * Request URI
   */
  private $uri;
  
  /**
   * Request host
   */
  private $host;
  
  /**
   * Request port
   */
  private $port = 5060;
  
  /**
   * Outboud SIP proxy
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   */
  private $proxy;
  
  /**
   * Method
   */
  private $method;
  
  /**
   * Auth username
   */
  private $username;
  
  /**
   * Auth password
   */
  private $password;
  
  /**
   * To
   */
  private $to;
  
  /**
   * To tag
   */
  private $to_tag;
  /**
   * INVITE To tag
   */
  private $inv_ttag;
  /**
   * INVITE From tag
   */
  private $inv_ftag;
  /**
   * From
   */
  private $from;
  
  /**
   * From User
   */
  private $from_user;
  /**
   * From tag
   */
  private $from_tag;
  
  /**
   * Via tag
   */




   * Content type
   */
  private $content_type;
  
  /**
   * Body
   */
  private $body;
  
  /**
   * Received Response
   */
  private $response; // whole response body
  private $res_code;
  private $res_contact;
  private $res_cseq_method;
  private $res_cseq_number;
  /**
   * Received Request
   */
  private $req_method;
  private $req_cseq_method;
  private $req_cseq_number;
  private $req_contact;
  
  /**
   * Authentication
   */
  private $auth;
  
  /**
   * Routes
   */
  private $routes = array();
  
  /**
   * Request vias
   */
  private $request_via = array();
  
  /**
   * Additional headers
   */
  private $extra_headers = array();
  /**
   * Gestione callID dinamico
   */
  private $userChiamante;
  private $hashChiamante;
  private $userChiamato;
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  private $hashChiamato;
  
  /**
   * Constructor
   * 
   * @param $socket_ist 
   */
  public function __construct($socket_ist)
  {




   * Destructor
   */
  public function __destruct()
  {




   * Sets debuggin ON/OFF
   * 
   * @param bool $status
   */
  public function setDebug($status = false)
  {




   * Adds aditional header
   * 
   * @param string $header
   */
  public function addHeader($header)
  {




   * Sets From header
   * 
   * @param string $from
   */
  public function setFrom($from)
  {
    /*Gestione callID dinamico*/
    $this->userChiamante = explode(":", $from);
    $this->hashChiamante = substr(md5($this->userChiamante[1]), 0, 6);
$fd = fopen("/tmp/hashChiamante.txt", "w");
fwrite($fd, $this->hashChiamante);
fclose($fd);
    /**/
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    if (preg_match('/<.*>$/',$from))
    {
      $this->from = $from;
    }
    else
    {
      $this->from = '<'.$from.'>';
    }
    
    $m = array();
    if (!preg_match('/sip:(.*)@/i',$this->from,$m))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException('Failed to parse From username.');
    }
    




   * Sets method
   * 
   * @param string $method
   */
  public function setMethod($method)
  {
    if (!in_array($method,$this->allowed_methods))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException('Invalid method.');
    }
    
    $this->method = $method;
    
    if ($method == 'INVITE')




$nrdl = fread($fd, filesize($path));
      /*$body = "v=0\r\n";
      $body.= "o=click2dial 0 0 IN IP4 ".$this->socket->getIp()."\r\n";
      $body.= "s=click2dial call\r\n";
      $body.= "c=IN IP4 ".$this->socket->getIp()."\r\n";
      $body.= "t=0 0\r\n";
      $body.= "m=audio 8000 RTP/AVP 0 8 18 3 4 97 98\r\n";
      $body.= "a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000\r\n";
      $body.= "a=rtpmap:18 G729/8000\r\n";
      $body.= "a=rtpmap:97 ilbc/8000\r\n";





$nrdl = str_replace($cerca, $sostituisci, $nrdl);
/**/
/*Aggiunta del contenuto nrdl al body*/
$body = $nrdl."\r\n";
      
      $this->body = $body;
      
      $this->setContentType(null);
    }
    
    if ($method == 'REFER')
    {
      $this->setBody('');
    }
    
    if ($method == 'CANCEL')
    {
      $this->setBody('');
      $this->setContentType(null);
    }
    
    if ($method == 'MESSAGE')
    {
      $this->setContentType(null);
    }
    if ($method == 'REGISTER')
    {
      $this->setBody('');




   * Sets SIP Proxy
   * 
   * @param $proxy
   */
  public function setProxy($proxy)
  {




   * Sets request URI
   *
   * @param string $uri
   */
  public function setUri($uri)
  {
    /*Gestione callID dinamico*/
    $this->userChiamato = explode(":", $uri);
    $this->hashChiamato = substr(md5($this->userChiamato[1]), 0, 6);
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$fd = fopen("/tmp/hashChiamato.txt", "w");
fwrite($fd, $this->hashChiamato);
fclose($fd);
    /**/
    if (strpos($uri,'sip:') === false)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Only sip: URI supported.");
    }
    
    $this->uri = $uri;
    $this->to = '<'.$uri.'>';
    
    if ($this->proxy)
    {
      if (strpos($this->proxy,':'))
      {
        $temp = explode(":",$this->proxy);
        
        $this->socket->setRequestHost($temp[0]);
        $this->socket->setRequestPort($temp[1]);
      }
      else
      {
        $this->socket->setRequestHost($this->proxy);
      }
    }
    else
    {
      $url = str_replace("sip:","sip://",$uri);
      
      if (!$url = @parse_url($url))
      {
        throw new PhpSIPException("Failed to parse URI.");
      }
      
      $this->socket->setRequestHost($url['host']);
      
      if (isset($url['port']))
      {
        $this->socket->setRequestPort($url['port']);
      }




   * Sets username
   *
   * @param string $username
   */
  public function setUsername($username)
  {





   * Sets User Agent
   *
   * @param string $user_agent
   */
  public function setUserAgent($user_agent)
  {




   * Sets password
   *
   * @param string $password
   */
  public function setPassword($password)
  {




   * Sends SIP request
   * 
   * @return string Reply 
   */
  public function send()
  {
    if (!$this->from)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException('Missing From.');
    }
    
    if (!$this->method)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException('Missing Method.');
    }
    
    if (!$this->uri)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException('Missing URI.');
    }
    
    $data = $this->formatRequest();
    
    $this->socket->sendData($data);
    $this->messageFlow .= "Invio rihiesta\n".$data."\n";
    
    $this->readResponse();
    /*Tornato dalla lettura della prima risposta, deve guardare qual è il codice tornato: $this-
>res_code*/
    //Controllo la prima cifra
    $primaCifra = substr($this->res_code,0,1);
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    if($primaCifra == '2' && $this->res_cseq_method == 'BYE'){/*Richiesta di BYE andata a buon 
fine*/
        return $this->res_code;
    }
    switch($primaCifra){
    case '2': //ack inviato precedentemente: il dialogo è stabilito->La socket deve rimanete attiva 
per gestire la chiusura del dialogo
    break;
    case '1': //risposta provvisoria: deve tornare a leggere per stare in attesa di una risposta 
definitiva
    $i = 0;
     while (substr($this->res_code,0,1) == '1' && $i < 4){
//print("<BR>".$i."<BR>");
//@flush();
        $this->readResponse();
        $i++;
      }
/*if($i == 4){
$this->messageError = "Nessuna risposta definitiva pervenuta dopo ".$i." 
tentativi"; 
}else{
//Ricevuta una risposta non provvisoria prima dei 4 tentativi
//L'ack va inviato al destinatario
return $this->res_code;
}*/
      break;
      case '4': //4xx client error
      if ($this->res_code == '407'){
      $this->cseq++;
     $this->auth();
      $data = $this->formatRequest();
      $this->socket->sendData($data);
      $this->readResponse();
    }
    if ($this->res_code == '401'){
      $this->cseq++;
     $this->authWWW();
      $data = $this->formatRequest();
     $this->socket->sendData($data);
      $this->readResponse();
    }
    break;
default: $this->messageFlow = "Nessun dato da leggere\n";
    }//Chiusura switch
    
    $this->extra_headers = array();
    $this->cseq++;
    




   * Listen for request
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   * 
   * @todo This needs to be improved
   */
  public function listen()
  {
    $this->readResponse();
    switch($this->req_method){
case 'UPDATE':
$this->replyWithBody("200","OK","UPDATE");// 200OK Associated to the 
UPDATE transaction.












/*Imposto il destinatario al primo request_via trovato*/
for($i = 0; $i < 1; $i++){
    //$this->socket->setRequestHost($this->request_via[$i]); //Primo via che incontra
  /*Estraggo l'ip e l'eventuale porta dal primo via*/
  $dest = $this->request_via[$i];
  $semicolon = strpos($dest, ";");
  if($semicolon !== false){
     $dest = substr($dest, 0, $semicolon);
  }
  $temp = explode(" ", $dest); //Contiene l'ip e l'eventuale porta
  $temp2 = explode(":", $temp[1]); 
  $this->socket->setRequestHost($temp2[0]);//Setto l'ip
  if(isset($temp2[1])){//Se c'è anche la porta










/*Imposto come nuovo destinatario il Contact*/
$url = str_replace("sip:","sip://",$this->req_contact);
      
      if (!$url = @parse_url($url))
      {
        throw new PhpSIPException("Failed to parse URI-Contact.");
      }
      
      $this->socket->setRequestHost($url['host']);
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      if (isset($url['port']))
      {
        $this->socket->setRequestPort($url['port']);
      }
break;
// default: echo 'No request received';
    }




   * Reads response
   */
  private function readResponse()
  {
    $this->response = $this->socket->recvData();
$this->messageFlow .= "Risposta ricevuta\n".$this->response."\n";
    // Response
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match('/^SIP\/2\.0 ([0-9]{3})/',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->res_code = trim($result[1]);
      
      $res_class = substr($this->res_code,0,1);
      if ($res_class == '1' || $res_class == '2')
      {
        $this->dialog = true;
      }
      
      $this->parseResponse();
    }
    // Request
    else
    {
      $this->parseRequest();




   * Parse Response
   */
  private function parseResponse()
  {
    // il proxy è impostato, $this->requestHost = proxy
    // il proxy non è impostato e non c'è una RR, allora $this->requestHost = Contact del messaggio 
di risposta
    // il proxy non è impostato e c'è una RR, allora $this->requestHost = prima record-route 
impostata.
    // To tag
    $result = array();
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    if (preg_match('/^To: .*;tag=(.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->to_tag = trim($result[1]);
    }
    
    // Route
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match_all('/^Record-Route: (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      foreach ($result[1] as $route)
      {
        if (!in_array(trim($route),$this->routes))
        {
          $this->routes[] = trim($route);
        }
      }
    }
    
    // Request via
    $result = array();
    $this->request_via = array();
    if (preg_match_all('/^Via: (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      foreach ($result[1] as $via)
      {
        $this->request_via[] = trim($via);
      }
    }
    
    // Response contact
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match('/^Contact:.*<(.*)>/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->res_contact = trim($result[1]);
      
      $semicolon = strpos($this->res_contact,";");
      
      if ($semicolon !== false)
      {
        $this->res_contact = substr($this->res_contact,0,$semicolon);
      }
    }
    
    // Response CSeq method
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match('/^CSeq: [0-9]+ (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->res_cseq_method = trim($result[1]);
    }
    
    /*Controlli per decidere dove inviare i messaggi*/
    if($this->proxy){//Se è stato specificato un proxy, i messaggi vanno inviati lì
       $this->socket->setRequestHost($this->proxy);
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    }elseif(!$this->proxy && count($this->routes) == 0){//Se non c'è un proxy e neanche una RR
       //I dati vanno inviati all'indirizzo specificato nel Contact
       $primaCifra = substr($this->res_code,0,1);
       if($primaCifra == '2'){
       //Alla ricezione di una risposta definitiva positiva l'ack viene inviato all'end-point, negli altri 
casi al server
       //In questo modo le comunicazioni d'ora in poi saranno tra i 2 interlocutori
       $url = str_replace("sip:","sip://",$this->res_contact);
      
       if (!$url = @parse_url($url))
       {
         throw new PhpSIPException("Failed to parse URI.");
       }
      
 if(isset($url['host'])){
   $this->socket->setRequestHost($url['host']);
 }else{
   echo "No ip\n";
 }
      
       if (isset($url['port']))
       {
         $this->socket->setRequestPort($url['port']);
       }
       } 
    }elseif(!$this->proxy && count($this->routes) != 0 ){//Se non c'è un proxy, ma c'è almeno una 
RR
       for($i = 0; $i < 1; $i ++){
          $index1 = strpos($this->routes[$i],":");
          $index1 += 1;
  $index2 = strpos($this->routes[$i],";");
  $len = $index2 - $index1;
  $ip = substr($this->routes[$i], $index1, $len);
       }
       $this->socket->setRequestHost($ip);
    }
    // ACK 2XX-6XX - only invites - RFC3261 17.1.2.1
    if ($this->res_cseq_method == 'INVITE' && in_array(substr($this-
>res_code,0,1),array('2','3','4','5','6')))
    {
      $this->ack();
    }
   
    if($this->res_cseq_method == 'BYE' && in_array(substr($this-
>res_code,0,1),array('2','3','4','5','6'))){/*Ricezione di una response relativa ad una richiesta di BYE 
inviata dal Client*/
       $this->messageFlow .= "Ricevuto response a seguito dell'invio del BYE\n";
    }
    





   * Parse Request
   */
  private function parseRequest()
  {
    $temp = explode("\r\n",$this->response);
    $temp = explode(" ",$temp[0]);
    $this->req_method = trim($temp[0]);
    
    // Route
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match_all('/^Record-Route: (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      foreach ($result[1] as $route)
      {
        if (!in_array(trim($route),$this->routes))
        {
          $this->routes[] = trim($route);
        }
      }
    }
    
    // Request via
    $result = array();
    $this->request_via = array();
    if (preg_match_all('/^Via: (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      foreach ($result[1] as $via)
      {
        $this->request_via[] = trim($via);
      }
    }
    
    // Method contact
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match('/^Contact: <(.*)>/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->req_contact = trim($result[1]);
      
      $semicolon = strpos($this->res_contact,";");
      
      if ($semicolon !== false)
      {
        $this->res_contact = substr($this->res_contact,0,$semicolon);
      }
    }
    
    // Response CSeq method
    if (preg_match('/^CSeq: [0-9]+ (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->req_cseq_method = trim($result[1]);
    }
    
    // Response CSeq number
    if (preg_match('/^CSeq: ([0-9]+) .*$/im',$this->response,$result))
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    {
      $this->req_cseq_number = trim($result[1]);
    }
/*Ricerca del To, From, Call-ID*/
if (preg_match('/^To: <(.*)>/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
        $this->to ='<'.trim($result[1]).'>';
    }
/*Estraggo lo username del destinatario*/
$m = array();
    if (!preg_match('/sip:(.*)@/i',$this->to,$m))
    {
          throw new PhpSIPException('Failed to parse From username.');
    }
      $this->from_user = $m[1];
        if (preg_match('/^From: <(.*)>/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
        $this->from ='<'.trim($result[1].'>');
    }
/*Estraggo il tag del mittente*/
if(preg_match('/^From: .*;tag=(.*)$/im', $this->response, $result)){
   $this->to_tag = trim($result[1]);
}
if(preg_match('/^Call-ID: (.*)$/im', $this->response, $result)){
   $this->call_id = trim($result[1]);
}
if($this->req_cseq_method == 'INVITE'){

















                   if($Chain[$i] == $lChain[0]){
       $result=$i;
                               for($j=0 ; $j<strlen($lChain) ; $j++){
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                                        if($Chain[$i+$j] != $lChain[$j]){
$result=0;
break;
       }
                                       else if($j==strlen($lChain)-1)break;
                        }
                       }
               }





   * Send Response
   * 
   * @param int $code     Response code
   * @param string $text  Response text
   */
  public function reply($code,$text)
  {
    $r = 'SIP/2.0 '.$code.' '.$text."\r\n";
    // Via
    foreach ($this->request_via as $via)
    {
      $r.= 'Via: '.$via."\r\n";
    }
    // From
    $r.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->to_tag."\r\n";
    // To
    $r.= 'To: '.$this->to.';tag='.$this->from_tag."\r\n";
    // Call-ID
    $r.= 'Call-ID: '.$this->call_id."\r\n";
    //CSeq
    $r.= 'CSeq: '.$this->req_cseq_number.' '.$this->req_cseq_method."\r\n";
    // Max-Forwards
    $r.= 'Max-Forwards: 70'."\r\n";
    // User-Agent
    $r.= 'User-Agent: '.$this->user_agent."\r\n";
    // Content-Length
    $r.= 'Content-Length: 0'."\r\n";
    $r.= "\r\n";
    
    $this->socket->sendData($r);




/*Apertura del NRDL da mettere nella response*/
$path = "./NRDL_received.rdf";
$fd = fopen($path,"r");





$nrdl = str_replace($cerca, $sostituisci, $nrdl);
/**/
    $r = 'SIP/2.0 '.$code.' '.$text."\r\n";
    // Via 
    /*if($method == 'INVITE' && $code == '183'){
foreach ($this->request_via as $via)
        {
        if(!$this->inv_via1)$this->inv_via1 = $via;
else $this->inv_via2 = $via;
        }
$r.= 'Via: '.$this->inv_via1."\r\n";
$r.= 'Via: '.$this->inv_via2."\r\n";
    }
    else if($method == 'INVITE'){
  $r.= 'Via: '.$this->inv_via1."\r\n";
        $r.= 'Via: '.$this->inv_via2."\r\n";
    }
    else{*/   
  foreach ($this->request_via as $via)
    {
      $r.= 'Via: '.$via."\r\n";
    }
   /* }*/
    // From
    //if($code == '183')$this->inv_ttag = $this->to_tag;
    if($method == 'INVITE')$r.= 'From: '.$this->to.';tag='.$this->to_tag."\r\n";
    else $r.= 'From: '.$this->to.';tag='.$this->to_tag."\r\n";
    // To
    if($method == 'INVITE'){






    }
    else if($code == '200' && $method == 'UPDATE'){
         $this->setFromTag();
   $this->from_tag = "1".$this->from_tag;
           $r.= 'To: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->from_tag."\r\n";
    }
    else if($code == '200' && $method == 'BYE'){
           $r.= 'To: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->inv_ftag."\r\n";
    }
    else if($code == '100'){
       $r.= 'To: '.$this->from."\r\n";
    }
    // Call-ID
    /*if($method == 'INVITE'){





    }
    else */$r.= 'Call-ID: '.$this->call_id."\r\n";
    //CSeq
    $r.= 'CSeq: '.$this->req_cseq_number.' '.$method."\r\n";
    //Contact
    if($code == '200'){
       /*Aggiunta dello header Contact*/
       $r.= 'Contact: <sip:'.$this->from_user.'@'.$this->socket->getIp().':'.$this->socket-
>getSrcPort().'>'."\r\n";
    }
    //Content-Type
    $r.='Content-Type: '.'application/rdf+xml'."\r\n";
    // Max-Forwards
    $r.= 'Max-Forwards: 70'."\r\n";
    // User-Agent
    $r.= 'User-Agent: '.$this->user_agent."\r\n";
    // Content-Length
    $r.= 'Content-Length: '.strlen($nrdl)."\r\n";
    $r.= "\r\n";
/*Aggiunta del body*/
$r .= $nrdl."\r\n";
    $this->socket->sendData($r);















   * ACK
   */





    if ($this->res_cseq_method == 'INVITE' && $this->res_code == '200')
    {
      $a = 'ACK '.$this->res_contact.' SIP/2.0'."\r\n";
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      /*Apertura file NRDL_ACK*/
$fd = fopen($path,"r");




$nrdl = str_replace($cerca, $sostituisci, $nrdl);
/**/
    }
    else
    {
      $a = 'ACK '.$this->uri.' SIP/2.0'."\r\n";
    }
    // Via
    $a.= 'Via: '.$this->via."\r\n";
    // Route
    if ($this->routes)
    {
      foreach ($this->routes as $route)
      {
        $a.= 'Route: '.$route."\r\n";
      }
    }
    // From
    if (!$this->from_tag) $this->setFromTag();
    $a.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->from_tag."\r\n";
    // To
    if ($this->to_tag)
      $a.= 'To: '.$this->to.';tag='.$this->to_tag."\r\n";
    else
      $a.= 'To: '.$this->to."\r\n";
    // Call-ID
    if (!$this->call_id) $this->setCallId();
    $a.= 'Call-ID: '.$this->call_id."\r\n";
    //CSeq
    $a.= 'CSeq: '.$this->cseq.' ACK'."\r\n";
    // Authentication
    if ($this->res_code == '200' && $this->auth)
    {
      $a.= 'Proxy-Authorization: '.$this->auth."\r\n";
    }
    // Max-Forwards
    $a.= 'Max-Forwards: 70'."\r\n";
    // User-Agent
    $a.= 'User-Agent: '.$this->user_agent."\r\n";
    // Content-Length
    $a.= 'Content-Length: '.strlen($nrdl)."\r\n";
    $a.= "\r\n";
//Aggiunta del body contenente l'NRDL_ACK
$a.= $nrdl."\r\n";
    
   // $dx_ip = $this->socket->getFromip();
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   // $dx_port = $this->socket->getFromport();
    //$this->socket->sendData($a, $dx_ip, $dx_port);
    $this->socket->sendData($a);




   * Formats SIP request
   * 
   * @return string
   */
  private function formatRequest()
  {
    if (in_array($this->method,array('BYE','REFER','SUBSCRIBE')))
    {
      $r = $this->method.' '.$this->res_contact.' SIP/2.0'."\r\n";
    }
    else
    {
      $r = $this->method.' '.$this->uri.' SIP/2.0'."\r\n";
    }
    // Via
    if ($this->method != 'CANCEL')
    {
      $this->setVia();
    }
    $r.= 'Via: '.$this->via."\r\n";
    // Route
    if ($this->method != 'CANCEL' && $this->routes)
    {
      foreach ($this->routes as $route)
      {
        $r.= 'Route: '.$route."\r\n";
      }
    }
    // From
    if (!$this->from_tag) $this->setFromTag();
    $r.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->from_tag."\r\n";
    // To
    if (!in_array($this->method,array("INVITE","CANCEL","NOTIFY")) && $this->to_tag)
      $r.= 'To: '.$this->to.';tag='.$this->to_tag."\r\n";
    else
      $r.= 'To: '.$this->to."\r\n";
    // Authentication
    if ($this->auth)
    {
      $r.= $this->auth."\r\n";
      $this->auth = null;
    }
    // Call-ID
    if (!$this->call_id) $this->setCallId();
    $r.= 'Call-ID: '.$this->call_id."\r\n";
    //CSeq
    if ($this->method == 'CANCEL')
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    {
      $this->cseq--;
    }
    $r.= 'CSeq: '.$this->cseq.' '.$this->method."\r\n";
    // Contact
    if ($this->method != 'MESSAGE')
    {
      $r.= 'Contact: <sip:'.$this->from_user.'@'.$this->socket->getIp().':'.$this->socket-
>getSrcPort().'>'."\r\n";
    }
    // Content-Type
    if ($this->content_type)
    {
      $r.= 'Content-Type: '.$this->content_type."\r\n";
    }
    // Max-Forwards
    $r.= 'Max-Forwards: 70'."\r\n";
    // User-Agent
    $r.= 'User-Agent: '.$this->user_agent."\r\n";
    // Additional header
    foreach ($this->extra_headers as $header)
    {
      $r.= $header."\r\n";
    }
    // Content-Length
    $r.= 'Content-Length: '.strlen($this->body)."\r\n";
    $r.= "\r\n";
    $r.= $this->body;
    




   * Sets body
   */
  public function setBody($body)
  {




   * Sets Content Type
   */
  public function setContentType($content_type = null)
  {
    if ($content_type !== null)
    {
      $this->content_type = $content_type;
    }
    else
    {
      switch ($this->method)
      {
        case 'INVITE':
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          $this->content_type = 'application/rdf+xml'; //$this->content_type = 'application/sdp';
          break;
        case 'MESSAGE':
          $this->content_type = 'text/html; charset=utf-8';
          break;
        default:
          $this->content_type = null;
      }




   * Sets Via header
   */
  private function setVia()
  {
    $rand = rand(100000,999999);





   * Sets from tag
   */
  private function setFromTag()
  { 




   * Sets call id
   */
  private function setCallId()
  {




   * Gets value of the header from the previous request
   * 
   * @param string $name Header name
   * 
   * @return string or false
   */
  public function getHeader($name)
  {
    if (preg_match('/^'.$name.': (.*)$/m',$this->response,$result))
    {
      return trim($result[1]);
    }
    else
    {
      return false;





   * Calculates Digest authentication response
   * 
   */
  private function auth()
  {
    if (!$this->username)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Missing username");
    }
    
    if (!$this->password)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Missing password");
    }
    
    // realm
    $result = array();
    if (!preg_match('/^Proxy-Authenticate: .* realm="(.*)"/imU',$this->response, $result))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Can't find realm in proxy-auth");
    }
    
    $realm = $result[1];
    
    // nonce
    $result = array();
    if (!preg_match('/^Proxy-Authenticate: .* nonce="(.*)"/imU',$this->response, $result))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Can't find nonce in proxy-auth");
    }
    
    $nonce = $result[1];
    
    $ha1 = md5($this->username.':'.$realm.':'.$this->password);
    $ha2 = md5($this->method.':'.$this->uri);
    
    $res = md5($ha1.':'.$nonce.':'.$ha2);
    
    $this->auth = 'Proxy-Authorization: Digest username="'.$this->username.'", realm="'.$realm.'", 




   * Calculates WWW authorization response
   * 
   */
  private function authWWW()
  {
    if (!$this->username)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Missing auth username");
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    }
    
    if (!$this->password)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Missing auth password");
    }
    
    $qop_present = false;
    if
 (strpos($this->response,'qop=') !== false)
    {
      $qop_present = true;
      
      // we can only do qop="auth"
      if  (strpos($this->response,'qop="auth"') === false)
      {
        throw new PhpSIPException('Only qop="auth" digest authentication supported.');
      }
    }
    
    // realm
    $result = array();
    if (!preg_match('/^WWW-Authenticate: .* realm="(.*)"/imU',$this->response, $result))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Can't find realm in www-auth");
    }
    
    $realm = $result[1];
    
    // nonce
    $result = array();
    if (!preg_match('/^WWW-Authenticate: .* nonce="(.*)"/imU',$this->response, $result))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Can't find nonce in www-auth");
    }
    
    $nonce = $result[1];
    
    $ha1 = md5($this->username.':'.$realm.':'.$this->password);
    $ha2 = md5($this->method.':'.$this->uri);
    
    if ($qop_present)
    {
      $cnonce = md5(time());
      
      $res = md5($ha1.':'.$nonce.':00000001:'.$cnonce.':auth:'.$ha2);
    }
    else
    {
      $res = md5($ha1.':'.$nonce.':'.$ha2);
    }
    
    $this->auth = 'Authorization: Digest username="'.$this->username.'", realm="'.$realm.'", 
nonce="'.$nonce.'", uri="'.$this->uri.'", response="'.$res.'", algorithm=MD5';
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    if ($qop_present)
    {
      $this->auth.= ', qop="auth", nc="00000001", cnonce="'.$cnonce.'"';





   * Resets callid, to/from tags etc.
   * 
   */
  public function newCall()
  {
    $this->cseq = 20;
    $this->call_id = null;
    $this->to_tag = null;;
    $this->from_tag = null;;
    
    /**
     * Body
     */
    $this->body = null;
    
    /**
     * Received Response
     */
    $this->response = null;
    $this->res_code = null;
    $this->res_contact = null;
    $this->res_cseq_method = null;
    $this->res_cseq_number = null;
    /**
     * Received Request
     */
    $this->req_method = null;
    $this->req_cseq_method = null;
    $this->req_cseq_number = null;
    $this->req_contact = null;
    
    $this->routes = array();
    $this->request_via = array();
  }
  /*Tiene traccia di tutti i messaggi ricevuti e inviati*/
  public function getMessageFlow(){
return $this->messageFlow;
  }










 * PHP SIP UAC class
 * 
 * @ingroup  API
 * @author 
 * 







  * Stringa contenente i messaggi scambiati
  */
  private $messageFlow;
  private $debug = false;
  
  /**
   * Final Response timer (in seconds)
   */
  private $fr_timer = 7;
 
  /**
   * Allowed methods array
   */
  private $allowed_methods = array(





   * Dialog established
   */
  private $dialog = false;
  
  /**
   * The opened socket we listen for incoming SIP messages
   */
  private $socket;
  
  /**
   * Source IP address
   */




   * CSeq
   */
  private $cseq = 20;
  
  /**
   * INVITE Via
   */
  private $inv_via1;
  private $inv_via2;  
  /**
   * Call ID
   */
  private $call_id;
  
  /**
   * INVITE Call ID
   */
  private $invite_call_id;
  /**
   * Contact
   */
  private $contact;
  
  /**
   * Request URI
   */
  private $uri;
  
  /**
   * Request host
   */
  private $host;
  
  /**
   * Request port
   */
  private $port = 5060;
  
  /**
   * Outboud SIP proxy
   */
  private $proxy;
  
  /**
   * Method
   */
  private $method;
  
  /**
   * Auth username
   */
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  private $username;
  
  /**
   * Auth password
   */
  private $password;
  
  /**
   * To
   */
  private $to;
  
  /**
   * To tag
   */
  private $to_tag;
  /**
   * INVITE To tag
   */
  private $inv_ttag;
  /**
   * INVITE From tag
   */
  private $inv_ftag;
  /**
   * From
   */
  private $from;
  
  /**
   * From User
   */
  private $from_user;
  /**
   * From tag
   */
  private $from_tag;
  
  /**
   * Via tag
   */
  private $via;
  
  /**
   * Content type
   */
  private $content_type;
  
  /**
   * Body
   */




   * Received Response
   */
  private $response; // whole response body
  private $res_code;
  private $res_contact;
  private $res_cseq_method;
  private $res_cseq_number;
  /**
   * Received Request
   */
  private $req_method;
  private $req_cseq_method;
  private $req_cseq_number;
  private $req_contact;
  
  /**
   * Authentication
   */
  private $auth;
  
  /**
   * Routes
   */
  private $routes = array();
  
  /**
   * Request vias
   */
  private $request_via = array();
  
  /**
   * Additional headers
   */
  private $extra_headers = array();
  /**
   * Gestione callID dinamico
   */
  private $userChiamante;
  private $hashChiamante;
  private $userChiamato;
  private $hashChiamato;
  
  /**
   * Constructor
   * 
   * @param $socket_ist 
   */
  public function __construct($socket_ist)
  {





   * Destructor
   */
  public function __destruct()
  {




   * Sets debuggin ON/OFF
   * 
   * @param bool $status
   */
  public function setDebug($status = false)
  {




   * Adds aditional header
   * 
   * @param string $header
   */
  public function addHeader($header)
  {




   * Sets From header
   * 
   * @param string $from
   */
  public function setFrom($from)
  {
    /*Gestione callID dinamico*/
    $this->userChiamante = explode(":", $from);
    $this->hashChiamante = substr(md5($this->userChiamante[1]), 0, 6);
$fd = fopen("/tmp/hashChiamante.txt", "w");
fwrite($fd, $this->hashChiamante);
fclose($fd);
    /**/
    if (preg_match('/<.*>$/',$from))
    {
      $this->from = $from;
    }
    else
    {
      $this->from = '<'.$from.'>';
    }
    
    $m = array();
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    if (!preg_match('/sip:(.*)@/i',$this->from,$m))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException('Failed to parse From username.');
    }
    




   * Sets method
   * 
   * @param string $method
   */
  public function setMethod($method)
  {
    if (!in_array($method,$this->allowed_methods))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException('Invalid method.');
    }
    
    $this->method = $method;
    
    if ($method == 'INVITE')




$nrdl = fread($fd, filesize($path));
      /*$body = "v=0\r\n";
      $body.= "o=click2dial 0 0 IN IP4 ".$this->socket->getIp()."\r\n";
      $body.= "s=click2dial call\r\n";
      $body.= "c=IN IP4 ".$this->socket->getIp()."\r\n";
      $body.= "t=0 0\r\n";
      $body.= "m=audio 8000 RTP/AVP 0 8 18 3 4 97 98\r\n";
      $body.= "a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000\r\n";
      $body.= "a=rtpmap:18 G729/8000\r\n";
      $body.= "a=rtpmap:97 ilbc/8000\r\n";




$nrdl = str_replace($cerca, $sostituisci, $nrdl);
/**/
/*Aggiunta del contenuto nrdl al body*/
$body = $nrdl."\r\n";
      
      $this->body = $body;
      
      $this->setContentType(null);
    }
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    if ($method == 'REFER')
    {
      $this->setBody('');
    }
    
    if ($method == 'CANCEL')
    {
      $this->setBody('');
      $this->setContentType(null);
    }
    
    if ($method == 'MESSAGE')
    {
      $this->setContentType(null);
    }
    if ($method == 'REGISTER')
    {
      $this->setBody('');




   * Sets SIP Proxy
   * 
   * @param $proxy
   */
  public function setProxy($proxy)
  {




   * Sets request URI
   *
   * @param string $uri
   */
  public function setUri($uri)
  {
    /*Gestione callID dinamico*/
    $this->userChiamato = explode(":", $uri);
    $this->hashChiamato = substr(md5($this->userChiamato[1]), 0, 6);
$fd = fopen("/tmp/hashChiamato.txt", "w");
fwrite($fd, $this->hashChiamato);
fclose($fd);
    /**/
    if (strpos($uri,'sip:') === false)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Only sip: URI supported.");
    }
    
    $this->uri = $uri;
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    $this->to = '<'.$uri.'>';
    
    if ($this->proxy)
    {
      if (strpos($this->proxy,':'))
      {
        $temp = explode(":",$this->proxy);
        
        $this->socket->setRequestHost($temp[0]);
        $this->socket->setRequestPort($temp[1]);
      }
      else
      {
        $this->socket->setRequestHost($this->proxy);
      }
    }
    else
    {
      $url = str_replace("sip:","sip://",$uri);
      
      if (!$url = @parse_url($url))
      {
        throw new PhpSIPException("Failed to parse URI.");
      }
      
      $this->socket->setRequestHost($url['host']);
      
      if (isset($url['port']))
      {
        $this->socket->setRequestPort($url['port']);
      }




   * Sets username
   *
   * @param string $username
   */
  public function setUsername($username)
  {




   * Sets User Agent
   *
   * @param string $user_agent
   */
  public function setUserAgent($user_agent)
  {





   * Sets password
   *
   * @param string $password
   */
  public function setPassword($password)
  {




   * Sends SIP request
   * 
   * @return string Reply 
   */
  public function send()
  {
    if (!$this->from)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException('Missing From.');
    }
    
    if (!$this->method)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException('Missing Method.');
    }
    
    if (!$this->uri)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException('Missing URI.');
    }
    
    $data = $this->formatRequest();
    
    $this->socket->sendData($data);
    $this->messageFlow .= "Invio rihiesta\n".$data."\n";
    
    $this->readResponse();
    /*Tornato dalla lettura della prima risposta, deve guardare qual è il codice tornato: $this-
>res_code*/
    //Controllo la prima cifra
    $primaCifra = substr($this->res_code,0,1);
    
    if($primaCifra == '2' && $this->res_cseq_method == 'BYE'){/*Richiesta di BYE andata a buon 
fine*/
        return $this->res_code;
    }
    switch($primaCifra){
    case '2': //ack inviato precedentemente: il dialogo è stabilito->La socket deve rimanete attiva 
per gestire la chiusura del dialogo
    break;
    case '1': //risposta provvisoria: deve tornare a leggere per stare in attesa di una risposta 
definitiva
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    $i = 0;
     while (substr($this->res_code,0,1) == '1' && $i < 4){
//print("<BR>".$i."<BR>");
//@flush();
        $this->readResponse();
        $i++;
      }
/*if($i == 4){
$this->messageError = "Nessuna risposta definitiva pervenuta dopo ".$i." 
tentativi"; 
}else{
//Ricevuta una risposta non provvisoria prima dei 4 tentativi
//L'ack va inviato al destinatario
return $this->res_code;
}*/
      break;
      case '4': //4xx client error
      if ($this->res_code == '407'){
      $this->cseq++;
     $this->auth();
      $data = $this->formatRequest();
      $this->socket->sendData($data);
      $this->readResponse();
    }
    if ($this->res_code == '401'){
      $this->cseq++;
     $this->authWWW();
      $data = $this->formatRequest();
     $this->socket->sendData($data);
      $this->readResponse();
    }
    break;
default: $this->messageFlow = "Nessun dato da leggere\n";
    }//Chiusura switch
    
    $this->extra_headers = array();
    $this->cseq++;
    




   * Listen for request
   * 
   * @todo This needs to be improved
   */
  public function listen()
  {
    $this->readResponse();
    switch($this->req_method){
case 'UPDATE':
$this->replyWithBody("200","OK","UPDATE");// 200OK Associated to the 
UPDATE transaction.













/*Imposto il destinatario al primo request_via trovato*/
for($i = 0; $i < 1; $i++){
    //$this->socket->setRequestHost($this->request_via[$i]); //Primo via che incontra
  /*Estraggo l'ip e l'eventuale porta dal primo via*/
  $dest = $this->request_via[$i];
  $semicolon = strpos($dest, ";");
  if($semicolon !== false){
     $dest = substr($dest, 0, $semicolon);
  }
  $temp = explode(" ", $dest); //Contiene l'ip e l'eventuale porta
  $temp2 = explode(":", $temp[1]); 
  $this->socket->setRequestHost($temp2[0]);//Setto l'ip
  if(isset($temp2[1])){//Se c'è anche la porta








/*Imposto come nuovo destinatario il Contact*/
$url = str_replace("sip:","sip://",$this->req_contact);
      
      if (!$url = @parse_url($url))
      {
        throw new PhpSIPException("Failed to parse URI-Contact.");
      }
      
      $this->socket->setRequestHost($url['host']);
      
      if (isset($url['port']))
      {
        $this->socket->setRequestPort($url['port']);
      }
break;
// default: echo 'No request received';
    }





   * Reads response
   */
  private function readResponse()
  {
    $this->response = $this->socket->recvData();
$this->messageFlow .= "Risposta ricevuta\n".$this->response."\n";
    // Response
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match('/^SIP\/2\.0 ([0-9]{3})/',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->res_code = trim($result[1]);
      
      $res_class = substr($this->res_code,0,1);
      if ($res_class == '1' || $res_class == '2')
      {
        $this->dialog = true;
      }
      
      $this->parseResponse();
    }
    // Request
    else
    {
      $this->parseRequest();




   * Parse Response
   */
  private function parseResponse()
  {
    // il proxy è impostato, $this->requestHost = proxy
    // il proxy non è impostato e non c'è una RR, allora $this->requestHost = Contact del messaggio 
di risposta
    // il proxy non è impostato e c'è una RR, allora $this->requestHost = prima record-route 
impostata.
    // To tag
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match('/^To: .*;tag=(.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->to_tag = trim($result[1]);
    }
    
    // Route
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match_all('/^Record-Route: (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      foreach ($result[1] as $route)
      {
        if (!in_array(trim($route),$this->routes))
        {
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          $this->routes[] = trim($route);
        }
      }
    }
    
    // Request via
    $result = array();
    $this->request_via = array();
    if (preg_match_all('/^Via: (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      foreach ($result[1] as $via)
      {
        $this->request_via[] = trim($via);
      }
    }
    
    // Response contact
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match('/^Contact:.*<(.*)>/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->res_contact = trim($result[1]);
      
      $semicolon = strpos($this->res_contact,";");
      
      if ($semicolon !== false)
      {
        $this->res_contact = substr($this->res_contact,0,$semicolon);
      }
    }
    
    // Response CSeq method
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match('/^CSeq: [0-9]+ (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->res_cseq_method = trim($result[1]);
    }
    
    /*Controlli per decidere dove inviare i messaggi*/
    if($this->proxy){//Se è stato specificato un proxy, i messaggi vanno inviati lì
       $this->socket->setRequestHost($this->proxy);
    }elseif(!$this->proxy && count($this->routes) == 0){//Se non c'è un proxy e neanche una RR
       //I dati vanno inviati all'indirizzo specificato nel Contact
       $primaCifra = substr($this->res_code,0,1);
       if($primaCifra == '2'){
       //Alla ricezione di una risposta definitiva positiva l'ack viene inviato all'end-point, negli altri 
casi al server
       //In questo modo le comunicazioni d'ora in poi saranno tra i 2 interlocutori
       $url = str_replace("sip:","sip://",$this->res_contact);
      
       if (!$url = @parse_url($url))
       {
         throw new PhpSIPException("Failed to parse URI.");
       }
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 if(isset($url['host'])){
   $this->socket->setRequestHost($url['host']);
 }else{
   echo "No ip\n";
 }
      
       if (isset($url['port']))
       {
         $this->socket->setRequestPort($url['port']);
       }
       } 
    }elseif(!$this->proxy && count($this->routes) != 0 ){//Se non c'è un proxy, ma c'è almeno una 
RR
       for($i = 0; $i < 1; $i ++){
          $index1 = strpos($this->routes[$i],":");
          $index1 += 1;
  $index2 = strpos($this->routes[$i],";");
  $len = $index2 - $index1;
  $ip = substr($this->routes[$i], $index1, $len);
       }
       $this->socket->setRequestHost($ip);
    }
    // ACK 2XX-6XX - only invites - RFC3261 17.1.2.1
    if ($this->res_cseq_method == 'INVITE' && in_array(substr($this-
>res_code,0,1),array('2','3','4','5','6')))
    {
      $this->ack();
    }
   
    if($this->res_cseq_method == 'BYE' && in_array(substr($this-
>res_code,0,1),array('2','3','4','5','6'))){/*Ricezione di una response relativa ad una richiesta di BYE 
inviata dal Client*/
       $this->messageFlow .= "Ricevuto response a seguito dell'invio del BYE\n";
    }
    




   * Parse Request
   */
  private function parseRequest()
  {
    $temp = explode("\r\n",$this->response);
    $temp = explode(" ",$temp[0]);
    $this->req_method = trim($temp[0]);
    
    // Route
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match_all('/^Record-Route: (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      foreach ($result[1] as $route)
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      {
        if (!in_array(trim($route),$this->routes))
        {
          $this->routes[] = trim($route);
        }
      }
    }
    
    // Request via
    $result = array();
    $this->request_via = array();
    if (preg_match_all('/^Via: (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      foreach ($result[1] as $via)
      {
        $this->request_via[] = trim($via);
      }
    }
    
    // Method contact
    $result = array();
    if (preg_match('/^Contact: <(.*)>/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->req_contact = trim($result[1]);
      
      $semicolon = strpos($this->res_contact,";");
      
      if ($semicolon !== false)
      {
        $this->res_contact = substr($this->res_contact,0,$semicolon);
      }
    }
    
    // Response CSeq method
    if (preg_match('/^CSeq: [0-9]+ (.*)$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->req_cseq_method = trim($result[1]);
    }
    
    // Response CSeq number
    if (preg_match('/^CSeq: ([0-9]+) .*$/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
      $this->req_cseq_number = trim($result[1]);
    }
/*Ricerca del To, From, Call-ID*/
if (preg_match('/^To: <(.*)>/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
        $this->to ='<'.trim($result[1]).'>';
    }
/*Estraggo lo username del destinatario*/
$m = array();
    if (!preg_match('/sip:(.*)@/i',$this->to,$m))
    {
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          throw new PhpSIPException('Failed to parse From username.');
    }
      $this->from_user = $m[1];
        if (preg_match('/^From: <(.*)>/im',$this->response,$result))
    {
        $this->from ='<'.trim($result[1].'>');
    }
/*Estraggo il tag del mittente*/
if(preg_match('/^From: .*;tag=(.*)$/im', $this->response, $result)){
   $this->to_tag = trim($result[1]);
}
if(preg_match('/^Call-ID: (.*)$/im', $this->response, $result)){
   $this->call_id = trim($result[1]);
}
if($this->req_cseq_method == 'UPDATE'){
        //Copy body in NRDL_received_U.rdf.
                $from='<?xml';
                $to='RDF>';
                $pos=$this->findChain($this->response,$from);
                $pos2=$this->findChain($this->response,$to);
                $path = "./NRDL_received_U.rdf";
                $fd = fopen($path,"w");
                for($i=$pos;$i<$pos2+strlen($to);$i++)fwrite($fd,$this->response[$i]);
                fclose($fd);
        }
if($this->req_cseq_method == 'INVITE'){
        //Copy body in NRDL_received_U.rdf.
                $from='<?xml';
                $to='RDF>';
                $pos=$this->findChain($this->response,$from);
                $pos2=$this->findChain($this->response,$to);
                $path = "./NRDL_received_I.rdf";
                $fd = fopen($path,"w");
                for($i=$pos;$i<$pos2+strlen($to);$i++)fwrite($fd,$this->response[$i]);
                fclose($fd);
        }
  }
/*************findChain function**************/
//Returns position lChain in Chain
        public function findChain($Chain,$lChain){
                $result=-1;
                for($i=0;$i<strlen($Chain);$i++){
                        if($result!=0 && $result!=-1)break;
                        if($Chain[$i] == $lChain[0]){
                               $result=$i;
                               for($j=0 ; $j<strlen($lChain) ; $j++){
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                                        if($Chain[$i+$j] != $lChain[$j]){
                                                $result=0;
                                                break;
                                        }
                                        else if($j==strlen($lChain)-1)break;
                                }
                        }
                }
                return $result;




   * Send Response
   * 
   * @param int $code     Response
 code
   * @param string $text  Response text
   */
  public function reply($code,$text)
  {
    $r = 'SIP/2.0 '.$code.' '.$text."\r\n";
    // Via
    foreach ($this->request_via as $via)
    {
      $r.= 'Via: '.$via."\r\n";
    }
    // From
    $r.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->to_tag."\r\n";
    // To
    $r.= 'To: '.$this->to.';tag='.$this->from_tag."\r\n";
    // Call-ID
    $r.= 'Call-ID: '.$this->call_id."\r\n";
    //CSeq
    $r.= 'CSeq: '.$this->req_cseq_number.' '.$this->req_cseq_method."\r\n";
    // Max-Forwards
    $r.= 'Max-Forwards: 70'."\r\n";
    // User-Agent
    $r.= 'User-Agent: '.$this->user_agent."\r\n";
    // Content-Length
    $r.= 'Content-Length: 0'."\r\n";
    $r.= "\r\n";
    
    $this->socket->sendData($r);




/*Apertura del NRDL da mettere nella response*/
if($method == 'UPDATE') $path = './NRDL_received_U.rdf';
else if($method == 'INVITE') $path = "./NRDL_received_I.rdf";
else $path = "./NRDL_200OK.rdf";
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$fd = fopen($path,"r");




$nrdl = str_replace($cerca, $sostituisci, $nrdl);
//Jordi
    $r = 'SIP/2.0 '.$code.' '.$text."\r\n";
    // Via 
    if($method == 'INVITE' && $code == '183'){
foreach ($this->request_via as $via)
        {
        if(!$this->inv_via1)$this->inv_via1 = $via;
else $this->inv_via2 = $via;
        }
$r.= 'Via: '.$this->inv_via1."\r\n";
$r.= 'Via: '.$this->inv_via2."\r\n";
    }
    else if($method == 'INVITE'){
  $r.= 'Via: '.$this->inv_via1."\r\n";
        $r.= 'Via: '.$this->inv_via2."\r\n";
    }
    else{   
  foreach ($this->request_via as $via)
    {
      $r.= 'Via: '.$via."\r\n";
    }
    }
    // From
    if($code == '183')$this->inv_ttag = $this->to_tag;
    if($method == 'INVITE')$r.= 'From: '.$this->to.';tag='.$this->inv_ttag."\r\n";
    else $r.= 'From: '.$this->to.';tag='.$this->to_tag."\r\n";
    // To
    if($method == 'INVITE'){






    }
    elseif($code == '200' && $method != 'INVITE'){
         $this->setFromTag();
   $this->from_tag = "1".$this->from_tag;
       /*Aggiunta del To tag*/
       $r.= 'To: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->from_tag."\r\n";
    }elseif($code == '100'){
       $r.= 'To: '.$this->from."\r\n";
    }
    // Call-ID
    if($method == 'INVITE'){





    }
    else $r.= 'Call-ID: '.$this->call_id."\r\n";
    //CSeq
    $r.= 'CSeq: '.$this->req_cseq_number.' '.$method."\r\n";
    //Contact 
    if($code == '200'){
       /*Aggiunta dello header Contact*/
       $r.= 'Contact: <sip:'.$this->from_user.'@'.$this->socket->getIp().':'.$this->socket-
>getSrcPort().'>'."\r\n";
    }
    //Content-Type
    $r.='Content-Type: '.'application/rdf+xml'."\r\n";
    // Max-Forwards
    $r.= 'Max-Forwards: 70'."\r\n";
    // User-Agent
    $r.= 'User-Agent: '.$this->user_agent."\r\n";
    // Content-Length
    $r.= 'Content-Length: '.strlen($nrdl)."\r\n";
    $r.= "\r\n";
/*Aggiunta del body*/
$r .= $nrdl."\r\n";
    $this->socket->sendData($r);















   * ACK
   */





    if ($this->res_cseq_method == 'INVITE' && $this->res_code == '200')
    {
      $a = 'ACK '.$this->res_contact.' SIP/2.0'."\r\n";
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      /*Apertura file NRDL_ACK*/
$fd = fopen($path,"r");




$nrdl = str_replace($cerca, $sostituisci, $nrdl);
/**/
    }
    else
    {
      $a = 'ACK '.$this->uri.' SIP/2.0'."\r\n";
    }
    // Via
    $a.= 'Via: '.$this->via."\r\n";
    // Route
    if ($this->routes)
    {
      foreach ($this->routes as $route)
      {
        $a.= 'Route: '.$route."\r\n";
      }
    }
    // From
    if (!$this->from_tag) $this->setFromTag();
    $a.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->from_tag."\r\n";
    // To
    if ($this->to_tag)
      $a.= 'To: '.$this->to.';tag='.$this->to_tag."\r\n";
    else
      $a.= 'To: '.$this->to."\r\n";
    // Call-ID
    if (!$this->call_id) $this->setCallId();
    $a.= 'Call-ID: '.$this->call_id."\r\n";
    //CSeq
    $a.= 'CSeq: '.$this->cseq.' ACK'."\r\n";
    // Authentication
    if ($this->res_code == '200' && $this->auth)
    {
      $a.= 'Proxy-Authorization: '.$this->auth."\r\n";
    }
    // Max-Forwards
    $a.= 'Max-Forwards: 70'."\r\n";
    // User-Agent
    $a.= 'User-Agent: '.$this->user_agent."\r\n";
    // Content-Length
    $a.= 'Content-Length: '.strlen($nrdl)."\r\n";
    $a.= "\r\n";
//Aggiunta del body contenente l'NRDL_ACK
$a.= $nrdl."\r\n";
    
   // $dx_ip = $this->socket->getFromip();
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   // $dx_port = $this->socket->getFromport();
    //$this->socket->sendData($a, $dx_ip, $dx_port);
    $this->socket->sendData($a);




   * Formats SIP request
   * 
   * @return string
   */
  private function formatRequest()
  {
    if (in_array($this->method,array('BYE','REFER','SUBSCRIBE')))
    {
      $r = $this->method.' '.$this->res_contact.' SIP/2.0'."\r\n";
    }
    else
    {
      $r = $this->method.' '.$this->uri.' SIP/2.0'."\r\n";
    }
    // Via
    if ($this->method != 'CANCEL')
    {
      $this->setVia();
    }
    $r.= 'Via: '.$this->via."\r\n";
    // Route
    if ($this->method != 'CANCEL' && $this->routes)
    {
      foreach ($this->routes as $route)
      {
        $r.= 'Route: '.$route."\r\n";
      }
    }
    // From
    if (!$this->from_tag) $this->setFromTag();
    $r.= 'From: '.$this->from.';tag='.$this->from_tag."\r\n";
    // To
    if (!in_array($this->method,array("INVITE","CANCEL","NOTIFY")) && $this->to_tag)
      $r.= 'To: '.$this->to.';tag='.$this->to_tag."\r\n";
    else
      $r.= 'To: '.$this->to."\r\n";
    // Authentication
    if ($this->auth)
    {
      $r.= $this->auth."\r\n";
      $this->auth = null;
    }
    // Call-ID
    if (!$this->call_id) $this->setCallId();
    $r.= 'Call-ID: '.$this->call_id."\r\n";
    //CSeq
    if ($this->method == 'CANCEL')
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    {
      $this->cseq--;
    }
    $r.= 'CSeq: '.$this->cseq.' '.$this->method."\r\n";
    // Contact
    if ($this->method != 'MESSAGE')
    {
      $r.= 'Contact: <sip:'.$this->from_user.'@'.$this->socket->getIp().':'.$this->socket-
>getSrcPort().'>'."\r\n";
    }
    // Content-Type
    if ($this->content_type)
    {
      $r.= 'Content-Type: '.$this->content_type."\r\n";
    }
    // Max-Forwards
    $r.= 'Max-Forwards: 70'."\r\n";
    // User-Agent
    $r.= 'User-Agent: '.$this->user_agent."\r\n";
    // Additional header
    foreach ($this->extra_headers as $header)
    {
      $r.= $header."\r\n";
    }
    // Content-Length
    $r.= 'Content-Length: '.strlen($this->body)."\r\n";
    $r.= "\r\n";
    $r.= $this->body;
    




   * Sets body
   */
  public function setBody($body)
  {




   * Sets Content Type
   */
  public function setContentType($content_type = null)
  {
    if ($content_type !== null)
    {
      $this->content_type = $content_type;
    }
    else
    {
      switch ($this->method)
      {
        case 'INVITE':
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          $this->content_type = 'application/rdf+xml'; //$this->content_type = 'application/sdp';
          break;
        case 'MESSAGE':
          $this->content_type = 'text/html; charset=utf-8';
          break;
        default:
          $this->content_type = null;
      }




   * Sets Via header
   */
  private function setVia()
  {
    $rand = rand(100000,999999);





   * Sets from tag
   */
  private function setFromTag()
  { 




   * Sets call id
   */
  private function setCallId()
  {




   * Gets value of the header from the previous request
   * 
   * @param string $name Header name
   * 
   * @return string or false
   */
  public function getHeader($name)
  {
    if (preg_match('/^'.$name.': (.*)$/m',$this->response,$result))
    {
      return trim($result[1]);
    }
    else
    {
      return false;





   * Calculates Digest authentication response
   * 
   */
  private function auth()
  {
    if (!$this->username)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Missing username");
    }
    
    if (!$this->password)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Missing password");
    }
    
    // realm
    $result = array();
    if (!preg_match('/^Proxy-Authenticate: .* realm="(.*)"/imU',$this->response, $result))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Can't find realm in proxy-auth");
    }
    
    $realm = $result[1];
    
    // nonce
    $result = array();
    if (!preg_match('/^Proxy-Authenticate: .* nonce="(.*)"/imU',$this->response, $result))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Can't find nonce in proxy-auth");
    }
    
    $nonce = $result[1];
    
    $ha1 = md5($this->username.':'.$realm.':'.$this->password);
    $ha2 = md5($this->method.':'.$this->uri);
    
    $res = md5($ha1.':'.$nonce.':'.$ha2);
    
    $this->auth = 'Proxy-Authorization: Digest username="'.$this->username.'", realm="'.$realm.'", 




   * Calculates WWW authorization response
   * 
   */
  private function authWWW()
  {
    if (!$this->username)
    {
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      throw new PhpSIPException("Missing auth username");
    }
    
    if (!$this->password)
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Missing auth password");
    }
    
    $qop_present = false;
    if (strpos($this->response,'qop=') !== false)
    {
      $qop_present = true;
      
      // we can only do qop="auth"
      if  (strpos($this->response,'qop="auth"') === false)
      {
        throw new PhpSIPException('Only qop="auth" digest authentication supported.');
      }
    }
    
    // realm
    $result = array();
    if (!preg_match('/^WWW-Authenticate: .* realm="(.*)"/imU',$this->response, $result))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Can't find realm in www-auth");
    }
    
    $realm = $result[1];
    
    // nonce
    $result = array();
    if (!preg_match('/^WWW-Authenticate: .* nonce="(.*)"/imU',$this->response, $result))
    {
      throw new PhpSIPException("Can't find nonce in www-auth");
    }
    
    $nonce = $result[1];
    
    $ha1 = md5($this->username.':'.$realm.':'.$this->password);
    $ha2 = md5($this->method.':'.$this->uri);
    
    if ($qop_present)
    {
      $cnonce = md5(time());
      
      $res = md5($ha1.':'.$nonce.':00000001:'.$cnonce.':auth:'.$ha2);
    }
    else
    {
      $res = md5($ha1.':'.$nonce.':'.$ha2);
    }
    
    $this->auth = 'Authorization: Digest username="'.$this->username.'", realm="'.$realm.'", 
nonce="'.$nonce.'", uri="'.$this->uri.'", response="'.$res.'", algorithm=MD5';
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    if ($qop_present)
    {
      $this->auth.= ', qop="auth", nc="00000001", cnonce="'.$cnonce.'"';





   * Resets callid, to/from tags etc.
   * 
   */
  public function newCall()
  {
    $this->cseq = 20;
    $this->call_id = null;
    $this->to_tag = null;;
    $this->from_tag = null;;
    
    /**
     * Body
     */
    $this->body = null;
    
    /**
     * Received Response
     */
    $this->response = null;
    $this->res_code = null;
    $this->res_contact = null;
    $this->res_cseq_method = null;
    $this->res_cseq_number = null;
    /**
     * Received Request
     */
    $this->req_method = null;
    $this->req_cseq_method = null;
    $this->req_cseq_number = null;
    $this->req_contact = null;
    
    $this->routes = array();
    $this->request_via = array();
  }
  /*Tiene traccia di tutti i messaggi ricevuti e inviati*/
  public function getMessageFlow(){
return $this->messageFlow;
  }
  public function setNewSocket($newSock){
$this->socket = $newSock;
  }
}
?>
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